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ABSTRACT
RENEWAL PROCESS IN LOWELL, MASSACHUSETTS:
TOWARD AN ECOLOGICALLY SENSITIVE EDUCATIONAL MODEL
Patrick J. Mogan
A.B. Boston College
M.Ed. Boston University
C.A.G.S. Boston University
Directed by: Dr. David G. Coffing
Due to a lack of educational pay-offs, the writer and the residents
of the Model Cities area opted to develop a growth model rather than de-
sign "add-on" compensatory programs. Through an analysis of the research
and the writings of leaders in various fields, a new dimension was given
to two main features of the environment which were heretofore considered
negative factors: (1) the multi-ethnic composition of the city, and
(2) an old manufacturing city containing most of the physical structures
of its textile days. Through the planning process, it was decided to
portray the city for what it actually is—a living exhibit of the proc-
ess and the consequences of the American Industrial Revolution and to
make those two factors the basis for an educative city.
It was also assumed that the school alone, as it is presently or-
ganized, nor any other single institution, can do the task of personal
and community development. The home, the neighborhood, and peers are
v
variables at least as powerful as the school in educational development,
and any educational plans that ignored these variables would tend to keep
disadvantaged people in a disadvantaged state.
In addressing these variables, this study presents an ecological
systems model which recognizes the interdependence of economic, cultural,
and social factors. To coordinate the integrated delivery of these
services, a Center For Human Development was created. To provide a
neutral ground where existing agencies can plan those economic and
social programs to improve the conditions of living, the Human Services
Corporation was formed. Both of these institutions evolved from the
"grass-roots" planning of the residents of the Model Cities area.
In order to create the environment for optimum development, the
objectives of the Center For Human Development are:
1. Provide programs which are developmental in nature rather than
reparative;
2. Provide the integration of human services so necessary for op-
timal development;
3. Utilize the total environment as the context for achieving
educational objectives;
4. Provide youth and adults with opportunities to learn about
their own heritage and to assist them in learning about the heritages
of other people;
5. Provide a dignified and active role for the parents in the de-
velopment of their own children.
In the development of the educative city, the creation of new
institutions and new legislation was necessary. First, the physical
vi
infrastructure of the significant elements of the city (the canal sys-
tem and the structures associated with the industrial revolution) had to
be developed to portray the city as a living exhibit of the industrial
revolution. This process has resulted in the Commonwealth of Massachu-
setts' committing over $9,000,000. for the Lowell State Heritage Park,
and also in the creation of a federal commission to submit a plan to
Congress for the first Urban National Cultural Park in the United States.
Actually, the search for educational pay-offs is resulting in the
renewal of the city. The public and private sectors have adopted the
educative city as its strategy for the economic, cultural, and educa-
tional renewal of the city.
The author believes that this process of renewal can be applied to
any community. However, there must be a leadership structure committed
to comprehensive educational and physical revitalization. To effect the
renewal, the structure must look beyond any one discipline and be free
of the conventional bureaucratic limitations. The Model Cities Program
was the catalyst for such a structure in Lowell. In the absence of a
vehicle committed to such comprehensive goals , the writer suggests any
one, or a combination of, four vehicles as the catalytic agent.
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PREFACE
This dissertation describes what I consider to be a new and im-
portant educational concept and plan. There are many experiences that
influenced my thinking about this evolving model of education. Many of
these experiences were not part of my work in the field of education; I
have had many "teachers" outside the formal classroom. These "teachers",
both positive and negative, were a part of living itself.
During my life, I have been most fortunate in having a number of
unique experiences which collectively suggested to me a model of educa-
tion which could prove more productive than our present one. I have
gradually come to understand the inter- relatedness of components of
life and to see possibilities in the non-school environment for personal
and community development. Some of the experiences which have shaped
my perspective on education are:
(a) My growing up in an ethnic community. A fuller understanding
of ethnic life came to me when my army work put me in daily
contact with the French civilian population in New Caledonia.
(b) My experience in the field of penology— first with adults
bridging the gap between prison life and free society and
later with juvenile offenders at the Lyman School. The con-
tinued and unquestioned perpetuation of such an apparently
unsuccessful model prompted me to question what all institu-
tions are actually accomplishing.
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(c) My five years of army experience in Europe, South Pacific,
and the United States. I was often required to design and
implement plans of action.
(d) My involvement in Camp William James, an experimental Civilian
Conservation Corps Camp in Tunbridge, Vermont. The experiment
at Camp William James turned out to be the prototype for the
Peace Corps many years later.
(e) My business experience as a furniture buyer and department
manager for the R. H. White Company, part of a nation-wide
merchandising corporation. The fact that I was hired over
more highly trained applicants because of plans I had developed
for a tourist business in New Hampshire gave me an understand-
ing early in life of what the business world values.
(f) My educational experience in traditional education— as a prin-
cipal for 13 years, an assistant superintendent for 4 years,
and as a college professor.
(g) My experience in the development phase of education--4 years
as director of the Model Cities Education Program and as
founder and executive director (currently) of the Human Ser-
vices Corporation.
(h) My experience working with local, state, and national agencies
in improving the quality of urban life.
(i) My involvement in planning commissions, both public and pri-
vate, for the past 20 years. This past year, I was appointed
to a Cabinet of 8 people in the City of Lowell to plan the
expenditure of approximately $4 million per year under the
IX
Housing and Community Development Act of 1974.
(j) Recently, I have been appointed to a 9-person Federal Com-
mission charged with submitting a plan to the U. S. Congress
for developing the first Urban National Cultural Park in the
United States.
x
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Background
Mounting evidence shows education is no longer the avenue to a bet-
ter world
—
particularly for the people of inner-city Lowell. In fact,
due to the lack of pay-offs from education, the inner city people have
begun to doubt that education will help their children achieve the
"American dream" . This feeling that education is unproductive is more
profoundly felt because of suspicion toward the new organizational and
learning approaches of the 60 ' s and their failure to bring about educa-
tional pay-offs in the inner city— namely, modern math, individualized
instruction, programmed learning, non-graded classes, team teaching,
team learning, multi-age and multi-grade grouping plans, additional
specialists, remedial reading, learning kits, and new technology to aid
the teaching- learning process. More refined reporting procedures have
made the parents more aware of the successes and failures of their chil-
dren. Although feedback on student performance has become more specific,
the school's recommendations for parent involvement in the learning pro-
cess remained general and nebulous. In brief, the efforts of the school
and the parental response to the suggestions of the school have not
helped the inner-city child.
The publication of standardized test scores showing the comparative
ranking of Lowell's inner-city and suburban children increased the
2anxiety of urban parents. The test results showed that by the time
urban children reached the eighth grade, they were 1-1/2 years behind
the norm. Each release of scores produced a flurry of activity among
Lowell educators to respond to the reported deficiency. Fifty remedial
reading teachers plus other specialists were added to the school system,
yet there was no improvement in the performance of Lowell's students.
The lack of improvement in student performance further depressed
the city's self-image and fostered a feeling that the city, and partic-
ularly the inner city, was not a good place to bring up one's children.
The expression "further depressed the city's self-image" is used because
since 1925, with the exception of a few short periods, the city had been
known for its economic hardships. During the period from 1915-1960,
the population declined by 30,000. Although Lowell citizens were aware
of the economic plight, they did not until recently suspect that the
economic decline was linked to a decline in educational productivity.
This discovery produced the extremes in outlook—one a despair and in-
creased negative self-image and the other a determination to change the
situation. These two responses were associated with the inner city and
the affluent section of the city respectively. Many from both groups,
however, wished to move to other communities where, they believed, the
schools afforded a greater opportunity for their children. Some in the
inner city talked about moving into other districts of the city. This de-
sire to disassociate from the area was counterbalanced by those who
were demanding improvement in Lowell's schools.
This was the state of affairs when the Model Cities Program was
started. The area selected to be the Model Cities Area was the Acre ,
3a 400-acre multi-ethnic area in the inner city which was completely sur-
rounded by water— the Merrimack River providing one boundary and the
5.6 miles of canals providing the other boundaries. This area was
selected because, inspite of the physical deterioration, many people,
both within the area and outside the area, had a positive feeling about
it. This was the home of virtually all the ethnic groups who came to
Lowell to work in the mills. Their churches and cultural institutions
were still there, which continually brought them together. Some of these
people had become very successful in the professions and business and
it was felt that they would be willing to invest in the area. The eth-
nics living in the area and still practicing their cultural traditions
had a deep feeling that their way of life had value and they would like
to see it passed on to future generations. In addition, this was the
area that had virtually all the remnants of Lowell's world renowned
textile industry. There still remained over 6,000,000 square feet of
massive, five-storied mills and 5.6 miles of canals which powered the
mills. So, because of the culture of the area and because of the poten-
tial for adaptive use of the canals and mills, the Acre was chosen as
the Model Cities Neighborhood Area.
Another episode in Lowell's history must be mentioned if one is to
understand the people's approach to the Model Cities Program. 1958-1965
was the period of urban renewal in Lowell. The people realized the
disastrous effects of many renewal projects. For example, one section,
"Little Canada", was completely bulldozed and its residents scattered
throughout the city. In trade for some physical improvements, a way of
life of the people had been virtually destroyed. The neighborhood was
4left with a disproportionate number of old people and the area that was
once "Little Canada" was replaced with a cement-housing project which
had no aesthetic value whatever. In addition, for five years, "Little
Canada" looked like a wasteland for the period between the acquisition
of the land and the time the bulldozer finally levelled the houses that
stood on it.
Process Of Model Development
Due to the failure of piecemeal governmental programs such as urban
renewal, a reversal in approach was decreed by the Model Cities legisla-
tion. Now the people affected by the programs were going to have a voice
in the planning and design of those programs. An Education Task Force
was jointly appointed by the city government and the Acre Model Neigh-
borhood Organization (an elected body of 40 residents of the Model Cities
Area) to plan what they wanted for an education program. To provide
assistance to the Education Task Force in developing this plan, the
writer received a grant from Title I of the Higher Education Act. The
purpose of the grant was to hire resource people who could respond to
questions of the residents and suggest and explain various programs to
answer the questions. It was assumed that the residents would be given
sufficient knowledge upon which to base their decisions.
It soon became apparent that their evolving concept of education
could not be achieved within the system as it is presently organized.
Their study and experience led to the conclusion that no single agency
,
including the schools, could meet the people's needs. The interrela-
tionships and the interdependence of education, housing, social units.
5and various agencies concerned with mental health, public health, re-
habilitation, recreation, and so on called for coordination into social
service-learning systems. In addition, the people were averse to the
concept of remediation and chose what may be called a developmental ap-
proach. What evolved was a community type school with the following
objectives.
1. Provide programs which are developmental rather than remedial
or compensatory.
2. Provide the coordination of human services necessary for op-
timum development.
3. Utilize the total environment for achieving educational objec-
tives .
4. Provide students and adults opportunities to learn about their
own heritage and to assist them in learning about the heritages
of other citizens
.
5. Provide a dignified and active role for the parents in the
development of their own children.
Inasmuch as these five objectives were beyond the scope of any existing
public agency, a new social institution, the Center For Human Development,
was proposed. Its only chance of realization depended on being designated
as the second of no more than three experimental schools authorized by
the State Legislature. On May 26, 1972, the State Board of Education
approved the Center For Human Development as an experimental school. It
must be stressed that the designation was not for the so-called educa-
tional phase of the Center For Human Development, but for the total con-
cept which assumes that neither the traditional school nor any other
6single agency could do the job of human development. What was needed
was an ecologically sensitive education model, i.e. approach, through
which the services of education, mental health, public health, welfare,
rehabilitation, youth services, housing, recreation, law, and others
can be articulated into an integrated human services system.
Subsequent to the State Board's approval, components of the Center
were developed as discrete programs capable of being integrated into the
Center For Human Development once funds became available. Some of these
components operated in conjunction with the Lowell Public Schools, the
State Department of Public Health, the State Department of Mental Health
the City of Lowell, the Lowell Historical Society, the State Department
of Natural Resources, the City Development Authority, Lowell University,
and the private sector. To allow this joint development to occur, a
non-profit Human Services Corporation has been created to enable the
development of concrete economic and social programs to improve the
quality of life. Through the Human Services Corporation, all five ob-
jectives of the Education Task Force are currently being translated
into programs. Funding for such programs comes from agencies such as
the New England Regional Commission, the Educational Facilities Labora-
tories, the Lowell Public Schools, the City of Lowell s Office of the
City Manager, the National Endowment for the Arts, the National Endow-
ment for the Humanities, the Historical American Engineering Record (a
branch of the National Park Service) , the various departments of the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, the Massachusetts Bicentennial Commission
the Economic Development Authority of the U. S. Department of Commerce,
and the U. S. Congress through the recently established federal
7commission that has funded an implementation study for the first urban
national cultural park in the United States. All of these programs are
components of the overall concept of the Center For Human Development.
Purpose Of This Model
The Lowell educational model is an answer to the growing awareness
that no single agency as presently structured can do the job of human
development. The Center For Human Development, the operating agency of
the model, provides public health, mental health, welfare, rehabilita-
tion, education, youth services, housing, recreation, law, and other
services. Its programs can be called developmental as opposed to
reparative. The model is an adaptation of Caplan's Ecological Systems
Model and it recognizes the wholeness of the individual and his rela-
tionship with his environment. The model is designed to achieve the
following goals:
1. To coordinate and integrate existing human services in Lowell.
2. To test new approaches to the delivery of human services,
which can later be applied in each agency's own sphere of ser-
vice.
3. To provide an example to other agencies in the process of
changing and adapting to the needs of society.
4. To provide kinds of service that no specialized agency could
alone offer.
5. Provide an organizational structure comprehensive enough to
interrelate human and physical programs.
To create an atmosphere where concepts are translated into6 .
concrete programs with some confidence in their short-range
and long-range effects.
Significance Of The Model
Originally, specialized, separate agencies were considered the
best to deliver human services. Although administrators today question
the efficacy of this approach, they are often powerless to make changes
because of laws which specify their organization's structure and pur-
pose. The Lowell model insures flexibility by using a purchase of
services approach which enables a governmental agency to contract with
a non-profit organization to carry out objectives which cannot be real-
ized as effectively within the governmental agency.
Caplan created the Ecological Systems Model 1
,
upon which the Lowell
model is based, to help professionals identify the variety of environ-
mental stresses impinging on a patient. An educator might diagnose a
person's problem as a reading disorder; the police might define the
person's problem as delinquency caused by his association with a gang;
the welfare worker might attribute the person's problem to the absence
of a father figure in the home; and a medical doctor might conclude
that anemia is at the root of the person's problem. The Ecological
Systems Model attempts to integrate the diagnostic approaches of a
variety of professions so that the patient can be viewed from the broad-
est perspective. However, Caplan' s wholistic service is reserved for
pathological cases. (Perhaps many people reached the stage of pathology
"'’Gerald Caplan, Conceptual Models in Community Health , a paper pre-
sented to Harvard Laboratory of Community Psychiatry, January 14, 1968.
9because minor symptoms of their problem were being treated while the
major cause was allowed to fester.) Relative to this pathological
orientation, Bruner says:
Just as medical science was organized around concepts
of pathology, so today we would do well to organize our
efforts anew around the concept of growth. Those
sciences that can help us understand and nurture human
growth—biological, behavioral, and social sciences
alike— should find ways of joining forces as the growth
sciences. Let them make their knowledge relevant to
those who are practitioners of the nurturing of growth:
parents, teachers, counsellors. It is bizarre that no
such organization has yet emerged, though it is plainly
on its way.
^
That schools are not the only factor in a child's educational de-
velopment is one of the major conclusions of the Coleman Report:
That schools bring little influence to bear on a child's
achievement that is independent of his background and
general social context; and that this very lack of an
independent effect means that the inequalities imposed
on children by their home, neighborhood, and peer en-
vironment are carried along to become the inequalities
with which they confront adult life at the end of
school. For equality of educational opportunity through
the schools must imply a strong effect of schools that
is independent of the child's immediate social environ-
ment, and that strong independent effect is not present
in American schools.
^
That the effects of forces outside the schools are more influential
on achievement than the school itself indicates the need for a more com-
prehensive approach to human development. To ignore non-school influ-
ences of development is to deny equal educational opportunities to a
significant number of American children. Even one-third of middle income
2
Boston Sunday Globe, November 30, 1969; p. 20A.
3
James S. Coleman (ed.). Equality of Educational Opportunity ,
(Washington, D.C. : United States Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, 1966) p. 325.
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students are failures in American schools and this is the group for
whom the schools are assumed to be best suited to serve. 4 The need for
non-school agencies to provide services to lower class students is even
more pressing. As Bruner says, it is bizarre that no such growth model
has been established.
The Ecological Systems Model provides the structural design for the
renewal of the City of Lowell. If the job of renewal cannot be achieved
by the educational system alone, than other agencies will have to assist.
However, if no coordination mechanism is provided and no agency believes
it has a comprehensive role, renewal becomes a fragmented, short-term,
and often counter-productive process. The assumption underlying this
model is that education, as presently organized, cannot achieve its
stated goals because there are variables in the non-school environment
which, to a significant degree, determine the effectiveness of education.
Then, as Bremer says.
In terms of principles, it does not appear that the
function of education, both formal and informal, is any
different now from what it was in the time of Homer
(whether he be man or syndicate) , nor will it be any
different at any time in the future. Since much of our
confusion in education arises because we have lost
sight of principles, it will clarify the role of the
teacher if we can set the permanent boundary conditions
within which he must work. It is not a matter of taste,
or of predilection, or of philosophical conviction, it
is simply necessary that education is renewal. Educa-
tion is the process through which society renews itself
—
if, in fact, it is renewed at all. 5
William D. Rohwer, Improving Instruction in the 1970's - What Could
Make a Significant Difference? ; address presented at the annual meeting
of the American Educational Research Association, New Orleans, 1973.
^John Bremer, "Community: Continuity and Cooperation", paper presented
at Gresham Teacher Challenge Conference sponsored by New England Program
in Teacher Education, January 18, 1972.
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This model evolved as the result of a felt need of human service
professionals in the Greater Lowell area. The model can channel energy
effectively for the renewal of the City of Lowell. The same model can
be instituted in any community. However, the start up process would
take different forms in different communities. Accordingly, among the
recommendations in Chapter V are new roles for higher education to nourish
and activate the process of renewal.
Assumptions Of The Study
1. That neither the school alone, nor any other single agency,
can foster optimum human development.
2. That a pathological human services model will be less effective
than a growth model.
3. That at present there exist no organizational model for inte-
grating human services which recognizes the integrity of each human ser-
vice profession.
4. That much of a person's psychological and intellectual develop-
ment occurs in childhood before he enters school.
5. That compensatory or "add on" programs have generally been
unsuccessful
.
6. That the interdisciplinary human services model has long been
accepted in theory by the leaders in the various human services fields.
7. That any significant change in education will require the
joint efforts of educators and professionals from non-school agencies.
8. That education, acting alone, is neither tempermentally nor
technically able to assume an effective position of leadership.
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Purpose Of This Study
The intent of this study is to document the process through which
Lowell is renewing itself. The renewal model evolved as the members of
the Model Cities Education Task Force decided to develop a program that
would bring hope and a sense of accomplishment to their area. The Task
Force chose to plan "the ideal program" and to discontinue compensatory
educational programs. To implement the model program, three corporations
were formed - one to create the social and economic programs for the
Center For Human Development, another to found the Lowell Museum, and a
third to aid ethnics in the development of economic ventures associated
with the Urban National Cultural Park. Local, state, and national legis-
lation was initiated to make programs possible. A Federal Commission
was appointed to plan the Urban National Cultural Park. This study will
describe the implementation process and explain how the renewal model
has responded, and is capable of responding, to the various needs of
Lowell's citizens.
Organization Of This Study
Chapter I gives the reader an overview of the study and provides
an introduction to the conditions which prompted the residents of inner
city Lowell to devise an ideal plan which could produce a sense of hope
and accomplishment in the inner city. Chapter I also states the basic
assumptions upon which the study is based and includes a statement as
to the limitations of the study. This introductory chapter also des-
cribes the organization of the study, defines terms, and explains the
significance of the study.
13
Chapter II offers a summary of the research directly applicable to
the study and suggests how other research can be adapted to provide a
rationale for the change strategy advocated by the residents of the
Model Cities Area. Their approach was based on their experience with
other school and public programs and their feelings as to what could be.
Chapter III is an historical, sociological, and psychological
analysis of Lowell. It describes the enigma of our community, the con-
current association and disassociation of groups of people with Lowell
and explains the potential for renewal that existed in the city's
heritage. Through this analysis, a plan evolves for new forms and
structures that make use of the best of the past and present.
Chapter IV presents a model for economic, cultural, and educational
redevelopment of the city. The chapter includes the strategy for attain-
ing the objectives of the Center For Human Development and demonstrates
the capacity of the model to respond flexibly to the people's needs.
"Toward an Ecologically Sensitive Educational Model" describes a proc-
ess for change rather than a static or final state. To realize the
goals of the Center For Human Development to the maximum degree, the
Urban National Cultural Park was conceived as a means for harnessing
the total environment. The Human Services Corporation was founded to
envelope the social, educational, cultural, and economic programs neces-
sary to attain the goals of the Center For Human Development.
Chapter V contains the writer's reflections on the interplay of the
political, psychological, and structural rigidities of agencies involved
in the development of the Lowell Plan. The Chapter depicts an adminis-
trative style which could successfully implement a comprehensive plan.
14
It is also an exposition of the writer's concept of a professional
educator— a requisite if one is to cope with the frustrations of nur-
turing a new idea. Finally there are recommendations for organizing a
city renewal system and creating a regional mechanism for helping com-
munities to become self- renewing . The conclusions revolve around the
belief that education is renewal. If education does not renew the city
as a whole, it will be virtually impossible to achieve the goals of
education in the inner city.
Limitations Of The Study
1. Since the writer has been involved in the development of this
model over a ten year period, there might be a tendency to attribute
causal relationships of happenings in Lowell to this plan which others
might believe to be accidental.
2. The sub- title, "Towards an Ecologically Sensitive Educational
Model", implies that the model is not a static concept. However, the
model's productivity could be measured at any point in its evolution in
terms of attitudinal changes in Lowell residents and in terms of products
generated such as the Lowell Heritage Park.
3. In replicating this model, one might have difficulty in estab-
lishing significant new organizational modes without destroying a sense
of continuity with the past. However, this should not deter the effort
to search for renewal programs that are latent in the old organizations
,
structures, or attitudes. Initially very few Lowell residents recog-
nized that the educational, cultural, and economic redevelopment of
Lowell could emerge from the adaptive use of the salient features of
15
Lowell. However, once an awareness was developed, the Lowell residents
enthusiastically accepted the plan.
Definition Of Terms
There was no prototypical renewal project upon which Lowell could
base its renewal plan. Accordingly, new terms were devised to describe
the plan and old terms were used in new ways. The definitions which
the writer consider essential to understanding the Lowell plan are in-
cluded below:
Center For Human Development : (a) The coordinating mechanism by
which the various human development agencies come together under one
directorship for the integrated delivery of human services. (b) The
name of the "experimental school" approved by the State Board of Educa-
tion to carry out the Lowell plan.
Ecological Systems : The interdependent economic, cultural, and
social patterns in personal and community life and the deliberate study
of these patterns for the purpose of promoting harmonious development.
Human Services Corporation : A non-profit corporation dedicated to
develop concrete social and economic programs to improve the conditions
of living.
Community School : A school which harnesses the community's total
resources for learning including the home, learning interactors in the
non-school environment, resource centers such as museums, artifacts used
to understand the economic and cultural environment, forests and pre-
serves, and the home-base (school) which serves as both a learning center
and a spring-board for guided learning activities in the non-school
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environment.
Pathological Model : Any institution or agency set up to respond
to some deficiency in people; generally, one must have some malfunction
or illness in order to be served.
Growth Model : Provides services to nurture human growth. Services
are based upon what the client needs to live as full a life as possible.
Developmental models are distinguished from pathological models.
Urban National Cultural Park : A living exhibit of a significant
process in the development of America (e.g. industrialization) which
enables residents and visitors to understand the way of life associated
with that process. It is a park in the sense that an European city like
Vienna is a park - a living exhibit of a way of life. Relative to
Lowell, it is the presentation of Lowell as a living exhibit of the proc-
ess and consequences (both economic and cultural) of the American Indus-
trial Revolution and the telling of that story through the adaptive
use of the three salient features of Lowell's industrialization: i.e.,
the 5.6 miles of canals and the two rivers, the 6,000,000 square feet
of mill space in the middle of the city, and the multi-cultural compo-
sition of the community.
State Heritage Park: The Commonwealth of Massachusetts has com-
mitted over $9,000,000 to develop nodes for the following purposes:
1. The preservation of the cultural heritage of Lowell and the
surrounding region — a heritage which has its roots in the past
but which is continually growing and diversifying.
2. The development of the resources that comprise the area's
heritage to increase public appreciation and enjoyment of
17
these cultural assets.
Model : Although it is typical to consider a model as a verbal or
schematic representation of a system, in Lowell the model has become a
living, breathing organism which has evolved’ from the orignial plan
which was to find a way of integrating all the services and opportunity
for personal and community development extant in the community at a
given time. It must be realized that the plan is a dynamic and will
respond to the changing situation which is unfolding. Essentially,
model
,
as used in this dissertation, labels both the designed process
and the particular operation of the process at any point in time.
Acre : The area in the inner city of Lowell which was designated as
the Model Cities Area. It is actually 400 acres completely surrounded
by the waters of the canals and the Merrimack River. Virtually every
ethnic group had this area as its home base and the cultural institutions
of the various groups still remain in this area. Through the planning
of the people of this area, the concepts of the Center For Human Devel-
opment and the Urban National Cultural Park had their birth.
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CHAPTER II
INGREDIENTS FOR "TURNING THE CITY AROUND":
A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Integration Of Human Development Services
The growing recognition of the need for coordination of social ser-
vice agencies to effect human development has prompted the examination
of the research findings relative to the design of an "Ecologically
Sensitive Educational Model" that can "turn around" a city. It is high-
ly unlikely that society will ever devise a perfect model that can
remain static; what is needed is a model which continually changes in
response to new research. The model proposed here includes a built-in
process to enable agencies to respond to society's changing needs and
opportunities
.
Inspite of the vast expenditures by the U. S. Office of Education
and the Department of Housing and Urban Development, the quality of
living and education in the cities did not visibly improve. Rather,
many social scientists believe that conditions worsened. The fact that
these massive expenditures did not make any significant difference fos-
tered a sense of hopelessness both among the residents of the inner
city and the social scientists and city planners whose programs had
failed. It was within this context that the Model Cities Program was
created by Congress. Before the passage of the Model Cities Program,
professionals, without much citizen input, designed social service pro-
grams. The Model Cities legislation required that the people being
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affected by the programs have a role in the design and implementation
of the programs.
Under Title I of the Higher Education Act, resource people were
made available to the residents of the Model Cities area. These resource
people were to explore the relevant research and suggest program options
for the residents to consider.
The following excerpt from James Coleman's study, The Equality of
Educational Opportunities
,
has special relevance to the Model Cities
residents
.
Of the many implications of this study of school effects
on achievement, one appears to be of overriding impor-
tance. This is the implication that stems from the fol-
lowing results taken together:
1. The great importance of family background for
achievement;
2. The fact that the relation of family background to
achievement does not diminish over the years of
school
;
3. The relatively small amount of school- to-school
variation that is not accounted for by differences
in family background, indicating the small inde-
pendent effect of variation in school facilities,
curriculum, and staff upon achievement;
4. The small amount of variance in achievement expli-
citely accounted for by variations in facilities
and curriculum;
5. Given the fact that non-school factors account for
much variation in achievement, teachers' characteris-
tics account for more than any other - taken together
with the results ... which show that teachers tend to
be socially and racially similar to the students they
teach;
6. The fact that the social composition of the student
body is more highly related to achievement, inde-
pendently of the student's own social background,
than is any other school factor;
The fact that attitudes such as a sense of control
of the environment, or a belief in the responsiveness
7.
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of the environment, are extremely highly related to
achievement, but appear to be little influenced by
variations in school characteristics.
Taking all these results together, one implication stands
out above all: that schools bring little influence to
bear on a child's achievement that i-s independent of his
background and general social context; and this very lack
of an independent effect means that the inequalities im-
posed on children by their home, neighborhood, and peer
environment are carried along to become the inequalities
with which they confront adult life at the end of school.
For equality of educational opportunity through the
schools must imply a strong effect of schools that is
independent of the child's immediate social environment,
and that strong independent effect is not present in
American schools.
^
These findings indicate that the school alone, as presently organized,
cannot promote optimum personal development. A child's home, neighborhood,
and peers are factors stronger than the school itself in bringing about
educational achievement. Another implication is that a belief in the
responsiveness of the environment, is highly related to achievement. The
feeling of powerlessness must be replaced with a sense of control over
the environment.
Another implication is the importance of the home in the achievement
of the student. Apparently, there is a style of living in the home which
determines, or at least has a great deal to do with, the child's success
in school. Accordingly, the report called for parents to take an active
role in education rather than remaining in a passive, supportive role.
To respond to all the report's recommendations, a new model for
education is called for. The new model would have to be comprehensive
.
6James Coleman, Equality of Educational Opportunity, (Washington,
D.C. : United States Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1966)
p. 325.
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in scope and multi disciplinary in design. The complexity of the de-
velopmental process and the interdependence of the total environment
point out the futility of the schools alone to bring about individual
and community fulfillment. Gardner says the condition calls for a new
approach.
The schools alone cannot solve the problems of poverty
and segregation, particularly those schools already
harnessed to the slums. They will never be fully ef-
fective against those problems until educational plan-
ning is linked to planning in land use, transportation,
recreation, health care, social services, and broad
new patterns of metropolitan and school governance.
^
Dr. Gerald Caplan, the Director of the Harvard Laboratory of Com-
munity Psychiatry suggests a method for tying together diverse human
services
:
The Ecological Systems Model attempts to bring all these
into mutual articulation (i.e. the individual as an inte-
gral part of a succession of open systems, each of which
is a sub-system of a larger unit) . It points to the de-
sign of a comprehensive system of caregiving units and an
attempt to orient this to a broad view of the strains and
maladjustments on a variety of levels of the client sys-
tems, sub-systems, and individuals. What the implications
of this model will be for the future patterns of practice
is too soon to say. One possibility is a local Human
Services Program, in which the various caregivers from
health, mental health, welfare, child and adult education,
law, corrections, religion, manpower, etc. will be inte-
grated
—
possibly housed in one neighborhood comprehensive
community center, with more specialized larger district
staff on call or providing services on a regional basis.®
7
John W. Gardner, No Easy Victories , (New York: Harper & Row, 1968)
p. 23.
^Gerald Caplan, "Conceptual Models in Community Mental Health", a
paper presented to Harvard Laboratory of Community Psychiatry, January
14, 1968.
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The Need For A Developmental Model
Some inner city residents resent professionals who take a patholog-
ical approach to the design of social services. They question the
wisdom of identifying a student as deficient or in need of remediation
when environmental factors may have prevented or interfered with his
learning. Accordingly, a developmental and positive approach to educa-
tion is preferable to a remedial or compensatory approach.
Just as medical research was organized around concepts
of pathology, so today we would do well to organize our
efforts anew around the concept of growth. Those
sciences that can help us understand and nurture human
growth—biological, behavioral, and social sciences
alike— should find ways of joining forces as the growth
sciences. Let them make their knowledge relevant to
those who are practitioners of the nurturing of growth:
parents, teachers, counsellors. It is bizarre that no
such organization has yet emerged, though it is plainly
on the way .
®
Remedial programs attempted but failed to close the gap between
what the children know and what the school says they should know when
first entering school. Inner city residents have observed that pre-
school programs are based on the assumption that the background of their
children is inadequate. The fact that many children who were exposed
to these programs were still considered failures or inadequate caused
the people of the Model Cities Area to question these "make-up" or
remedial programs. In addition to their own observations and feelings
about remedial pre-school programs, the following findings of the
Coleman Report confirmed the uselessness of these "add-on programs.
^Boston Sunday Globe, November 30, 1969, p. 20A.
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The great importance of family background for achieve-
ment;
The fact that the relation of family background to
achievement does not diminish over the years of school;
The relatively small amount of school-to-school varia-
tion that is not accounted for by differences in family
background, indicating the small independent effect of
variations in school facilities, curriculum, and staff
upon achievement. .. that the inequalities imposed on
children by their home, neighborhood, and peer environ-
ment are carried along to become the inequalities with
which they confront adult life at the end of school.
For equality of educational opportunity through the
schools must imply a strong effect of schools that is
independent of the child's immediate social environment,
and that strong independent effect is not present in
American schools. I®
This analysis raises doubts about placing all our resources for
development in the school as presently organized. Heretofore, the
people were led to believe that the school was virtually 100 percent
responsible for the development of their children. Now, they are con-
vinced that other factors are more important than the school. The pre-
school years in the home seem very important in determining school success.
With this mounting information about the importance of factors out-
side the school and with the tendency of schools to respond with in-school,
add-on programs, the people of the Model Cities area were compelled to
advocate a new approach. They gathered the research findings on the
pre-school years and the role of the home during those years.
Just as inner city people were discovering research findings, so
was the education specialist in the House, Congressman John Brademas
:
For if Benjamin Bloom is even roughly on target in con-
cluding that up to fifty percent of the growth of human
intelligence takes place before the age of four, then
10
James Coleman, Ibid., op.cit. , p. 325.
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school teachers ignore at their peril what has happened
to their students in the years before they start school.
What this means is that tomorrow's teachers must be
educated, as they are not now, about human development
during the first five years of life. Still more to
the point, by 1984, more and more teachers will them-
selves be teaching children during these first years.
This task will not be confined to teaching only, but,
equally important, to helping in the non-cognitive de-
velopment of very young people.
Programs for pre-schoolers immediately raise questions
about parental involvement with their children's schools
and education of parents about their children's educa-
tion, and the teacher of 1984 must be better prepared
to deal with these questions.
H
Brademas 1 warning seems to indicate, or could be so construed by
educators, that "add-on" instruction on the part of the school is the
answer. Although the research indicates that non-school factors are
critical in the development of children, education has a tendency to
respond with in-school programs which do not recognize the necessity of
parents playing a dignified, active, and responsible role in the devel-
opment of their own children. That the schools could help parents per-
form this important function seems to be overlooked. However, if the
schools do not assume this new role, one that enables parents to become
part of the educative process, what other agency can furnish this vital
service?
That the community, or the total environment, is educative was
recognized by the early Greeks. Bailey, a contemporary educator recog-
nized the same idea as follows:
11
Brademas, "Congress and the Teacher in 1984", paper
presented at
Gresham Teacher Challenge Conference sponsored by New
England Program
in Teacher Education, January 19, 1972.
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Finally, but not really finally, the most ancient insti-
tutions of pedagogy— family, friends, and clerics—con-
tinue (perhaps with lessened impact) their indispensible
teaching functions. Even though the framework of our
traditions has become partially unglued, it is still
abundantly clear that much of what we know and believe
still comes, in the irreverent words of the late Dean
Acheson, from.. . 'our mother's knee and other low joints'.
In the face of all these diverse instructional energies,
if one were to transmute the New Testament question,
'And who is my neighbor?' into 'And who is my teacher?',
how would any of us answer? What Ivan Illich does not
seem to understand is that education, as distinct from
schooling, has always been substantially disestablished
in our society. The trends that he established norma-
tively have been observable empirically for a long, long
time. And they are accelerating. If these trends con-
tinue, it may well be that by 1984, education will have
completed its transition from a phase of life to a quality
of life— from a sequestered segment of maturation to a
pervasive attribute of all human existence. If so, the
whole notion of the teacher as a human instrument for
effecting, by means of custodial catalysis, a rough
parallelism between mental development and physical de-
velopment in growing children ages 5 to 18, may, by 1984,
• • i ?have become quite obsolete and irrelevant.
Bailey says that the whole notion of the teacher as the major human
instrument for effecting, by means of custodial catalyst, the develop-
ment of school aged children seems to be preventing educators and other
behavioral scientists from responding to the implications of research
and empirical findings.
Early Childhood
A consensus is developing among the behavioral scientists that the
first five years of life are critical for later cognitive and mental
development. Much of the research indicates that during the three years
12Stephen K. Bailey, "Growing Teachers", paper presented at Gresham
Teacher Challenge Conference sponsored by New England Program in Teacher
Education, January 19, 1972.
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of life a cognitive foundation is built on which all subsequent growth
depends. Unfortunately, most programs serve children over three years
of age. Lichtenberg and Norton, in surveying the literature relative
to early childhood, say:
The first three years of life are the most important be-
cause the basic patterns of behavior and of personality
and cognitive structures that help create behavior are
established. The very existence of these structures in-
fluences future development because they are concerned
with the child's autonomous regulation of himself and
his encounters with the world. If the child has a series
of poor experiences during the first three years of life,
he will form self-protective means that will intrude upon
all his encounters. He not only is less open to the
world; he is actively turned against the world and resis-
tant to its influences
.
Lichtenberg and Norton summarize the research supporting home-based
education programs as follows:
The argument for parental involvement in the education
program is simple and important. The parents are with
the children the greater proportion of their lives and
cognitive development is a function of the totality of
the actions in which the children are engaged. There
can be no division of the day for the child along edu-
cational (work) and non-educational (leisure) dimen-
sions such as we pretend to have for school age chil-
dren and for adults. The pre-school child is not
attuned to education while his tutor is in the home or
while he is in the day care center, and then preoccupied
with living at other times. He is always in the proc-
ess of experimentation and growth. The only way to truly
affect his cognitive development, thus, is to be foster-
ing it always. As Hess and Shipman (1965) put in their
study of how mothers function as teachers, the meaning
of deprivation is the deprivation of meaning in everyday
circumstances of the total life of the child. Disad-
vantaged children experience interpersonal relationships
in which their parents are limited in the construction
^Philip Lichtenberg and Dolores G. Norton (eds.) , Cognitive and
Mental Development in the First Five Years of Life , a review of recent
research, (National Institute of Mental Health, 1970), p. 50.
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of meaningful actions. Klaus and Gray (1968) also
assert the common conviction that pervades these re-
ports: that if no massive changes are made in the
home conditions of the child, the situation which
creates the original deficit will continue to take
its toll. The child's development takes place day
after day, in concrete, intimate detail, 24 hours a
day; and any corrective program will have to take
this account of this fact.^
If success in school is related to the opportunities, or lack of
opportunities, for children during the first three years of life, it then
appears reasonable for the school to help the parents make the most of
these early years. However, it is doubtful that the presentation of
new knowledge about the importance of the first three years for cogni-
tive and mental development will, of itself, enable the parents to take
advantage of that knowledge. What should be the role of the school in
helping parents during this developmental period?
First of all, the school should assume that parents are willing to
play an active, dignified, and meaningful role in the development of
their own children, and make the parents the focal point of the program
rather than the children. Educators should explain to the parents that
the school alone cannot do the task of optimum human development and
ask them to join a developmental team. Parents should be made to under-
stand that a developmental program is needed for all children and
parents— the doctor's children, the engineer's children, and the labor-
er's children. The common need among all these groups for optimum de-
velopment of the children defines the active, responsible role for the
parents. The writer has consistently observed in his 30 years in education.
14
Lichtenberg & Norton, Ibid, op.cit., p. 88.
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at least half in disadvantaged areas, that once a parent feels he has
the competence and confidence to help his child that the task is gladly
undertaken.
What exactly should be the substance of a parent involvement pro-
gram? One of the most important skills for children in disadvantaged
areas is facility in oral expression. Since oral expression is thought
to be related to ability to learn to read, parents should be shown how
to provide a rich language environment for their children. There is
much evidence that the most important time for this is between the 15th
month and the 36th month. Optimum language development can be fostered
in a playful interaction between the child and his parents. The degree
of playful and meaningful linguistic experiences with his parents de-
termines his ability to speak.
Failure in development are commonly attributed to lack
of mutuality between parent and child. In respect to
language, for example, McNiell (1966) discusses more
rapid and less rapid development in working out the
English manifestations of linguistic universals. The
child plays with his parents in regard to language, not
learning from them but by interaction wi th them.
Parents' expansions of the child's vocalizations are
probably related to the facilitation of his discovery
o.f local features of languages. Also, parents may ex-
pand (i.e. take what the child says and add to it
while talking with the child) in order to verify their
own understanding of the child's speech. The interplay
is thus mutual confirmation. When the parent does not
expand, as is true in many lower class, non-academic
families, the child is forced to work out the appropri-
ate English manifestations of the linguistic universals
on his own. Thus, there is slower development in
language where there is a lack of reciprocal play with
words. Kagan (1969) makes the same point. He says
that longitudinal studies in his laboratory reveal that
lower class white children do less well than middle
class white children on tests related to those used in
intelligence testing. These lower class differences
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seem to appear as early as one or two years of age and
they occur because the quality of mother-child inter-
actions is different in regard to mutuality. Lower
class mothers spend less time in face-to-face mutual
vocalization and smiling with their infants; they do
not reward the child's maturational progress; and they
do not enter into long periods of play with the child.
These findings demonstrate that the developmental model for early
childhood cannot be a downward extension of our instructional mode
whereby the teacher provides learning opportunities for the children.
Groupings of pre-schoolers with teachers providing the learning stimu-
lation should be for the limited purpose of providing parents opportu-
nities to observe more effective ways of working with their own children.
Education For Social Renewal
In Crisis in the Classroom , Charles Silberman analyzes the present
dilemma of the school system.
What makes change possible, moreover, is that what is
mostly wrong with the public schools is due not to
venality or indifference or stupidity, but to mindless-
ness. To be sure, teaching has its share of sadists and
clods, of insecure and angry men and women who hate
their students for their openness, their exuberance,
their color or their affluences. But, by and large,
teachers, principals, and superintendents are decent,
intelligent, and caring people who try to do their best
by their lights. If they make a botch of it, and an un-
comfortably large number do, it is because it simply
never occurs to more than a handful to ask WHY they are
doing what they are doing--to think seriously or deeply
about the purposes or consequences of education.
This mindlessness— the failure or refusal to think
seriously about educational purpose, the reluctance to
question established practice—is not the monopoly of
the public schools; it is diffused remarkedly evenly
15
Lichtenberg & Norton, Ibid, op.cit., p. 10
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throughout the entire educational system, and indeed
the entire society.-*-^
The mindlessness of education of which Silberman speaks is both a
reflection of and a contributor to the deficiencies of the other insti-
tutions in our society. Accordingly, we cannot look to one of those
other institutions to better the conditions of living and development.
It cannot be changed or improved unless all who have a stake in educa-
tion
—
parents, the general public, the community, and civic leaders--
decide that there is something wrong and there are ways to improve
education.
The enormity of the present conditions and the hopelessness or
chaos which education or society in general seems to be in should be
viewed as a challenge. The community should see problems as clay to be
worked into a new form which will bring fulfillment to them and their
children. It is not a matter of which agency should be the catalyst
for such renewal; it is a matter of getting those affected by education
to start the process.
It is apparent that agencies such as housing, public health, and
mental health impinge upon the development of the individual and the
community. Many times these agencies have programs which affect adversely
the educational development of the individual. However, none of those
agencies seem ready to advocate or institute a program for optimum
human development. Although the school provides the most comprehensive
services, it too seems unable to do the job of fostering optimum human
16
Charles E. Silberman, Crisis In The Classroom , (Random House,
1970)
,
p. 10.
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development. The task seems to call for the renewal of society—
a
new role for all these agencies to perform in an integrated manner.
The Model Cities legislation was a hopeful sign. The program
format called for looking to all existing categorical programs for an
answer to the community's problems. However, when the community's
needs could not be answered by the existing categorical programs pro-
vided by the federal government, supplemental funds were allocated for
the creation of new programs. But Model Cities was a five year program.
How could a program have long term impact unless it was operated by a
more permanent agency? The school, redefined and broadened in its
function, was identified as the agency with the greatest potential to
initiate the programs to "turn the city around".
The literature points to the need to amalgamate resources. Caplan
and Bruner have summarized the empirical knowledge of leaders in the
behavioral science field. Edward D. Re brings another dimension by
stressing the public service mission of higher education.
What I envisage and strongly recommend is a dedication
of the University, as an institution, to massive social
problems such as the urban ghetto, housing, unemploy-
ment, education, social welfare, race relations, or-
ganized crime, water and air pollution, population
control and food supply, the conquest of space, and the
resources of and under the sea. I also urge that this
public service mission be accepted on a level of
priority with teaching and research, a move that will
require an adjustment of traditional academic roles and
a realignment of the hierarchy of values. The new
scale of values must reflect a commitment to public ser-
vice, not merely an acknowledgement of or course of
study on the problems of society, but a dedication by
the institution to the responsibility of helping to
solve them. The issues are too large, complex, and
pressing to be left to the social agencies, church or
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government. It is the duty of all segments of society,
including the university, to contribute toward their
solution. 17
The Superintendent of Lowell's Mental Health Center arrived at
the same conclusion.
Each year that passes points up the absence of an over-
all system for coordinating existing services, for ex-
panding insufficient services or for bringing in new
services. As we see it Lowell offers a great many ser-
vices each of which is a piecemeal contribution which
helps the patient only part way out of his difficulty
only to slip back again. Over and over again the Center
makes its particular piecemeal contribution in helping
a patient through a period of acute distress only to
see him in relapse again due to unavailability of suita-
ble housing, suitable occupational training or retrain-
ing or suitable recreational facilities. Frequently, a
patient's original reason for admission becomes further
aggravated and complicated by alcoholism or drug abuse,
or unwanted pregnancy or complications secondary to
childbirth or abortion.-*-®
John Bremer, the architect of the Parkway Project in Philadelphia,
proposes that education be the agency which brings about the renewal of
society through a multi-service approach. Bremer's ideas provide a
foundation for designing a comprehensive model for education:
Renewal is different both from reaction and from revolu-
tion because it takes as its prime material the present,
what is. It neither approves nor disapproves the proc-
ess by which the present has come to be but merely
accepts the present reality of what is the starting
point of its work. It is the present that has to be
changed— not abolished, not abandoned—but changed, and
this requires the acceptance of the material to be
transformed simply because it is to be transformed.
"^Charles G. Dobbins, and Calvin B. T. Lee (eds.), Whose Goals For
American Higher Education
,
(Washington, D.C.: American Council on Educa-
tion, 1968), "Education in the Nation's Service", pp. 92-93.
Sanbourne Bockoven, "Annual Report", (Lowell, Massachusetts:
Solomon Mental Health Center, 1972)
.
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Like the potter who must know, understand, and respect
the properties of his clay in order to make his pot, like
the dancer who must know, understand and respect the
properties of his body and of space in order to dance,
so the educator, the politician, must know, understand,
and respect the properties of the society, of the school
system, simply because he is about to change it. If he
does not know and respect his material
,
he cannot change
it (that is, transform it in accordance with the princi-
ples of its being) but can only do it violence, thereby
destroying the continuity which is the essence of
communi ty
.
Having accepted the material for what it is, the educa-
tor, the politician, like the potter, like the dancer,
must help in the task of changing, of transforming, that
is, of developing in the material a new form, a new
shape, a new structure. This means that renewal must
have a new form or a new structure which will be devel-
oped out of the old, but it differs from the potter's
form, shape, or structure in that the latter is rela-
tively fixed, static, and pre-determined. Like the
dancer, the educator or politician has a form or struc-
ture which is dynamic, which is a process that has as
its material self-moving people, and which, therefore,
is emergent. This requires the educator's task to be
seen as a helping one, an enabling one, and not as all-
determining. 19
Bremer also defines the role of the teacher in the renewal process
:
If the teacher is seen as a helper in renewal, then
there are three essential components in his profes-
sional expertise.
First, the teacher must know, understand and respect
his society, its traditions, its customs, its structures,
and he must respect them for what they are, for the good
that they can accomplish. This good, for all its limi-
tations, is real and is worthy of preservation, and it
must be accepted by the teacher; this allows what is not
good to be clearly seen. The teacher must be able to
recognize what society, what the educational system, can
and cannot do, and he must be able to work within it,
without succumbing to it.
19 . „
John Bremer, "Community: Continuity and Cooperation , paper pre
sented at Gresham Teacher Challenge Conference sponsored by New England
Program of Teacher Education, January 19, 1972.
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Second, the teacher must envision the possibilities of
renewal presented by or latent in the old. He must be
aware of the new forms, new structures, new purposes
which can be developed out of the existing society, out
of the existing school systems, in a continuous, emer-
gent manner. These new forms may well be mutually
exclusive but the teacher is not required to be an ad-
vocate, only to help the student learn the arts of judge-
ment and consider the acceptance of community as the
ultimate value, simply because our survival depends upon
community.
Third, the teacher must become like the true doctor, who
participates in a process by which the patient cures the
patient. Similarly, it is the student who does the
learning, and the teacher is master of enabling arts
which sustain, accelerate and perfect a natural process
which, to some extent, will take place without him. 20
The Benefits Of A Multi-Cultural Environment
It is obvious that cultural groups exist and these groups are the
essence of community. What good is envisioned by destroying these com-
munities? Are there any possibilities latent in these culture groups
which could be the basis for optimum personal and community development?
The answers to these questions determines whether a city's multi-cultural
composition will facilitate or block the attainment of educational goals.
The findings of Dr. John Carpenter, the associate dean of the
Institute for Public Affairs, University of Southern California; and
former director of the Office of Ethnic Heritage Programs, U. S. Office
of Education, indicate the danger in not appreciating the cultural
heritage of a community. He says.
The cost of success (for immigrants) was frequent denial
of self, and, as often, of family and culture. The de-
sire of the newcomers and their progeny was not for un-
changing permanence of the immigrant values and behaviors,
but for the human order that was lost when groupings and
20John Bremer, Ibid., op.cit.
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cultures and languages were distainfully thrown into dis-
array; for the integrity that was voided by denial of
oneself, one's family and one's origin; for the validity
of equality which was vetoed by sanctioned acceptance of
a dominant culture as humanly superior; and for the
freedom to put aside even earlier values and freely
choose whatever legitimate values and behaviors were
really fulfilling. It was this freedom of choice by in-
dividuals and groups which the melting pot approach has
not tolerated, and which any new separatism and ethno-
centricism cannot abide. 21
The denial of self, family, and culture can produce a negative self
image which is counter-productive educationally. We know that harm is
done by not respecting one's culture; is there any value in cultural
pluralism as an educative force other than avoiding harm?
Exploration of cultural pluralism reveals not only its
existence, and, without appropriate recognition and edu-
cational planning, its unfortunate consequences, but
also its essential merits. Pluralism serves as one of
the two major sources of progress since societies and
individuals advance, on the one hand, by inventiveness
and, on the other hand, by learning from others, from
differing expressions. As the anthropologist Franz
Boas has indicated:
'The history of mankind proves that advances of
cultures depend upon the opportunities presented
to a social group to learn from the experience
of their neighbors. The discoveries of the
group spread to others and, the more varied the
contacts, the greater the opportunities to
learn. . .
'
(1940)
In addition, cultural pluralism is a positive factor for
the psychological development of the individual. Piaget
has noted that the major thrust of cognitive development
is realized when one comes in contact with ideas of ex-
perience which challenge one's present way of viewing the
world. Information gained from the environment conflicts
with the child's existing ideas, resulting in an accommo-
dation of these schema. In this manner, exposure to cul-
tures other than one's own assists in the continuous
^John Carpenter and Judith V. Torney , "Beyond the Melting Pot to
Cultural Pluralism".
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growth of the individual. Moreover, many education
theorists hold that in order to know ideas or generali-
zations, it is essential to come in contact with dif-
ferent examples of these ideas. ^2
no.
Research is exploding the myth that a mono-cultural society
facilitates all kinds of learning. It now appears that a multi-cultural
environment fosters optimum development. It certainly would be tragic
if the school systems in the United States which were once successful
in wiping out the cultural pluralism would continue such a policy even
today when the best professional opinion warns against it.
1 Supporting this view. Carpenter says,
A mono-cultural . approach in children's development tends
to restrict their ability to face rationally and com-
fortably in life, a continuous stream of problems, and
to view and choose from a broad variety of possible solu-
tions. Such capability is essential in a world where no
answers are demonstrably the only true and good determina-
tions. Children who are led to hold tenaciously to the
unique validity of one pattern of values and behaviors, a
single system of thought and action, soon are drawn into
frustration and righteous hostility. Self, others, and
the real world are lost in concern about the need to pre-
serve what are held to be realities more important than
people
.
Children who are not afforded second culture experiences
are sentenced to being alienated by human differences
rather than understanding and even growing by participa-
tion in diverse ways of viewing life. Without adequate
intercultural preparation, frustration rather than ful-
fillment results from their expanding contacts with
persons of different domestic and foreign cultures.
Education of our people, especially children who are at
a critical period of social learning, should develop
beyond egocentrism and ethnocentrism to the maturity of
pluralism and desire to heterogeniety
.
24
2
2
John Carpenter and Judith V. Torney , Ibid, op.cit.
23
John Carpenter and Galo Plaza, The Cultural Imperative (American
Association of State Colleges and Universities, January 1973)
.
2
^John Carpenter and Judith V. Torney, Ibid, op.cit.
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An intercultural model to education could be the focal point for turning
a community around, by mobilizing the energies of the various groups,
and the city as a whole, to get involved in a comprehensive cultural and
economic program. Care must be taken in designing such a model.
Carpenter explains.
But a strictly or primarily cognitive approach in inter-
national studies, or more generally, in intercultural
education, is not appropriate. In fact, cognitive in-
put and validity are themselves influenced by an indi-
vidual's value and attitude sets. What is learned has
been selectively screened by attitudes and values. A
person sees, hears, and learns what he wants to see,
hear, and learn—or, more accurately, what his atti-
tudes and values permit.
Change of attitudes and values will not be realized
primarily by cognitive activity, but rather by experi-
ence. According to Sherif,
'Since attitudes are formed as the individual
accepts the norms of his group, attitudes can
be altered only by actually experiencing ano-
ther group.
'
Culture itself, according to Guggenheim, can be viewed
as a process; learning it, is participating in it, ex-
periencing, and not only reviewing abstractions about
it . 25
There are national implications for such a program. Refusal by
the school system to recognize and appreciate cultural diversity is a
major cause of increasing conflict among different groups in our society.
During the past decade, there has been a growing demand for equality of
opportunity and acceptance of all cultural groups. Educational insti-
tutions have been viewed as the prime mechanism to bring about equality
through desegregation and subsequent participation by the various groups
25
Carpenter,
unpublished paper.
Intercultural Education in American Schools" , an
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in the educational program. Some cities, such as Boston, have been re-
quired by the courts to move in this direction. Yet, polarization
among groups within communities has intensified and the schools, in
many communities, have become arenas of confrontation. This dangerous
condition highlights the need for intercultural competence and the need
for educational programs to achieve such competence. There has to be
some planned program to proceed from segregation to integration to
intercultural understanding. Integration without intercultural under-
standing is likely to continue to bring confrontation. The intercul-
tural dimension is viewed by Carpenter as a need to develop a greater
sense of personal identity and a greater tolerance among the various
ethnic groups.
Professor Ralph Vecoli, appearing before the House Committee on
Education, said,
Personal identity is rooted in history. An individual's
view of his relationship to the past can be a source of
a positive ego identity drawing strength from his family
and ethnic group origins or if - it is one which denigrates
his background it can undermine his sense of worth and
respect. And it has well been said that a person who
cannot respect himself cannot respect others.
The same report continues:
The Committee believes this theory (the melting pot
theory) must be discarded and we ought to recognize in-
stead what has always existed in our country: an amazing
mosaic of diverse groups, each with its own characteris-
tics but each lending strength to the unified whole.
And we ought to take pride in this unique American
achievement of the successful formation of a new country
from these widely different national, racial, and religious
groups.
^Vecoli, House Committee on Education, 92nd Congress, 1st session.
Report #92-554, October 1971, p. 71.
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The Committee believes that a start must be made now in
fostering in our youth an awareness of the values of these
different ethnic heritages and of the role which they have
played and continue to play in forming our country...
In conclusion, the Committee wants to reiterate its belief
that a knowledge of one's heritage and that of one's fel-
low citizens can only lead to a more unified and cultural-
ly richer country. Ethnic heritage studies materials will
help immeasurably in achieving this goal. 27
An intercultural model for education has relevance beyond reducing
racial tension in the cities of America. The international significance
of cultural pluralism and the need for its expression in America if our
nation is to play a significant role in the international community is
developed by Edwin 0. Reischauer in Toward the 21st Century: Education
For a Changing World . Reischauer says,
I do not rest my case, however, on this important by-
product of the educational reforms I have been discus-
sing. Wholly aside from the domestic American situation,
a reorientation of education so as to give young people
everywhere a sense of the shared interests and basic
oneness of mankind and to prepare them for effective
participation as members of the world community, is, I
believe, a clear necessity for human survival in the
twenty- first century. The United States with its great
ethnic diversity and its huge international involvements
has a special opportunity to play a major role in this
great educational breakthrough. 2 ®
Reischauer develops a theme that the triangular community of the
world (i.e. the highly industrialized nations of Japan, Western Europe,
and the United States) have made many arrangements based on positive
mutual interests. Of significance is that the triangular grouping is
trans- cultural and trans-racial . The reason for their various arrangements
27
House Committee on Education, Ibid, op.cit., p. 71
28
Edwin O. Reischauer, Toward the 21st Century : Education For a
Changing World, p. 195.
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is not based on fear but rather
...is the natural product of massive relations, close
interdependence, and a growing sense of shared inter-
ests. These relations and shared interests are in large
part economic, but they also embrace . other fields
—
cultural, intellectual, scientific, and strategic.
The overlapping interests among these nations and their
similar view of world problems make them natural military
allies. In fact, war between them has now become quite
unthinkable. .
.
The organs of cooperation within the triangular community
have followed the development of shared interests and the
growth of a sense of community, not preceded them. As a
consequence, the formal bodies for consultation and deci-
sion making within the community are not neatly logical
but remain somewhat haphazard— as is true of most really
living human institutions. 29
Reischauer feels that the intercultural imperative is much more
important for our survival than is the military balance of power. Edu-
cators must be more involved in gathering knowledge about the outside
world and in developing attitudes toward other people "that may be es-
sential for human survival within a generation or two"
.
Reischauer, in his educational plan, calls for the comparative
cultural approach to education.
I am suggesting a basically comparative rather than
unilinear approach to human experience. Through it,
the child would learn what he needs to know about his
own country and culture, but he would perceive them
as part of a broader human experience. They would be
seen as one of the many responses of men to the needs
and problems of family relations, economic production,
and political organization; to communication through
language and writing; to esthetic expression in liter-
ature, art, music, and dance; to the groupings to
understand the meaning and values of life; and to the
29
Reischauer, Ibid, op.cit., p. 100.
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need to solve conflicts and rationalize the relations
among ever larger and more complex social and political
units . 30
Education Beyond The School Walls
There is a dearth of literature on the subject of using the total
community environment for education. Most of the literature used to
justify the Lowell approach originated within the Lowell project itself
The Lowell prototype of a community learning environment is in the proc
ess of being developed. The literature that originated from within the
Lowell program itself has been stimulating to the people involved in
this process. Such literature about Lowell and its renewal program has
helped to develop a positive self-image and has lent a sense of control
over the environment to Lowell's citizens.
However, it is strange that the environment has not been used for
learning as a consequence of Bruner's thoughts on how the individual
learns. He says.
Mental growth is in a very considerable measure dependent
upon growth from the outside in—a mastering of the
techniques that are embodied in the culture and that are
passed on in a contingent dialogue by agents of the
culture I suspect that much of growth starts out by
our turning around on our own traces and recoding in
new forms, with the aid of adult tutors, what we have
been doing or seeing, then going on to new modes of or-
ganization with the new products that have been formed
by these recodings It is this that leads me to think
that the heart of the educational process consists of
providing aids and dialogues for translating experience
into more powerful systems of notation and ordering.
^
30
Edwin 0. Reischauer, Ibid, op.cit. , p. 183.
31
Jerome Bruner, Toward a Theory of Instruction , (Cambridge, Massa
chusetts: The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1966), p. 21.
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To see the community as merely man-made, human, and natural stimuli,
without searching for relationships among the stimuli, is to function on
a very low level of notation with hardly any ordering. On such a low
level of notation one can easily become a victim, rather than a master,
of the environment. Accordingly, it appears strange that heretofore the
experience of living in a community was not used as the content for
education.
As an extension of his thoughts about "translating experience into
more powerful systems of notation and ordering", Bruner says,
I have recently been struck by the increased visual
power and subtlety of students exposed to courses in
visual design—all differently conceived and with dif-
ferent objectives in view: one for undergraduates
given by I. A. Richards at Harvard, another for
teachers by Bartlett Hayes at Andover, and a third
for city planners given by Gyorgy Kepes and Kevin
Lynch at M.I.T.. All of them produced what seemed
to me like fresh discrimination in viewing the al-
tered environment of urban America; all provided the
students with new models in terms of which to analyze
• •
to
and sort their surroundings. ^
Kevin Lynch, Professor of Urban Studies and Planning at the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology, a resource person to the Model Cities
Education Task Force, writes:
When the parts of a city lack visible relation to one
another, their incoherence can contribute to a sense
of alienation—of being lost in an environment with
which one cannot carry on any sort of dialogue. Our
cities display many ambiguities, confusions and dis-
continuities; significant activities are hidden from
sight; history and natural setting are obscured. 33
32
Jerome Bruner, Ibid, op.cit., p. 34.
"^Kevin Lynch and Stephen Carr, "Where Learning Happens", Daedalus ,
Fall, 1968.
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But, by looking at their environment at a higher level of notation,
the people of Lowell could see continuities and history where others
would only see disorder. To Lowell residents the city was not an in-
coherent mess, but actually was a most coherent community. The task for
Lowell, or any other city, was to make explicit that sense of coherence,
and as Bremer said, "envision the possibilities of renewal presented by
or latent in the old". What new form, new structure, or new way of life
could be developed from what is? Southworth says,
Lowell has an important story to tell about the relation-
ship between man and his environment. The story will be
of as much interest to outsiders as to residents and can
therefore be expected to serve economic as well as educa-
tional needs This would contain a unique combination
of man-made and natural settings for learning and recrea-
tion which can attract its share of the large number of
tourists visiting New England each year. No coherent
presentation of the phase of American history for which
Lowell is most famous now exists. Lowell today is a
living exhibit of the process and consequences of the
Industrial Revolution. Comprehensive educational devel-
opment of the Lowell environment can place the birth of
industrialism in America in both historical and contem-
porary perspective.
The canals are central to both the text and the city.
Their development placed Lowell in the avant garde of
American, industrialization, commanding the force of
nature to activate the environment built by man. The
canal system will provide an integrative framework for
development, as nearly all points of interest are along
or near its branches. Although they no longer power the
work of the city, the canals can be energizers of its
spirit. Travel along their banks should be a continuous
series of educational events. 34
"^Michael Southworth and Jim Zien, Learning Environments in Lowell ,
a study prepared for the Education Component of Lowell, Massachusetts,
Model Cities Agency, 1971.
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Thus the concept of an educative city evolved where various ele-
ments of the city could serve as educational resources and experiences
for pre-schoolers and elderly alike. These physical artifacts of the
American Industrial Revolution along with the cultural factors associ-
ated with industrialization and urbanization could serve as a rich
curriculum for personal and community development.
Lowell's effort to utilize the total community for learning was
recognized in the joint publication of the Experimental Schools program
of the U. S. Office of Education and the Educational Facilities Labora-
tories entitled "Places and Things for Experimental Schools". In a
section, "A Look Into the Future", Lowell's plan was selected as one of
seven community schools to watch for in the 1970' s. Lowell's concept
was called "The Everywhere School". "The Everywhere School" is a
reachout school whose programs move students out of the school build-
ing and into the community to take advantage of the assets and facilities
for learning which exist in the community.
By harnessing the community for learning, a coherence can be
realized which can change the students' perception of the environment
from negative to positive. The students' school, neighborhood, family,
and friends can pool and share resources to understand the environment.
The city is not simple to comprehend. There are so many systems and
sub-systems, both human, economic, cultural, natural, and governmental,
that it takes a thorough analysis to understand this complexity. The
^
Places and Things for Experimental Schools . A joint report from
Educational Facilities Laboratories, Inc., and Experimental Schools
(New York, 1972), pp. 90-91.
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city provides a wealth of curriculum material.
One example of Lowell's community education concept which re-
ceived national attention was the adaptive use of one of Lowell's fine
old mill buildings. The Progressive Architecture Magazine gave its
award for excellence in design for the "Boott Mill Cultural Center
Community". This was the first time in its history that the award was
not given for new construction. The design called for a mixed use of
cultural and commercial activities. The goals of the "Cultural Center
Community" are:
1. To provide settings and programs which encourage cul-
tural awareness and development and which are open to
Lowell residents of all ages and social groups at
minimal cost.
2. To save and enhance an important American building
from eventual destruction by locating this new func-
tion in it.
3. To create an activity focus for the Lowell Discovery
Network (learning interactors in the non-school
environment) .
4. To demonstrate a new form of urban life which com-
bines residence, commerce, and culture into one
self-supporting complex.
The Center would have a concert hall, theater, rehearsal
rooms, small cinema/lecture room, Lowell Museum, exhibit
space for every ethnic group in Lowell , and a cultural
origins museum displaying the impressive achievements in
the history of each ethnic group. Galleries would be
provided for sales and rental of local artists' work,
resident exhibits, travelling exhibits, and art education.
In addition to serving the general public and enhancing a positive at-
mosphere in the community, the education programs of the Center will
36
Boott Mill Cultural Center Community , study and brochure prepared
by Michael and Susan Southworth under grant from the National Endowment
for the Arts, 1972.
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serve as a resource center for Lowell's experimental school, the Center
For Human Development.
Conclusion
To conclude this chapter, we can say that there is no single area
of research which can provide all the knowledge needed to turn a city
around. An eclectic approach must be used to take advantage of the best
of social, educational, and economic findings. The writer believes that
we must use a much broader definition of education and recognize that
the total environment, natural and man-made, along with all its human
elements, play a role in the development or non-development of a person
and the community. To work toward urban renewal, the writer proposes
that education work "Toward an Ecologically Sensitive Education Model".
This dynamic model will respond to the factors which influence develop-
ment, both social and economic. Education must take a developmental
rather than pathological or remedial approach to renewal.
This growth model is embodied in the Center For Human Development.
It coordinates the functions of various human services agencies and
provides a positive role for those agencies in the development of this
new model for optimum human development. As Gardner says, "the pieces
of the educational revolution are lying around unassembled. All we have
07
to do is put them together.
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John Brademas, "Congress and the Teacher in 1984", paper presented
at Gresham Teacher Challenge Conference sponsored by New England Program
in Teacher Education, January 18, 1972.
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CHAPTER III
LOWELL'S HERITAGE
Introduction
The history of Lowell is closely allied to its three salient
features— the massive five-story mills, the waterways (the 5-1/2 miles
of canals and the Merrimack and Concord Rivers)
,
and the multi-ethnic
population. All of these features and their interrelationships tell a
most interesting story. They are related to its founding, quick indus-
trial growth, its decline, and now its rebirth. There is one character-
istic of Lowell which has interfered with its renewal as a productive
and invigorating community. This characteristic is poor self-image
which has plagued the city throughout its history, except for the period
of its development as a model industrial community from 1822 to 1857.
This negativism stems, to a degree, from the design used in developing
this first planned industrial city in the United States.
The original design provided for a social system which was essential-
ly mono-cultural. This would have worked if the city's labor force was
exclusively composed of Yankee farm girls. However, from its earliest
day, the numbers of ethnics coming to Lowell progressively increased
until Lowell became known as an ethnic community. So, the majority of
the city were "others", or outsiders, with cultures which differed from
the established group. This stigma attached to cultures other than the
"ideal" culture has had its psychological toll on the community. In
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time, many of the "others" tried to acquire the speech, customs, and
attitudes of the accepted Anglos. The ethnics were not viewed with
favor by members of Yankee society. This fostered a negative self-
image and a tendency for ethnics to want to disassociate with their
backgrounds
.
The writer himself comes from an ethnic community located in a
town in which the majority of people were "Americans"
. The same dis-
association and, to a degree, negative self-image, were part of his
experience. The community's American majority had a more or less posi-
tive image
.
Another part of Lowell's industrial plan, which in the short run
had a positive effect, but, in the long run had a negative effect, was
the innovative manner in which the model manufacturing community was
financed. Nathan Appleton, a financial wizard, was a pioneer in selling
public stock. Public ownership of stock meant that the owners of the
newly established industries of Lowell were not the same people as the
managers. So, from Lowell's founding, industry has been owned by peo-
ple who lived outside of Lowell. This trend of absentee ownership
continued and the city was increasingly being controlled by outside
stockholders. In 1911, three-fourths of the mill profits and one- tenth
of the mill wages left the city of Lowell. Money was not being invested
locally to adapt to the changing times . There was no owner commitment
to the "turf" of Lowell. Even the extraordinary group of agents who
started the Lowell model soon left the city or went on to start other
ventures. The result has been a series of absentee owners with a
financial, rather than personal, relationship with Lowell. As these
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initial developers moved on, they were replaced by lesser lights who
merely kept the ship going.
Another factor, which in the short run was successful but, in the
long run counter-productive, was the plan for recruiting labor. This
plan called for encouraging Yankee farm girls to leave their communities
and come to Lowell to work and live in dormitories. Virtually all of
these girls returned to their original communities within about 4 years
to marry or continue their education. So again Lowell's history was
made by non-residents. This left the majority of people without a role
in the city's history, a contributing factor to their negative self-
image .
Renewal connotes continuity. The written history of many Lowell
people is discontinuous. However, the untold or unrecorded story has
continuity. The story becomes coherent and the roles of all the peoples
respectable when Lowell is looked upon as a living exhibit of the proc-
ess and consequences of the American Industrial Revolution. Although
recorded history has given only part of the story, the other part,
equally important to understand the process of industrialization, is
now coming to light. By telling the story of industrialization, a
great number of people from Lowell and other cities will be connected
with their past in a positive way.
Origin Of Lowell
The social conditions of the mill workers in England and the lack
of sufficient water power in the Charles River had an impact upon the
development of Lowell as a model manufacturing community. The horrible
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living conditions associated with the growth of textile mills in
England caused concern among many of the mill operators and the social
thinkers of England. In that atmosphere of increased social awareness,
a group of people called Industrial Owenites declared that the mill
owners had a responsibility to their workers. Francis Cabot Lowell,
the man after whom the city of Lowell was named, was one of this group.
Lowell devised a model factory system and built the system in Waltham,
Massachusetts on the Charles River. He envisioned the possibilities of
modern large scale manufacture. Before this time, part of the manufac-
turing was done in the homes and part in the mills. The mill in Waltham
was the first in the world where all the work to make cloth was done in
one place. After 1814, a larger mill was needed but, since the flow of
the Charles River was not swift enough to produce the necessary water
power, it was necessary to search for another water power source. The
other businessmen involved with Lowell in the Waltham venture knew about
the Pawtucket Canal and envisioned the shipping of goods to Boston by
way of the Middlesex Canal. The major criterion of a good site was
abundant water power, and the Merrimack River, which passes through
Lowell, had plenty of that.
Lowell had an ideal combination of natural and man-made attributes.
During the 18th century and part of the 19th century, the rivers were
the city's main highways for the transportation of goods and people.
The Merrimack was used to bring goods to the Newburyport, Massachusetts
market. As the river passed through Lowell, it dropped 30 feet, causing
dangerous rapids. Enterprising businessmen built the Pawtucket Canal
to by-pass the rapids and allow users to continue their trip to
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Newburyport. The Pawtucket Canal was completed in 1797 and was 1-1/2
miles long, 30 feet wide, and had 4 sets of locks to accommodate the
30 foot drop. Shortly after the completion of the Pawtucket Canal,
the Middlesex Canal was constructed (1803) . The Middlesex started just
north of the Pawtucket Canal and traveled 27 miles to Boston. It was
30 feet wide, 4 feet deep, and had 50 bridges crossing it and 7 aqueducts.
The Middlesex was the first of its kind in the United States. Boston
financial aristocrats conceived of the canal as a means of helping
Boston trade. The canal was part of a grand scheme to connect Boston
with the Merrimack River, then extending to the Connecticut River, and
on to Lake Champlain and the St. Lawrence, thus connecting Boston with
Montreal and lower Canada.
So, in 1820, when the Waltham industrialists viewed what is now
Lowell, they saw the tremendous water power on the Merrimack River, a
near bankrupt transportation canal, and a farm community of 200 people.
Looking at the site, these men envisioned the mill buildings along the
Merrimack River; the Pawtucket Canal would serve as a feeder canal for
a power canal whose waters would race toward the mills, turn the water
wheels under the mills, and then empty the water again into the Merrimack
River. In front of the mills the homes for the workers would be con-
structed. With this vision in mind, all the land was secretly acquired
along with the Pawtucket Canal. In this way, the first planned indus
trial city in the United States was started.
It is significant that Lowell's industrialization started when men
of vision who could see new forms emerging from the old made adaptive
use of a nearly bankrupt transportation canal. Among the talented
builders of the first planned industrial city in America were:
Francis Cabot Lowell - For whom the City is named, was an
initiator of the Waltham Experiment, the preliminary model
of the Lowell model factory system, he envisioned the
possibilities of the modern corporation for large-scale
manufacture, but died before his City was founded.
Kirk Boott - Town Planner, architect, engineer and agent
of the first textile mill completed in Lowell, the Merri-
mack Manufacturing Company.
Nathan Appleton - Financial wizard, a primary investor
and developer and the creator of the Suffolk Bank System.
A pioneer in utilizing public sale of stocks, thereby
separating ownership from management in the newly estab-
lished industries of Lowell.
Patrick Tracy Jackson - Investor and agent of the
Proprietors of Locks & Canals (the powerhouse realtor of
properties and energy production in Lowell)
,
founder of
the Boston and Lowell Railroad (1835) one of the first
railroads in the United States.
Paul Moody - The inventive mechanical genius of the
Waltham Experiment and visionary who convinced the orig-
inal investors to visit the Lowell site.
George Washington Whistler - Chief engineer with Locks &
Canals who was mainly responsible for recruiting James B.
Francis to Lowell. Whistler, the father of James McNiel
Whistler, later went to Russia to superintend construction
of the Moscow-St. Petersburg Railway.
James B. Francis - Hydraulic engineer; prime planner and
manager of the Locks & Canals system of Lowell; inventor
of numerous water-flow measuring devices and water wheel
innovations
.
These men of great vision, courage and skill were to
'set the very pattern of industrialization that the
whole country was to follow in every field: the
large plant, including every process of manufacture
from raw material to finished product, the corpora-
tion of high capitalization and efficient manage-
ment, the production of infant industries by a
tariff that amounted in reality to a subsidy for
successful enterprise.'
Besides the rich human talents which contributed to Lowell's
creation, the site itself was a major factor in the devel-
opment of the urban industrial community. In the era before
electricity (1910) or steam power (1850 ' s) , water power was
the prime natural energy source. The natural geographic and
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physical ingredients of the site included:
abundant source and force of water, level topography for
construction purposes, proximity to and connection with
the Port of Boston via the Middlesex Canal (1803)
,
or
through the Pawtucket Canal and the Merrimack River to
Newburyport. By harnessing the available resources of
water power, the founders of Lowell provided relatively
inexpensive and reliable energy to drive the machinery
of huge textile mills. 3®
The widening of the Pawtucket Canal and the mill construction started
in 1822. By 1839, Lowell was variously referred to as the textile center
of the United States and the textile center of the world. An English
textile engineer, visiting Lowell in 1839 as part of a comparison of
British and American textile manufacturing, assessed the world-wide
significance of the Lowell experiment as follows:
The principal manufacturing town in the United States
is that of Lowell... as regards the amount of capital in-
vested for manufacturing purposes, the extent of the
business, and the spirited manner in which it was con-
ducted. And here, too, the factory system is perhaps in
more perfect operation than in any other part of the
United States... and it may, without fear of contradic-
tion, be asserted that the factories at Lowell produce a
greater quan.tity of yarn and cloth from each spindle and
loom (in a qiven time) than is produced in any other
•
“3Q
factory without exception in the world...
Inspite of their initial success, the original developers had to
address themselves to three problems:
1. the problem of labor,
2. the problem of public relations,
3. the problem of capital.
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Lowell Urban Park , (Lowell, Massachusetts: Human Services Corpora
tion, 1973)
,
pp. 11-13
3
^Hannah Josephson, The Golden Threads: New England 's Mill Girl_s
and Magnates, (New York: Russell and Russell, 1949), pp. 31-32.
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The labor problem was caused by the competition of attractive new
Western lands. Accordingly, the managers recruited young unmarried
farm women called "spinsters" because they spent their time weaving
cloth. These girls had time and were the least mobile element in the
population but they had to be attracted by good wages.
Relative to public relations, the managers had to overcome the bad
image of mill life of England which was well known to the people of the
United States. This image made workers leery of the large-scale devel-
opment of industry. The Americans feared such conditions would disrupt
the American social structure and "deprave the working man". To counter
this feeling, the developers of this model factory system made life in
the factory respectable enough to satisfy the farm girls and their
parents. The mill operators had to guarantee that the factory life
would not corrupt the young girls. Therefore, it became necessary to
provide low-cost housing, supervision, religious and cultural institu-
tions, and long days to keep the girls occupied. It was a common
assumption (at that time) "that girls and young women who were not
incessantly occupied were subject to temptation and vicious habits, as
i. 40
well as a burden to society .
The problem of capital was addressed in a most innovative manner.
Nathan Appleton utilized the corporate ownership method for the first
time on a large scale in America. In the long run, this had a bad ef-
fect on Lowell inasmuch as most of the company profits went outside of
Lowell. For the first 20 years, Lowell was guided by a profitable
4
°Hannah Josephson, op.cit., p. 23.
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paternalism; but after 1845, and especially after the Civil War, Lowell
fell to new agents and nepotistic mismanagement. The sense of personal
commitment to Lowell did not rest with any powerful mill owners or
managers
.
However, the mill owners and managers did commit themselves to
portray a very positive picture of the original mill operatives— the
mill girls. The Lowell mill girls, the most publicized of early nine-
teenth century New England factory employees, were not typical mill
workers. In dress, behavior, and educational aspirations these mill
girls were outstanding. In 1845, for example, of 6,230 female operatives
in Lowell, 2,276 were connected with Sunday school and 527 had been
teachers . in the 1840's, some of them contributed poems, stories,
4 2
essays, and sketches of factory life in the "Lowell Offering" and
other literary publications. The fact that these girls were so well
known was no accident. The developers of Lowell knew they had to pub-
licize and maintain a good moral and cultural environment to attract
more workers. In fact, many of the girls came to Lowell because of
the educational opportunities.
When President Andrew Jackson visited Lowell in June 1833, mill
workers paraded for the President. Over 2,500 mill girls marched, ranked
^James Montgomery, Cotton Manufacture of United States Contrasted
With That of Great Britain , (New York: Glasgow, 1840) , p. 162.
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The Lowell Offering; a repository of original articles written ex-
clusively by females actively employed in the mills (1841-1845), 5 vols.,
and the New England Offering ; a magazine of industry written by females
who are or who have been factory operatives (1845-1850) , 3 vols. , edited
by Harriet Foley, were preceeded by an earlier periodical. The Operatives
Magazine (1840-1841) edited by Lydia S. Hall and Abby A. Goddard.
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by the corporation for which they worked. These girls dressed in white,
with sashes and parasols of bright colors, filed past President
Jackson's reviewing stand. After the parade, the girls demonstrated
to him their role in the process of cotton manufacture. So, the image
of these girls was outstanding and was chronicled by such notables as
Whittier and Dickens.
It could be said that the feminist movement started in Lowell. -“=~
Many of the mill workers were interested in anti-slavery reform and
circulated petitions for its abolition. By their extensive reading,
they were well versed on the Mexican War and other social issues of the
day. Many of the girls were followers of Mrs. Amelia Bloomer (Bloomerites)
and discussed her dress reforms at parlor meetings which were held in the
boarding houses. In 1845, the Lowell Female Labor Reform Association
was established. It came into being as the girls started to demand
shorter hours and higher wages. Members of the Association testified
before the Massachusetts Legislative Committee as to conditions in the
mills. This was the first American governmental investigation of labor
conditions and it was primarily due to the petitions of the working
girls. The Association was well organized; a printing press was pur-
chased to intensify their effort for labor reform.
These mill girls generally spent about four years in Lowell and
then returned to their communities to marry or continue their education.
Many of their fathers were professional men and businessmen. They had
a sense of control over their destinies rather than a sense of being a
victim of the environment. Their living in a closely regulated community
with many built-in cultural activities gave them many opportunities to
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discuss working conditions and other social issues. This arrangement
existed until the Civil War. Then, other job opportunities opened to
women workers and the Yankee mill girls started to be replaced exclu-
sively by the ethnics (immigrants) ; the corporation and boarding house
system was discontinued by the mill owners.
After the Civil War
,
the histories describe the influx of immigrant
girls and the beginning of the "ethnic problems" ,a(n Lowell. The social
lives of the ethnics are not reported in any detail. The fact that
the ethnics were different from the original Yankee farm girls seems to
be the basis for describing them as "problems". Heretofore, mill life
was respectable and the country took pride in the accomplishments of
the female workers. When foreign-born women replaced natives, a stigma
was attached to mill life. For some reason the workers came to be
viewed as unskilled; cultural activities and a social life ceased to be
reported. Rivard said in his testimony before the Congressional Commit-
tee on Parks and Recreation that the history of this period is distorted.
Today in viewing a spinning wheel one imagines that its
user was happy and prosperous in the pursuit of industry
at the hearth. Viewing the machine spinning counter-
part, one imagines that its user was miserable and ex-
ploited. For a generation, American 'preservationists'
(and I use the term with some sarcasm) have led the way
in the demolition of industrial sites that obscured the
view of charming 'colonial' houses. Historians, writers,
exhibit designers and antiquarians have, indeed, molded
the image of what the American past should have been
like. Today museums like the Slater Mill are victims
of these reordered perceptions which museums have them-
selves helped to shape. 43
43
Rivard, Director of Slater Historic Mill. Statement to Sub-
committee on Parks and Recreation, U. S. Congress, August 19, 1974.
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A damage far greater than the demolition of industrial sites "that
obscured the view of charming colonial houses" is that the lives of the
people who worked in the mills and their social life outside the mill
has been relegated to nothingness. To the contrary, the social life of
the people engaged in the textile industry included a sense of worth,
pride, accomplishment, and community. This is the untold history of
America which counters the negative association with the lives of ethnics
one reads in a book by the leading education historian, Elwood Cubberly:
These Southern and Eastern Europeans were of a very dif-
ferent type from the North and West Europeans who preceded
them. Largely illiterate, docile, often lacking in ini-
tiative, and almost wholly without the Anglo-Saxon concep-
tions of righteousness, liberty, law, order, public
decency, and government, their coming has served to dilute
tremendously our national stock and to weaken and corrupt
our political life. Settling largely in the cities of the
North, and agricultural regions of the middle and far
West, and mining districts of the mountain regions, they
have created serious problems in housing and living, moral
and sanitary conditions, and honest and decent government,
while popular educationTias everywhere been made more dif-
ficult by their presence. The result has been that in
many sections of the country, foreign manners, customs,
observances, and language have tended to supplant native
ways and the English speech, while the so-called 'melting
pot' has had more than it could handle. The new peoples,
and especially those from the South and East of Europe,
have come so fast that we have been unable to absorb and
assimulate them, and our national life, for the past
quarter of a century, has been afflicted with a serious
case of racial indigestion.^
From oral accounts, residents of Lowell and college students are
finding that this image of the ethnic mill worker as miserable and
hopeless is totally misleading. The unrecorded story of Lowell— the
^Elwood Cubberly, Public Education in the United States , (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1947), pp. 485-486 (written in 1919).
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social life of the various ethnic groups who contributed to the American
Industrial Revolution—needs to be known for Lowell ' s salvation and
needs to be known so America can know its true heritage. The social
story of the industrial revolution is not the story of one group, but
rather the story of many different groups and their interrelationships.
The story of the Anglo Americans has been amply recorded. However,
what has not been recorded is how the once dominant Yankees became a
less powerful minority group. That once dominant group, like any group,
wanted their roots recognized. During the 50' s and 60' s when Lowell
lost many of its fine structures through demolition or disrepair, there
were efforts by those (the Yankees) associated with these fine old struc-
tures in some way to preserve them for their historical worth. However,
due to the lack of acceptance by that once-dominant group for the
minority groups, only a few ethnics rallied to their support. The re-
sult was that many of the corporation houses were destroyed. If that
dominant group did not respect the feelings and culture of those many
different groups when that dominant group was in power, what is the
reason to expect that the once rejected people are going to embrace the
now weak, but formerly powerful, group. It is difficult for the op-
pressed to embrace the oppressors. For example, it is difficult for
those of Irish decent to forget the employment signs that said, "Irish
need not apply", or for any ethnic to read:
The New England farm girls gradually left and their
places were taken by the immigrant girls. This
heralded the beginning of ethnic problems for Lowell.
^Southworth, op.cit., p. 49.
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Such statements make the descendants of those ethnic workers disavow
their own heritage.
Through oral histories there is now unfolding a remarkable picture
of life in the mills and in the community of the ethnic groups. Virtually
every group had and has its own "Little City Hall". This was a knowl-
edgeable individual or group of individuals who was able to bridge that
gap between the workers and the government. Also among all groups was
an informal network of human services which aided a person in time of
need. Additionally, there was the equivalent of an economic development
council which helped people acquire homes or get started in a business
serving that particular community. Later on in our "development" this
network of informal community services was replaced by the government.
Now the individual, coping alone and not having the group association,
is forced to deal with the maze of governmental agencies by himself.
The "Little City Hall", the liaison community person who had the knowl-
edge of the workings of government, is now supplanted by the impersonal
bureaucracy. Gradually, the group lost its cohesiveness and sense of
community
.
It is interesting to note how social planners are "creating"
"Little City Halls" and other informal services with little or no under-
standing that these were a way of life in virtually every ethnic community.
And, because this network of services was informal, many times the group
itself did not appreciate the sophisticated level of human interaction
occurring among themselves. These informal arrangements sometimes
signify a greater degree of development and trust than formal arrange
ments . Such phenomena should be related to the groups themselves so
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they can become aware of their own rich heritage and to others so they
can recognize the richness inherent in other cultures.
Through the oral histories, many Lowell. people are discovering
the many positive factors about their heritage. In one of these tape
recorded stories, Mrs. Mary Mclnnerney tells about her days in the mills
and her social life. Mary started in the mills when she was 12 years
old. In response to a question as to what was life like in the mill for
a 15 year old, Mary tells the following story:
At that time our hours were from six in the morning until
six at night. When I left the Suffolk Mill at six o'clock,
I would go over to St. Patrick's Church and say the Sta-
tions of the Cross. Then, I would go home, get something
to eat, change my blouse and go to evening school.^®
When asked why she went to evening school, Mary replied:
Why do you think I went? Why, I am a high school graduate.
Many of the girls who worked in the mill went to evening
school and graduated. I took the business education
course. That is how I got the job working in the mill
office.
In response to a request for information about the work of some of the
men workers, Mary referred to Jack Kelley, the expert tender; and Mike
Crowley, the expert carder. The interviewer questioned her as to why
she was referring to these men as experts. Mary replied,
Of course they were experts. How do you think the Japanese
learned the textile business? These are some of the men
who went to Japan to teach them. I remember the day they
left for Japan.
4^oral History: Mrs. Mary Mclnnerney, (Lowell, Massachusetts: Human
Services Corporation)
47 . , .
Oral History , Ibid, op.cit.
48
Oral History, op.cit.
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In response to a question about what the mill workers did after work,
Mary said,
About that time some rich Yankee, I forget his name, left
some land to the church so that a church could be built
in Pawtucketville . Every night after work and on Sundays,
the men cleared the land and helped build the church.
When asked if they got paid, Mary replied,
Of course not, they wanted to do it. They thought it
was their duty.-’®
Mary talked about her mill life with pride. She told a story which
portrayed a positive, satisfying, and enriching way of life. It was a
life much different from the imagined dull life of a mill worker.
Other oral histories are reinforcing Mary's story. What is emerging is
the untold story of the ethnic worker in Lowell.
A successful businessman of Greek immigrant parents said:
I am proud that my father and mother worked in the mills.
They had a purpose in life and were the most goal-oriented
people I have ever known. They saved their money so that
I could get a college education. They accomplished their
goal and by their persistence, and the way I was brought
up, I have been able to attain many goals myself. 51
A 35 year old resident of Lowell motivated by a course on the back-
ground of Lowell, discovered that her great-grandfather had walked from
Canada to Lowell to get a job. So, there are stories in the untold
story of the ethnics which rival the dramatic stories of the people
involved in the Westward Movement.
49
Oral History: Mrs. Mary Mclnnerney , op.cit.
5 °Oral History , Ibid, op.cit.
510ral History (Lowell, Massachusetts: Human Services Corporation).
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Population Growth
One of the significant facts about Lowell was its amazingly fast
population growth— from a farm community of 200 people in 1822 to the
textile center of the world by 1839.
At the time of its founding in 1822, Lowell, then a part of
Chelmsford, had a farming population of 200 people. In 1826, there was
a population of 2,500: 1,000 employees at the Merrimack Co.
263 machine shop employees
400 Hamilton Co. employees
200 Locks & Canals Co. employees
637 citizens
By 1833, there were 12,000 residents; 5,000 of whom were mill employees.
Of the 5,000 mill employees, 3,800 were female. The population jumped
to 18,000 in 1836, and by 1840, with a population of 21,000, Lowell was
the second largest city in Massachusetts. In five years, 1845, the
numbers had grown to 30,000. By the outbreak of the Civil War, the
population had reached 40,000. The mills closed during the war years.
The Yankee mill girls returned home and the population declined by
5,500. From 1868 to 1920, there was a steady growth from approximately
35,000 to almost 113,000. From 1920-1960, a period of virtual death of
the textile business, the population dropped to 92,000. From 1960 to
present, there has been a slight growth, bringing the population to
approximately 95,000.
During the period from 1868 to 1920, a combination of political and
economic problems in Europe and the need for textile workers in Lowell
caused the rapid influx of the various ethnic groups. In one month
alone in 1868, 2,300 French Canadians came to work in Lowell. The
ethnics lived in their own enclaves, and, to a great extent, those
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ethnic areas exist today. The anti-immigration laws of 1919 stopped
the flow of the ethni cs into Lowell
. However
, by that time
, there were
well-defined colonies of Russians, Greeks, Polish, Irish, Finns,
Portuguese
,
Lithuanians, and Norwegians. More recently, the latest in-
flux have been Puerto Ricans, whose numbers have grown by 6,000 in the
last 10 years.
Dramatic increases in the ethnic composition of the city occurred
from 1868 until the anti- immigration laws of 1919. By 1900, the
foreign population included a large element of foreign rural people,
who were largely unskilled and illiterate. The various groups used
their literate members to correspond with family and friends still in
the home land.
The figures of the Hamilton Manufacturing Company show how the
ethnic composition of mill workers changed over the years. In 1844-46,
there were 92 percent U. S. born and 8 percent foreign born working in
the mill. By 1854-56, there were 48 percent U. S. born and 52 percent
foreign born. Then, in 1912, out of a population of approximately 100,000;
40 percent were non-English speaking. By 1930, the central and northern
parts of the city were dominated by foreigners and 73 percent of the total
population was either foreign born or of foreign parentage. 52
Labor Problem
There have been relatively few strikes in Lowell; the most serious
and best organized occurred during the period of the mill girls. In
5 2
G. F. Kenngott, The Record of a City , (1912) . Major source book
on the sociological history of Lowell.
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1834, a strike was caused by the announcement of a 15 percent reduction
in wages. This strike is generally associated with women's rights more
than with workers rights
. Two thousand female mill workers protested
that they were not receiving full rights as women. After a few rallies
demanding women's rights, most returned to work and a few of the strike
leaders were refused entrance to the mills. The women strikers were
generally criticized by the newspaper since their wages, even when re-
duced by 15 percent, were more than women could get in any other occu-
pation in Massachusetts.
The second strike occurred in 1836 and was caused by an increase
in board charges. The organization of girl workers, the Factory Girls
Association, with a membership of 2,500, demanded that the manufacturers
negotiate only with the officers of the union. In less than a month's
time, the Association was defeated and the girls returned to work.
As early as 1840, the mill girls presented their demands for a
shorter work day. The work day was generally the 12-hour period from
sun-rise to sun-set. The first attempt to reduce the work day was
ignored but through their highly organized association and the availa-
bility of their own press, the mill girls made much headway. The period
from 1840-60 was an age of humanitarianism. The girls were well educa-
ted and knowledgeable about all social issues. This was the age of
social reform and trade unionism was making progress. Due to the
activities of the Lowell mill girls, female labor reform associations
developed around New England with Lowell as the center. The girls'
union, the Lowell Female Labor Reform Association, made a systematic
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effort to influence public opinion in favor of mill girls. About 1845,
the women of the Lowell union purchased the equipment of the Voice of
Industry
,
a leading New England labor weekly, and they continued their
appeals to other women workers in New England and to the general public.
As early as 1847, the union had established a sick fund of $2-$5 per week
for its ill members.
During the period of the greatest number of mill workers (that is,
during the ethnic influx from 1868-1920) there were relatively few
labor strikes . This point is more surprising when one considers the
pay was lower for the ethnics, more production was required, and the
working conditions were much poorer. Apparently the ethnic workers
were not confident enough of holding their positions to risk losing
them because of protests. The mill girls came from affluent families
when compared to the ethnics. Many were the daughters of clergymen,
physicians, and businessmen. This stable base in society seemed to
give them security and a sense of control over the environment. Con-
versely ,_ the. -e.thnic -felt thart- he was lucky to have a job and that his
destiny was, to a great degree, controlled by others. This holding back,
this feeling of powerlessness, has left untapped the contributions of a
great number of people. Perhaps the finding of Coleman relative to the
educational achievement of students has its parallel relative to mill
workers
:
...the fact that attitudes such as a sense of control of
the environment, or a belief in the responsiveness of the
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environment, are extremely highly related to achieve-
ment. 5
Mill Buildings
Once the marvel of the United States, the extensive mill buildings
have lost their impressiveness over the years. This is understandable,
for the mills as a productive earning locale are practically unknown to
our present working force. At the height of production in 1920, 40,000
workers were employed. The 1929 stock market crash hit the textile in-
dustry hard and the employment in the textile industry dropped to less
than 10% of its 1920 peak. Even before the 1929 crash, mills began to
close as the textile industry migrated to the South in search of lower
wages
.
During the mid-1920's, Lowell started to pay the price of over-
dependence on a single industry. In 1925, the Lowell mills operated
1,200,000 spindles and 26,000 looms. By 1936, these figures had dropped
to 250,000 spindles and 6,000 looms. Many of the skilled textile workers
followed the mill southward or found textile jobs in other parts of
New England. One result of this decline which was evident over 50 years
ago was the -disappearance of skilled textile workers. Even if a textile
company wished to operate today, it would be virtually impossible to find
skilled workers. This problem occurred recently in Lowell where a tex-
tile manufacturer who could not find the skilled help to fill rising
orders. He petitioned the United States Department of Labor to import,
53 . .
James Coleman (ed.). The Equality of Educational Opportunity m
United States
,
(Washington, D.C.: U. S. Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, 1966)
.
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on a temporary visa, skilled textile help from South America. The manu-
facturer planned to run a skill training program to replace the foreign
skill laborers in a two-year period. However, the United States Depart-
ment of Labor turned down the request because, at that time (1970),
Lowell had one of the highest unemployment rates in the country. So, in
time, Lowell's remaining textile operation may be forced to close, not
because of lack of orders, but because of the shortage of skilled help.
At the present time, there are 6,000,000 square feet of mill space
in the center of the city. This space is generally shunned by manu-
facturers for two reasons: (1) most employees demand parking areas
next to their operation, and (2) most manufacturers are looking for
space in new one or two story buildings. These massive five story
buildings with inadequate elevators do not attract the manufacturer.
Waterways
Lowell's past and Lowell's future development depend on its exten-
sive waterways.
The complete canal system in Lowell included more than
five miles of waterways operating on two levels and
providing power for ten mill complexes and a machine
shop. European engineers had pioneered in the develop-
ment of power canals before the founding of Lowell, but
they had never built a system with the size and complex-
ity of Lowell's. Within the city, canals and the mills
they powered were the dominant features of the urban
landscape. Corporate housing, private businesses, and
homes were built only where they did not interfere with
the routing of water power and the production of tex-
tiles. The first priority in the development of Lowell
was to bring water power to the best mill sites. ^
54
G. F. Kenngott, op.cit.
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Not only did these waterways make possible the textile empire but they
also provided for extensive sports and recreational activities. The
Northern Canal Walk, a beautiful strip of land between the Merrimack
River and the Northern Canal, was used as a promenade and picnic area
by Lowell residents and visitors. The Merrimack River had a steam boat
which toured the River from Lowell to Nashua. Both the industrial and
recreational use was typical of Lowell until approximately 1936.
A number of factors led to a decline in the use of the city's
waterways. The advent of electric power resulted in a decreased use of
water power. The pollution of the Merrimack River upstream made it
unusable for fishing and swimming. The advent of the automobile and
changing life styles saw an end to the boating and recreational activi-
ties along the river. The flood of 1938 made the Northern Canal Walk
unsafe for public recreation. The canals became dilapidated. In times
past, Lowell youth, against the wishes of their parents and the Locks &
Canals Corporation, used the canals for swimming and fishing. But in
recent years, both the pollution and the lack of upkeep of the canals,
have put an end to their use
.
So, for about 30 years, the canals and rivers have not served as
recreational outlets for the people of Lowell. Thus, it is understand-
able that time has changed the waterways' image from one of pleasure to
apathy and finally to negativism.
However, now the community is again awakening to the possibilities
of its waterways. Pollution is abating very fast and now fish are coming
back into the rivers. The U. S. Bureau of Fisheries has stated that
pollution is no longer the deterrent to ample fish; rather the problem
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is the inability of the fish to get around the dams in Lowell and
Lawrence. Recreational and commercial boating are coming back to the
rivers. Regattas are being sponsored and large turnouts line the river
banks for these events. So, for the first time in 30 years, the peo-
ple are interacting with the waterways in a positive way.
Economic Decline of Lowell
In the mid-1920's, Lowell started its decline in population and
economic growth. Almost with the same dramatic speed that it grew
economically, the city began experiencing economic decline. The factors
which were instrumental in Lowell's growth were now accountable for the
recession. The environmental features of Lowell were no longer of
primary importance. Electric power no longer made the water power loca-
tions a must for textile manufacturing. Energy as a locational factor
was now replaced by the adequacy of transportation facilities. Lowell's
inland position— 30 miles from the ocean—now became a problem. Trans-
portation developed elsewhere, particularly in the South, and the use
of trucking detracted from Lowell's being on the rail lines.
Of prime consideration in Lowell's economic downfall was the
intense competition coming from the South. This competition forced the
management to economize and higher production demands created worsened
working conditions. By this time, virtually all the mill girls had
left and wages were depressed. Inspite of reduced labor costs and other
efficiencies, Lowell and other New England textile mills could not com-
pete with the Southern mills and their lower standard of living. Another
problem in meeting the Southern competition was that Lowell s innovative
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managers had left the city. Now, nepotistic mismanagement was contrib-
uting to Lowell 1 s downfall to almost as great a degree as the locational
factors
.
From the mid-1920's to 1958, there was a period of severe economic
hardship. From 1955 to the early 1960's, some electronic and plastic
shops came to the city but the Japanese market took over the electronic
market and the plastic businesses tried to locate in regions closer to
the petroleum by-products. So, from the mid-1920's through the mid-
1960' s, economic hardship and Lowell were synnonomous. The unemployment
rate was among the highest of the United States cities. Lowell was pay-
ing the price for its dependence on a single industry.
Period Of Urban Renewal
The year 1959 began an era of Lowell that had a significant impact
on the future development of the city. This was the period of urban
renewal; the federal government's plan to rebuild the city was accepted
with great hope. Two major sections of the city were selected for
renewal— "Little Canada" and the South End. "Little Canada" had been
the home of the French Canadians since 1868. It was a highly concentrated
living area of four storied wooden apartment houses. The South End was
composed of single homes, two family homes, and multi-apartment houses.
Most of the South End people were residents of St. Peter's Parish. The
urban renewal projects scattered the residents of Little Canada and the
South End all over the city. Two very cohesive communities were destroyed
in the name of bettering the living conditions of the people and increas-
ing the revenues of the city treasury.
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Both projects were successful in bringing revenue to the city.
However, the trade-off for more money was the scattering of these neigh-
borhoods. St. Peter's Parish, by virtue of the urban renewal and a new
housing project, was virtually wiped out. A once-filled church became
so devoid of parishioners that one's steps would echo around its steep
ceilings on Sunday mornings. The residents of Little Canada were all
forced to other parishes within the city. This area, once teeming with
families of three, four, or five children, now became an area of older
people. To find homes for families in the area was almost impossible.
Virtually all the living space above the stores along Merrimack Street
was converted into small apartments for the elderly. Thus, both proj-
ects drastically changed the human character of the neighborhoods.
It was discouraging to people that Little Canada and the South End
for a long time remained empty. Little Canada remained a waste land
for almost three years. In this French section, street after street
was lined with brick corporation houses and wooden apartment houses. A
group of people, primarily Yankees, made efforts to preserve these "row
houses". The historical and the architectural significance of these
"row houses" was the subject of letters to the editor, radio talk shows,
and appeals to the various civic and fraternal organizations. For some
reason the various ethnic groups, at that time, did not associate these
"row houses" with their heritage. The houses were only associated with
the history of the Yankees. So, in about 1963-64, three whole streets
of these houses were demolished. Today, this would not have been
tolerated. The Yankees made the mistake of not sharing the history of
Lowell with the many ethnic groups who contributed to the American
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Industrial Revolution. Unfortunately, as recent as the middle I960 's,
the ethnics were considered as part of the problems of Lowell rather
than as a positive part of Lowell's history.
Among the ethnics there was an intense inner feeling of pride and
association with the city, yet there was the feeling that the "accepted"
culture did not respect and value their way of life. This apparent
contradiction was expressed in Jack Kerouac's "The Town and the City".
The "town" was the deep feeling of love for his native city but the
"city" brought out the meanness and bleakness of life. Kerouac por-
trayed both images but, like most of the other ethnics in Lowell, the
feeling of love and association was made stronger than the disassocia-
tion and despair.
Period of Model Cities :
The Renewal Of The "Acre "
In 1966, the Demonstration Cities & Metropolitan Development Act,
commonly called the Model Cities Act, was passed. Lowell citizens saw
in this act an opportunity to regain their former preeminence. The
disappointing experience with urban renewal had demonstrated that so
called improvements in one area can cause greater problems in another
area. Lack of comprehensiveness in planning made the community leery
of placing its future solely in the hands of professional planners.
They did not want building programs to raise havoc with the social
fabric of the neighborhoods. With determination to improve the quality
of social life, a proposal was submitted to the Model Cities Administra-
tion in 1968. A theme was developed which called for progress through
education. The spirit of the community was very high when Lowell was
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one of 57 communities in the United States selected in the first round
to be a demonstration city.
II
The area selected for comprehensive planning and development was in
need of physical uplifting but it was not the worst in the city. The
joint planning committee believed that the area selected, the Acre, had
the greatest potential for success. The Acre was the home of virtually
all the ethnic groups in the city. Many successful people, now living
in other sections of the city, spoke with pride of their old neighbor-
hood. Many of the ethnic cultural organizations and churches drew former
residents into their neighborhood. Accordingly, it was felt that not
only was there an intense desire among the people in the neighborhood
to make their area a better place to live, but there was also a strong
feeling that former residents would invest in the neighborhood or even
return there to live. More involvement of the various groups within
the area seemed to indicate that enhancing cultural or social expression
was the goal and not just creating a nice, clean, physical environment.
Without being able to define exactly what was wanted, it was evident
that there was a respect for the multi- cultural composition of the
neighborhood and that atmosphere was to be captured in the physical
programs
.
From the initial planning stages, the residents knew that the Model
Cities Program must be different from its predecessor, the urban renewal
program. An extraordinary amount of time was devoted to planning the
mechanism for citizen involvement. The objective was to include the
people affected by the programs in an active, responsible role in the
planning and implementation of the programs. This demand for participation
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was noted in the statement of priorities among program goals:
The highest priority for community action for the demon-
stration project herein refers to those goals which
broadly define the procedural requirements for the or-
ganizational and decision-making mechanisms to be estab-
lished. Generally stated, these are:
—To encourage and support a strong and active citizen's
organization to work with the City in deciding the
nature of public programs which will affect the "Acre".
—To establish administrative machinery within the city
government to insure its capacity for initiating and
implementing program strategies on a consolidated
and coordinated basis.
--To establish methods of communication which will ensure
the coordinated programming of action by the public,
private, and voluntary sectors of the community working
toward the achievement of mutually accepted goals.
--This priority is imperative to fulfilling the concept
of the proposed program. Citizens must have a meaning-
ful role in identifying their own needs, in formulating
programs to meet them, and in evaluating any action af-
fecting the neighborhood. Furthermore, the achievement
of these goals is essential to insure the effective
and efficient development and distribution of resources
to fulfill substantive goals.
^
Within these general guidelines written by the residents of the
Acre, a strong community participation organization was instituted
called the Acre Model Neighborhood Organization (AMNO) . No program
could be implemented without the approval of this organization. This
was an elected group of 40, representing the various groups which make
up the community. To insure that every group was represented, eight
uncontested positions on the AMNO Board were for representatives of the
Acre churches, and four uncontested positions were for representatives
^Comprehensive Demonstration Program , (Lowell, Massachusetts: Acre
Model Neighborhood Organization, 1969)
.
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of residents who were public recipients. Formal elections, with ex-
tensive campaigning, were held with over 50 percent of the eligible
voters participating. The spirit of citizen participation and multi-
cultural pride pervaded the total program.
This spirit caused both the city government and the federal govern-
ment to yield on a number of occasions to the will of the people. In
particular, AMNO fought and won to keep two programs in its overall
program. Both happened to be educational programs. These programs were
the Experimental School (the Center For Human Development) and the
Urban National Cultural Park. In two different years, the federal govern-
ment tried to eliminate the programs because they appeared to be "too
idealistic". Some of the federal officials believed that Lowell should
"trade off" its lofty ambition of being designated as an experimental
school site by the State Board of Education and should devote its ef-
forts to traditional compensatory programs. However, the residents said
that the traditional programs could not achieve their stated goals and
insisted that the experimental school remain in the overall program.
The Urban National Cultural Park was also, the federal officials said,
beyond realization. They pointed out that millions of dollars were
involved and, furthermore, there was no such program as an urban national
cultural park. Again the residents prevailed. The residents felt that
the federal officials were implying that unsophisticated people should
not be involved in such sophisticated programs. Once the residents'
reactions to this type of thinking were conveyed, there were no more
efforts to discourage either the Experimental School or the Urban
National Cultural Park.
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In time, both programs were recognized by the state and federal
officials. In May of 1972, the State Board of Education approved the
Lowell Center For Human Development to be the second of no more than
three experimental schools in Massachusetts. On January 4, 1975,
President Gerald Ford signed a bill authorizing a nine-man commission
...to prepare a plan for the preservation, interpreta-
tion, development, and use, by public and private
entities, of the historic, cultural, and architectural
resources of the Lowell Historic Canal District in the
City of Lowell, Massachusetts . 5®
Planning and backing these two programs has given a psychological lift
to the residents of the Model Cities area. The City of Lowell looks
upon these two programs as its avenue to its educational, cultural, and
economic redevelopment.
Today, residents feel they can "turn the city around" from a de-
pendent, disadvantaged city into an independent, respectable community
which will be reassociated with its heritage and which will eagerly
share its heritage with the rest of the United States.
56
Public Law 93-645, 93rd Congress (United States of America);
H.R. 14689; January 4, 1975.
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CHAPTER IV
THE CENTER FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT:
TOWARD AN ECOLOGICALLY SENSITIVE EDUCATIONAL MODEL
Early Development Of The Model
In 1966, the conceptual framework for a community school was devel-
oped by Lowell educators according to guidelines of the new Elementary
and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) for submission to the U. S. Office
of Education. At that time, it was anticipated that the ESEA would sup-
port construction as well as program development. All segments of the
community, including representatives of the University of Lowell, were
involved in the planning of this community school. Everyone agreed
that Lowell's pervasive problems called for some dramatic educational
plan to bring hope and achievement to the community. Plans were halted,
however, when a policy was formulated in Washington that Title III funds
of the Elementary and Secondary Act would not be available for construc-
tion. Later, Model Cities funding allowed the plan to be revived and
expanded.
During planning period in 1966, the following concept of a community
school was developed by the writer:
The school envisioned must be more than a physical facility
in order to accommodate the non-traditional syllabus for an
education. The program and the facilities should contribute
substantially toward providing students and local citizens
with the opportunity to pursue individual goals through
their own initiative and to participate meaningfully in
community affairs.
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The term "community school" describes a system of programs which
will provide:
1. all available educational benefits to students and community
residents
;
2. a means to define and support the participation of students and
residents in community action;
3. opportunities for the participation by parents in the education
of their children;
4. social services to facilitate the individual's full participa-
tion in educational and learning opportunities; and
5. opportunities for the effective training of teachers.
The nerve center of this system is to be housed in a physical
facility which will serve as a focus for neighborhood identity.
The following ingredients were considered essential to the success-
ful development of a community school:
1. A flexible physical facility to accommodate the program for the
school, readily adjustable to meet an expanding number of uses.
2. Effective use of all available resources of the neighborhood,
the City, the region and the state to foster and support pro-
gram activities. These resources include studying the problems
and opportunities available in the natural and man-made environ-
ment of the community.
3. Community and citizenship participation in planning the program
for the community school in order to insure comprehensive pro-
gram development and the citizen support necessary for funding
and implementation.
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4. A commitment by the community to the concept of a community
school as a vital part of the City's efforts to serve compre-
hensively the needs of all residents.
A schematic diagram of the concept is found on the next page.
At the center of the diagram is the "education and learning system"
which essentially consists of programs and community social services.
These two primary elements are held together by a series of (1) organi-
zational agreements, (2) administrative arrangements, (3) physical
facilities (both man-made and natural), and (4) access arrangements.
' The lines connecting the "education and learning system" with the
base of the diagram indicate what resources are available. These re-
sources are drawn from the home, the neighborhood, the city, the region,
and to some degree the state (the base of the diagram) . They may be
under the control of private, voluntary, or governmental sectors.
The diagram is similar in form to those which are used to illus-
trate how clouds are formed. In this case, instead of moisture being
collected from parts of the earth to form clouds, all the community re-
sources form around a "particle": the school. Together they form the
education and learning system. As in the case of clouds returning water
to earth, the education and learning system not only receives from the
resources, but gives something to them in return.
Such a plan was needed to make the people aware that the school is
a reflection of the community or, to a very great degree, is determined
by the community. The resources will have to emerge from the community.
It is up to the community to help identify these resources. The. idea
that "education" was to be an imported factor which was unrelated to
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Lowell had to be overcome. Once the residents understood and respected
what is and was, then they could build an "education and learning sys-
tem" .
It has been said that one who cannot respect himself will not re-
spect others. Accordingly, it was the intent of the model to get the
community to know and respect its environment and heritage; in this way
a new coherent form could be designed.
Objectives Of The
Center For Human Development
Model Cities legislation provided an opportunity to develop a com-
prehensive approach to education. The legislation required the community
to use existing categorical programs in our efforts to improve the
quality of life, but, there were supplemental funds for new programs
when the existing agencies could not accomplish the goals. Unfortunately,
the implementation of these new programs was done by the existing agen-
cies, which were, in the main, organizationally and psychologically un-
prepared for the task. The result was that most Model Cities education
programs throughout the country were "add-ons" to the system--remedial
as opposed to developmental programs. However, the people in the Lowell
Model Cities Area refused to advocate programs which could not virtually
guarantee educational "pay-offs". They said that they would rather
formulate an "ideal" and then work toward making those changes which
could allow the ideal to materialize.
The Center For Human Development evolved as the concept needed for
incarnating the ideal system envisioned by the residents of the inner
city. The residents sensed that schooling in its present form did not
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meet their needs; that it provided only a fragment of the total service
needed for human development. Through workshops over the year, the
residents decided that what is needed is a model whereby the various
caregivers from education, health, mental health, rehabilitation, hous-
ing, manpower, etc. could work together in a "mission approach" under
one directorship. Additionally, the residents wished the educational
program to affirm their historic and cultural heritage. Through an
understanding of this heritage, they hoped to create a way of life for
the future based on an appreciation of the past. Previously, the com-
munity 1 s plans for development did not call for a renewal but called
for a new form which had no association with the present and the past.
This type of planning did not understand and respect Lowell's industrial
past and present, its customs, its structures, its traditions.
Upon analysis, the residents concluded that Lowell's heritage is
closely associated with the process and the consequences of the American
Industrial Revolution, and that Lowell has an important story to tell
about the relationship between man and his environment. The people
feel that this story will be of interest to outsiders as well as resi-
dents and that the educational model designed to tell the story can also
meet the city's social and economic needs.
The ideal educational system conceived by the Lowell residents
requires that the entire urban community work together to both learn
about and portray this unique urban environment. They envision that
educators will use the total urban environment as the context through
which educational objectives are attained; industries will become not
only places of work but also resource centers for educating the public;
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planners will design flexible learning environments; public agencies
will not only deliver their services but make those services compre-
hensible by involving the target population in the planning for such
delivery; museum collections will reinforce and give more depth to
Lowell's cultural tradition, technology, natural history and the process
of change. In summary, our dynamic urban environment will serve as a
resource for learning. This resource will be organized and systematized
through the dual concept of the Urban National Cultural Park and the
Center For Human Development.
' The inner city people observed that the more affluent sections of
the city took care of their own interests and were not concerned with
the needs of the inner city. For example, in the area of school
construction, it was generally the affluent sections which first re-
ceived new buildings. The reaction of the inner city people was to
design an educational model that was exclusively concerned with the in-
ner city. However, upon considering what was the ideal composition of
a school, the residents of the Model Cities Area decided to include
other sections of the city in their schools and even to include the
suburbs
.
This broadening of viewpoint was due partly to the fact that the
Center For Human Development would have to meet certain state guidelines
if it were to qualify for funding as an "experimental school". Also,
including children from other sections of the city and the suburbs would
cause outsiders to view more positively this inner city experiment.
Heretofore, outsiders usually looked down upon the inner city and the
life style of its people. Additionally, the morale and self-image of
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the inner city residents would be uplifted when people who had a choice
as to where their children would be educated, chose to come into the
Model Cities area.
Even with all the background information provided by professional
advisors
,
it took the residents of the area approximately two years of
planning to decide the objectives and operational procedures of the ex-
perimental school. Each objective was finally determined by analyzing
their own inner feelings about education and weighing their inner feel-
ings against the latest research findings and the empirical knowledge
of outstanding people. Through this process, the following five objec-
tives were determined:
1. Provide programs which are developmental in nature rather than
reparative
:
The people disliked intensely the remedial approach. It was
insulting to the children to be continually pulled out of
class for "catch up" work. When the research pointed out that
the optimal period for language development was between 15
months and 36 months, then, it was argued, that it was likely
that remediation was starting the first day some children came
to school. The service should be provided at those optimal
periods in a child's development.
2. Provide the integration of human services so necessary for op-
timal development:
The residents concluded that no single agency, including the
school, can do the job of human development. This development
cannot occur without the services of public health, mental
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health, and other human services agencies working in an inte-
grated manner. For example, education cannot provide those
important services during the optimum period of language devel-
opment. However, public health along with adult education can
do the task.
3. Utilize the total environment as the context for achieving
educational objectives:
The Coleman Report indicates that the home, neighborhood, and
peers are at least as strong a factor in achievement as is the
school. The residents believed that the negative environment
could not be overcome by the school alone. Therefore, that
negative environment must be changed into a positive environ-
ment for educational pay-offs to occur. This could be accom-
plished by making an "educative city"; learning from, by, and
in the environment. From this concept eventually evolved the
concept of developing Lowell as the first Urban National
Cultural Park in the United States.
4. Provide students and adults opportunities to learn about their
own heritage and to assist them in learning about the heritages of other
people: Self respect is the basis for further development. This self-
respect was tarnished by the mono-cultural approach of the
school, which, unwittingly
,
devalued the culture of many groups
within the Model Cities Area. However, research and empirical
findings now point out a multi-cultural environment as more
conducive to optimum development than a mono-cultural environ-
ment. The residents were impressed by the belief of the
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U. S. House Committee on Education that knowledge of one's
heritage and that of one's fellow citizens can only lead to a
more unified and culturally richer country. Few communities in
the United States have such a cultural mix as Lowell and this
beneficial composition should be utilized in a positive manner.
5. Provide a dignified and active role for the parents in the
development of their own children:
The knowledge of the importance of the first five years of life
and the necessity of mutuality between the parent and child for
optimum development made the parents aware of their most res-
ponsible role. However, in carrying out that role, there are
important services that the school must provide for the parents.
The achievement of these objectives was beyond the capability of a
traditional school and also beyond the capability of the other human
service agencies like public health, mental health, rehabilitation, etc.
.
The mandate was too comprehensive to be implemented by any single
agency. Accordingly, two things were done by the Model Cities Education
Task Force. First, they formulated a new concept of education; and
second, they proposed for state funding an institution, the Center For
Human Development, through which the various human service agencies
could integrate their services under one directorship.
As the Massachusetts experimental school legislation was being
formulated, the writer learned that it was comprehensive enough to en-
compass the Lowell approach to education. The original legislation
authorized the establishment of one experimental school. Working through
the Education Committee and the Ways and Means Committee of the Great
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and General Court, the legislation was amended to allow up to three
experimental school districts in Massachusetts.
To screen applicants for experimental schools in Massachusetts,
the State Board of Education set up the Commission for Community Educa-
tional Development. This Commission, chaired by Ruth Batson, was com-
posed of a cross section of society who not only reviewed applications
but also made recommendations as to how a proposal could be strengthened.
Relative to Lowell's Center For Human Development, the Commission recom-
mended that degree program and career ladder be established for para-
professionals in the human service field. With this addition, the
Commission recommended that the State Board of Education designate
Lowell as the second experimental school in Massachusetts. The Commis-
sion made it clear that it was recommending that the total concept of
the Center For Human Development be designated as an experimental school
and not just the educational part of the Center For Human Development.
The Commission fully understood that the Center For Human Development
assumed that neither education, nor any other single agency, could do
the job of development. The need for the integration of services and
the active role for the home and community were fully expressed by the
Commission in its recommendation to the State Board of Education.
In May of 1972, the State Board of Education approved the Center
For Human Development as an experimental school and directed that an
adequate budget be formulated with the State Department of Education.
Due to an oversight by the State Department of Education, the General
Court did not appropriate any money for fiscal 1973 relative to planning
for the Lowell Center For Human Development. However, Dr. Thomas J.
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Curtin, Commissioner of Education, did request $469,300 for this purpose
in its fiscal 1974 budget. Unfortunately, 1974 was the fipst year of
the State reorganization and the State Department of Education's budget
was continued in the same form as its previous year, making funding for
the Lowell project impossible. During that year and one-half of waiting,
the Education Task Force decided to further delay the implementation of
the Center For Human Development.
The Presentation Of The Model :
The Center For Human Development Proposal
(This proposal was submitted to and accepted by the State Board
of Education to be an Experimental School.)
History of the Center For Human Development . The Model Cities
philosophy called for people to have a voice in the programs which af-
fect their lives. Prior to the Model Cities Program, well-meaning
people planned the programs with little or no involvement of the people
concerned. The failure of this directive approach paved the way for
more citizen participation. The Center For Human Development evolved
from the plans and aspirations of the residents of the Model Cities
Area.
Under Title I of the Higher Education Act, resource people were
made available to help the residents formulate their educational program.
After a year of planning, the residents came up with a program which did
not fit the format of any existing institution. They decided to call
their concept the Center For Human Development. The Center concept em-
bodies the following objectives:
1. Provide programs which are developmental rather than repara-
tive .
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2. Provide the integration of human services so necessary for
optimum development.
3. Utilize the total environment as the context for achieving
educational objectives.
4. Provide students and adults opportunities to learn about their
own heritage and to assist them in learning about the heritage of other
citizens
.
5. Provide a dignified and active role for the parents in the
development of their own children.
6. Institute the instructional systems developed by a joint
project of the Oregon Board of Higher Education and the U. S. Office of
Education.
7. Utilize the ten educational goals of the Commonwealth of Massa-
chusetts to determine strategies for learning activities.
Design . The Human Services Corporation, Inc. will be the mechanism
under which the Center For Human Development will operate. It is com-
posed of 21 members, one-third of whom represent public agencies, one-
third private agencies, and one-third representing consumers of services.
The maximum membership is 51 members. The Executive Committee consists
of the four elected officers and three members elected by the Board.
Policies and priorities will be established by the Board of Trustees
and will be translated into program objectives by the Center Council.
The Center Council will recommend programs and also carry them out
after approval by the Board.
The Council will represent each of the major program areas of the
Center. Students, staff members, and community residents will be
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represented on the Council.
The Council Chairman will be recommended by the Council for approval
by the Board of Directors. The Council Chairman will be designated to
serve for a specific period of time to implement specific program
priorities. The Council Chairman can be selected from the existing
staff or recruited from the outside if no staff members have the special
expertise necessary to carry out the priority program established by
the Board.
The Coordinator of Administrative Services and his staff will pro-
vide the necessary on-going support operations of the Center. The ac-
counting and maintenance functions will be carried out under this
structure to free the other members of the organization from adminis-
trative details.
The Ad Hoc Advisory group will be composed of three or four
specialists selected by the Council Chairman to aid him in carrying out
specific programs
.
The Council Chairman will report to the Executive Director. The
Executive Director will administer the Center For Human Development and
serve on the Council and other committees in an advisory capacity.
Population . The total in-school population to be served will be
525 pupils. The number of people served by the Center will be greater
than 525 in that pre-school children will also take part in school
extension programs. Of the total school population, 60% will come from
the "Acre" section of Lowell and the other 40% will come from the com-
munity of Greater Lowell which includes the City of Lowell, and the
Towns of Billerica, Chelmsford, Dracut, Tewksbury, Tyngsboro, and
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Westford
.
The in-school population will be phased in according to the Popu-
lation Phase-In Chart. (see next page)
The Center will serve a large heterogenous population. The Lowell
area provides an ideal location for a community experimental school be-
cause it not only has a socio-economic mix but also a large cultural
and ethnic minority population. This unique clientele will provide the
Center with the opportunity to do cross-cultural research and develop
programs to meet the needs of these special groups.
One of the key factors in the selection of participants will be
that no "screening out" process will exist. As programs are developed
to meet the needs of special groups, applications will be accepted. No
one will be refused admission because of physical, mental, or emotional
conditions; or educational, ethnic, or religious background. Applica-
tions will be accepted for all programs, in operation or in developmental
stages, until the number of applicants exceeds the available space and
resources. For over-subscribed programs, participants will be selected
randomly
.
All participation, whether by children or adults, will be on a
voluntary basis. The parents must indicate a desire to participate in
the activities of the Center and a willingness to participate in the
child's educational development before his or her child can be enrolled
in the educational program. Agencies may refer children to the Center
but must make the same commitments as the parents. Children may parti-
cipate in extra-curricular developmental programs without parental
involvement.
POPULATION
PHASE-IN
CHART*
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SEPTEMBER
1975
(525)
75 75 75 75 75 75 75
SEPTEMBER
1974
(350)
50 75 75 75 50 25
SEPTEMBER
1973
(200) 25 50 50 50 25
FEBRUARY
1973
(100) 25 25 25 25
^ H CN rO ^ LO ^0
*dates
taken
from
original
proposal
which
has
yet
to
be
funded
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Measurement and Data . The individual pupil's achievement will be
measured in relation to his ability. Also, the pupil's accomplishments
will be compared to national norms so that the child and parents have
a realistic knowledge of the child's standing in relation to the general
population.
Learner achievements will be defined in terms of specific learner
behavior. The behavioral objectives will identify who the learners are,
the behavior they are to demonstrate, the conditions under which that
behavior shall be manifest, and how the behavior is to be evaluated.
Behaviors will be defined not only in the cognitive area but also in
the affective and psychomotor areas.
The measurement or assessment of pupil achievement will be utilized
in our formative evaluation process to determine what plans, programs,
or methods might need to be changed.
Function of Evaluation in the Center For Human Development . The
purpose of this section is to describe and explain the operation of an
evaluation- mechanism that will provide valid information for making
programmatic changes in the innovative approach to education of the
Center For Human Development. The mechanism will affect decisions in
the following areas: planning—determining needed improvements by
specifying the area or domain, major goals, and specific objectives and
target groups to be served; structuring
—
specifying alternatives in
administrative procedures, personnel, facilities, and budget for
achieving specific objectives; implementing— reviewing organizational
design and directing programmed activities; and recycling—judging in
terms of attainments, whether activities ought to be terminated,
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continued, or modified.
To repeat, the purpose of evaluation for the Center For Human
Development is to provide the information to decision-makers for use in
planning, structuring, implementing, and recycling activities to achieve
our goals. In order to provide this information, the CIPP model 57 of
Dr. Daniel L. Stufflebeam of the Ohio State University Evaluation Cen-
ter, and elements of a research, evaluation, and instructional development
program of the Teaching Research Division 58 of the Oregon State System
of Higher Education will be used.
This particular association of evaluation with learning and de-
velopment is consistent with the approach advocated by Bruner. He says.
Curriculum evaluation must, to be effective, contribute
to a theory of instruction. If it is not, if it is an
operation either for reporting what students or teachers
say or do or for providing unspecified tidings of suc-
cess or failure, then it cannot contribute to the aims
of the educational enterprise. Those aims center upon
the problem of assisting the development of human beings
so that they can use their potential powers to achieve
a good life and make an effective contribution to their
society. When one loses sight of that objective, both
education and its evaluation become technical and sterile.
The task of understanding how human beings, in fact, can
be assisted in their learning and development is the
central task of a theory of instruction, and techniques
of evaluation derive from it in the same way that the
• 59practice of medicine derives from the medical sciences.
5 7
Frank C. Pratzner and Jerry P. Walker (eds.). Programmatic Research
and Development in Education: Positions, Problems, Propositions , Research
and Development Series 70, (Center for Vocational and Technical Education,
the Ohio State University, June 1972) , pp. 3-24.
~^
C0RD, National Research Training Manual (2nd ed.) edited by Jack
Crawford, (Teaching Research Division of the Oregon State System of
Higher Education, 1969), pp. Sections III & IV.
59Jerome Bruner, Toward a Theory of Instruction , (Cambridge, Massa-
chusetts: The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1966), pp. 166-167.
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Stufflebeam' s CIPP model will provide the overall framework for
making educational decisions. The more specialized Oregon State model
will be integrated with Stufflebeam' s model. Both models involve
formative and summative evaluation. Both models are used for identifying
deficiencies and proposing improvements in existing curricular, rather
than simply for appraising the net affects of such curricula. Formative
evaluation is the process by which information is gathered and used to
improve a unit of instruction to the point where it is achieving its
objectives. Summative evaluation is the process of describing the ef-
fects of total program.
For formative evaluation to aid decision-making, it is imperative
to identify the types of educational decisions that need to be made.
Generally, decisions may be classified according to their function.
For our purposes, educational decisions will be classified as planning,
structuring, implementing, and recycling.
Planning decisions specify what changes are needed in a program.
The need for such decisions arises from one of two sources: (1) aware-
ness of a lack of agreement between what the program was intended to be
and what it actually is (congruence evaluation), and (2) awareness of
lack of agreement between what the program could become and what it is
likely to become (contingency evaluation)
.
Structuring decisions relate to objectives, general program stra-
tegies, instructional method, personnel, facilities, budget, and sched-
ule. These decisions arise from three sources: (1) awareness of
planning decisions which specify that the program is to be changed,
(2) awareness that there are alternative means available to bring about
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the specified changes, and (3) awareness of the relative strengths and
weaknesses of the available alternatives.
Implementing decisions are those used in carrying through the
action plan. These decisions arise from two sources: (1) knowledge of
the procedural specifications, and (2) continuing knowledge of the rela-
tionship between procedural specifications and the actual procedures.
These two kinds of information will indicate whether or not the learning
plan is. on target.
Recycling decisions are those used in determining the relation of
outcomes to objectives and in determining whether to continue, terminate,
evolve, or drastically modify the activity. These decisions require
information about: (1) specified outcomes, (2) actual outcomes, and
(3) relation of the outcomes to the relevant context, input, and proc-
esses .
Process evaluation aids in the day-to-day implementation of the
change, and product evaluation identifies the attainments accruing from
the change. Stufflebeam also discusses context and input evaluation.
Each of the four types may be described in terms of when it is used,
the objectives it meets, and the key question it answers. A summary of
the types of evaluation strategy appears in the following chart entitled
"Summary of Types of Evaluation Strategy". (see next page)
For the Center For Human Development to make an impact, it is im-
perative that the school personnel know, understand, and respect the
community—along with its traditions and customs. Accordingly, an
important aspect of the evaluative process is to determine the congruence
between the values of the community and the values of the school
SUMMARY
OF
TYPES
OF
EVALUATION
STRATEGY
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personnel. The fact that such a task might be hard to measure does
not mean it should be ignored. Heretofore, part of the problem in
Lowell was the disassociation between groups of people and our public
institutions. This disassociation must be reversed.
It is possible, also, that the evaluator may be able to recommend
instruments and techniques that probe some relevant aspect of the value
dimension that had not occurred to the client. If such efforts are
mutually satisfactory and if they provide information that affects
decisions, the ends of evaluation are being met. The client and the
evaluator avoid the tendency to be concerned with that which is most
readily measured, rather than focusing measurement skills on that which
is of most concern.
It seems appropriate that the formative evaluator become a part of
the Center team. An evaluator is handicapped if he is less than fully
familiar with the subject being evaluated, and less than fully sympathet-
ic with the aims of the creative group. For this reason, the formative
evaluator should be distinguished from the summative evaluator, although
their work need not conflict. We feel that it is advantageous to retain
an on-site formative evaluator, and that it is possible to do this
without disrupting the team spirit during project implementation.
Time Schedule .
July 1972 - January 1973: Selection of staff, training, and
curriculum development, and recruit-
ment of pupils
February 1973: 100 students
September 1973: total 200 students
100
September 1974: total 350 students
September 1975: total 525 students
Product and Use . The product will be an organizational arrange-
ment and process which will enable all the providers of human services
to work under one directorship to achieve optimal personal and community
development of the clients served. The use of this product (the Center
For Human Development) could serve as a guide for other school systems
in Massachusetts and the country to work toward an Ecological Systems
Model. It seems logical that if any one of the various agencies attend-
ing • to human development becomes a Center For Human Development that it
be the school. It is the one agency that exists in virtually every
community. Also, it is the one agency, by spirit and law, committed to
growth whereas most other agencies by law are committed to reparative
work.
Personnel and Facilities . Over the past three years, over 200
professionals have applied to work on the Center project. The appli-
cants represent a wide range of abilities and disciplines. Many are
presently working on the college level and others are successful teachers
and administrators on the elementary level who view the Center For Human
Development as a new approach to education. So, as far as personnel is
concerned, it would be a matter of screening and recommending the per-
sonnel to the Board of Education.
The facility for the first year or two is presently available. It
is a centrally located two-story brick building of approximately 15,000
square feet. Its openness makes it amenable to the latest approaches
to learning.
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Within a year, through the Neighborhood Facilities Act of HUD, a
150,000 square foot concrete building will be available to serve the
Center For Human Development. Through a grant from the Educational
Facilities Laboratories, architectural schematics are being developed.
These schematics will serve as the substantive information for the filing
of the application to HUD. This building is being designed to encompass
all the services needed for a comprehensive human development facility.
Dissemination . In addition to the formative and summative evalua-
tion process providing feedback to the members of the Experimental
School, the same information can generate valuable feedback from the
State Department of Education and the State Department of Education can
play a vital role in marketing the Center's research and development.
The instruments designed for the summative evaluation and other infor-
mation will be forwarded to the Board of Education and the Department
of Education for possible state-wide dissemination.
A historical documentation of the stages of development through
which the school goes, the different types of problems and success met
by the school at its different stages of development, and suggestions
for alternatives could play a vital role sharing the story of the
school with others. Incorporated into the evaluative techniques will
be written monthly reports of the type used by the U. S. Census Depart-
ment. Such a mechanism will facilitate the generation of materials for
dissemination.
In addition to the above procedure, the school itself will provide
various techniques for dissemination. Through a newspaper, parent-
school meetings, student output, radio, and planned sessions for school
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systems, a continuous flow of information and provisions for
will be provided.
Budget .
-Salaries, Other
Director $23,000
Assistant Director 20,000
Office Manager 10,000
Senior Clerk 6,600
Senior Clerk Typist 6,200
Junior Custodian 7,000
Systems Specialist 12,000
3 Curriculum Specialists 36,000
Early Childhood Specialist 12,000
Environmental Specialist 12,000
5 Teachers 50,000
5 Education Interns ($120/wk) 31,200
Evaluator (11 months) 14,000
Benefits (10%) 24,000
•Services, Non-Employee
Consultants 4,000
Career Ladder College 16,000
(courses for interns)
04
—Feed For Persons
Two meals per day per person
75<: per day per pupil
06
—
Cleaning Supplies
07-
-Medical Supplies
08
—Heat, Light, Power Purchase
30,000 sq.ft, at 50<?/sq.ft.
10 Travel
Fares, meals, hotel, etc. 2,000
Student trans., field trips 10,000
11 Advertising and Printing
Advertising - Newspaper 1,000
Printing and Binding
Ed. Materials & Instructional Kits 4,000
Photo Supplies & Equipment 1,000
Dissemination-Community & Parents 1,000
feedback
$264,000
20,000
13,500
2.500
1.500
15.000
12.000
7,000
SUB-TOTAL $335,500
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BROUGHT FORWARD $335,500
12—Maintenance, Repairs, Replacements
,
and Alterations 24,350
Renovation of existing building
especially air exchange and the
necessary electrical components 15,000
Contract Services - Xerox, Press,
Platemaker, etc. 5,850
Contract Services - especially for
pupil outdoor education at Ocean
Park, Maine; and Otter Lake, New
Hampshire 3,500
15
—New Equipment 19,450
2 Projectors - 16MM ($180 ea.) 1,600
5 Loop Projectors ($150 ea.) 750
5 Record Players ($100 ea.) 500
25 Tape Recorders ($ 96 ea.) 2,400
30 Cassette Players ($ 40 ea.) 1,200
5 Listening Stations ($200 ea.) 1,000
3 Typewriters ($600 ea.) 1,800
1 Adding Machine 200
5 Classroom Furniture &
Equipment ($2000 ea.) 10,000
16--Space Rental 90,000
30,000 sq.ft, at $3/sq.ft.
GRAND TOTAL $469,300
Program Planning Year
Instead of implementing the Center For Human Development with its
teachers and students in the same year, a program planning year, or
action research, is suggested. This decision is based on evidence that
other experimental schools in the United States encountered difficulties
by too- fast a start-up schedule.
Through the Educational Facilities Laboratories of the Ford Founda-
tion, the writer was afforded opportunities to study the starting-up
procedures of various experimental schools. Experience had shown that
an action planning year was necessary—particularly to insure that the
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staff fully understands the philosophy of the school. Experience had
shown that the staff's preliminary agreement with the written statements
does not assure smooth administrative procedures and instructional tech-
niques. These can only be achieved by working together in the planning
of the program. It would be expecting too much for the program develop-
ment and staff training to be carried out while the school is operating.
Therefore, a "Program Planning Year" proposal was formulated with
a description of work activities under three headings: (1) the educa-
tional system, (2) the management system, and (3) the physical system.
At this particular time, it appears that the planning proposal will be
submitted when the phsyical elements of the State Heritage Park and
physical and cultural elements of the Urban National Cultural Park are
developed. These physical and cultural elements are necessary to
achieve the Center For Human Development's objectives. Around these
physical and cultural elements, many of the learning activities will be
structured. To start the Center prior to these physical developments
in place will make it almost impossible to achieve two of the five ob-
jectives at this time, i.e.:
a) Utilize the total environment as the context for achieving
education objectives; and
b) Provide students and adults opportunities to learn about
their own heritage and to assist them in learning about the
heritage of other citizens.
With the development of the State Heritage Park (which is now in proc-
ess) and with the harnessing of the cultural aspects of our community
as an integral part of the Urban National Cultural Park (plan now being
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developed by a Federal Commission) the physical and cultural infrastruc-
ture for the learning environment will be set in place.
Proposed Activities
. Planning Phase: Lowell's Experimental School
Center For Human Development
It is proposed that three systems be articulated and developed during the
planning year:
1. Educational System : The approaches, processes, procedures,
methods, instructional techniques, materials, staff, evalua-
tion processes necessary to carry out the educational philos-
ophy of the Center and its objectives.
2. Management System : The development of necessary support
services for such things as public relations, local public
school involvement, fiscal management, logistics, and other
functions related to the maintenance of the Center and its
learning network.
3. Physical System : Development of learning site network including
identification of sites, access to or acquisition of sites, and
preparation of school homebase.
The desired results of the planning year would be that all three
systems be ready for implementation.
1.0
Educational System .
1.1
Philosophy of Education and Human Development
1.1.1 Purpose and By-Laws of the Human Services Corpora-
tion
1.1.2 Theoretical Perspective
A. Statement of underlying assumptions concerning
the Community and its Citizenry. (Social
Theory)
B. Statement of assumptions concerning the devel-
opment and maturation processes of the Individ-
ual. (Developmental Theory)
C. Statement of assumptions of the evolution of
human institutions. (Organizational Theory)
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1.1.3
Rationale for each agency's participation in the
Center For Human Development
A. Public, State, Local Agencies
B. Private, non-profit agencies or institutions
1.2 Statement of Goals for the Center For Human Development
1.3 Long Range Planning
1.3.1 Projections on maximum scale of service delivery
system
A. Population Analysis (Enrollment Characteristics)
B. Geographic Analysis (Geographic Service Areas
and Transit)
C. Manpower Analysis (Available staff and training)
D. Fiscal Analysis (Capitation)
1.3.2 Establish Priority Objectives for implementation
during first five operational years (5 year plan)
A. Describe phasing-in of services/programs
B. Identify actual and anticipated developments
which will effect planning
1.3.3 Establish time line and dissemination practices
for summative program evaluations and annual long-
range plan submission
1.4 Planning for Operational Year
1.4.1 Program Research
A. Summary Documentation of existing Human Services
(State Agencies)
1. Comparative maps of geographic service areas
2. Existing Organizational Structure - Charts
3. Statistics of population served, character-
istics and numbers
4. Number of operational staff - breakdown
5. Yearly budget - breakdown
6. Existing informal or formal agency linkages
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B. On-going research of comparative models with
the potential of integrating them into the
Lowell Model (such as)
:
1. Conservation and Environmental Center for
Southern New Jersey
2. Singer Learning Center, Andover, Massachu-
setts
3. Roxbury Multi-Service Center
4. North Dakota's Mental Health Association -
Mental Health Helpers
5. Harvard Community Health Plan
C. Follow thru and co-ordination of integral sup-
port projects already operational or pending
appropriations
:
1. Adult Education - Office of Education
2. Early Childhood - N. I. M. H.
3. Bi-lingual Education - State Department of
Education
4. Cultural Heritage Project - Lowell Public
Library
5. Health Start - Child Advocacy
6. Neighborhood Family Health - Model Cities
7. Education Bank - Model Cities
8. City Edges Project - National Endowment
for the Arts
1.4.2 Organization and Administration
A. Recommend Roles and Functions of Actors
1. Human Services Corporation Board of Direc-
tors
2. Advisory Groups (such as: Higher Education
Advisory, Ethnic Heritage Advisory, Early
Childhood Advisory, Elderly Affairs, etc.)
3. Center Community Council (consider appro-
priate representation)
4. Center Staff:
a. State objectives for maximizing dis-
ciplines, skills, backgrounds,
experiences, accomplishments represented
in the Center staff.
b. Determine desired composition of staff
for operational year #1
Professional Certified Staff (in
education
Professional Non-certified
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Para-professionals
Agency affiliated staff
Field Service Interns (pursuing B.A.,
M. A.
,
PhD.
,
etc.
)
c. Determine roles of staff and job des-
criptions
.
Develop Career Ladders
Develop "team" concepts (Multi-dis-
ciplinary, multi-career level)
Develop "swing staff" for agency
renewal
5. Community participants in Center (specifi-
cally children and families of the target
population for the school)
a. State objectives for maximizing mix of
social, economic, and geographic charac-
teristics of participants
b. Determine active role of center parti-
cipant in his/her development
B. Recommend Organizational Structure
1. Develop administration structure for total
Center For Human Development staff (includ-
ing support staff from public agencies and
private agencies)
2. Develop grouping patterns; specifically for
children involved with educational programs
(staff-learner ratios, approximate time
projected for participants in individual
activity, small groups, large groups,
counseling, etc.) (2.6)
1.4.3 Development of Integral Processes and Instructional
Techniques (Program Development)
A. Individual Community Participant
1. Determine Process for Assessment of Parti-
cipant (child) and existing Family Situation
a. Determine parameters to be analyzed
b. Determine make-up of teams to do assess-
ment
Community Participants (child or adult)
Center Staff
Members of the Community Participant's
social or family network
Other professionals (community care-
givers - educators)
c. Determine time needs and appropriate
scheduling techniques for assessment
process
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d. Determine format for assessment and if
applicable input into (2. 4. A. 2) infor-
mation system
2. Recommend Process for Individual Plan De-
velopment (I.P.D.)
a. Determine process for Individual Need
Assessment
b. Determine process for identifying
'blocks' in development and unexplored
areas for development
c. Determine process for hypothesizing
alternative options
d. Determine process for reviewing avail-
able resources (programs, curriculum,
staff)
e. Determine process for selecting options
to be utilized or new programs to be
developed
f. Determine process for implementing
selected option (s)
g. Determine process for re-analysis after
implementation (evaluation)
3. Recommend Plan "Implementation"
a. Follow thru several hypothetical indi-
vidual plans for implementation, identify
appropriate staff, programs, curriculum,
facilities, support services, etc.
b. Recommend appropriate points for both
formative and summative evaluations of
processes and plans
B. Center Staff
1. Recommend process for staff recruitment and
selection
2. Develop processes for staff training
a. Introduction to philosophy, goals, and
processes of center (i.e. Individual
Plan Development Cycle, Formative Eval-
uation)
b. Opportunities to develop skills in
inter-personal relations and group
dynamics
c. Develop familiarty with local neighbor-
hoods, agency resources and personnel
and facilities. Develop familiarity
with learning resource kits (sites,
materials, instructional techniques,
methods) of Education Bank
Staff Development (on-going)
a. Opportunities for individual research,
3.
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planning and project or program imple-
mentation
b. Opportunities for career advancement
c. Opportunities for contact with advisory
groups having special expertise (such
as Lowell Historical Society, Institu-
tions of Higher Education, Ethnic
Heritage groups, Health Services Plan-
ning Agencies, Mental Health Association,
etc.
)
d. Opportunities to develop a working
knowledge of technical and audio-visual
equipment and learning aids
e. Opportunities to create and develop
innovative instructional tools from raw
materials
f. Opportunities to develop innovative
evaluation measures and techniques
2.0
Management System .
2.1
Public Relations Activities
To develop materials and publications for introducing the
school to the community and to publicize it throughout
the commonwealth.
A. Design, production, and dissemination of pam-
phlets, brochures, etc.
B. News coverage, press releases for Television,
Radio, Newspapers
C. Presentation packages for community groups,
P.T.A.
,
Masters, Teachers Association, Higher
Education Institutions, Mental Health Associa-
tion, Girls Club, Rotary, Historic Society
D. Formats and scheduling of progress reports and
dissemination strategy
E. Develop materials to introduce visitors
(interested professionals) to Center concepts/
current activities
2.2
Community Participants, Recruitment, Selection, Registration
A. Recruitment - Community Outreach
1. From objectives, and analysis of existing
data identify potential target population
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2. Development of contact procedure and time
scale for implementation
3. Notify target population and solicit
responses utilizing telephone calls, direct
mail, home visits, coffee clatches, etc.
B. Participant Selection (Random Sampling)
1 . Determine process for Random Sampling and
selection of participants
2. Implement selection of participants and
notify them
C. Registration
1 . Define actual registration procedure
2. Determine statutory information required and
sources
3. Determine other required information and
sources such as: health records, school
records, information from other public
agencies, etc. so as to provide a composite
picture of each participant's prior experi-
ences
4. Develop process for data collection and
integrate this (2.4.A.1)
5. Define annual time line for implementation
2.3 Staff Recruitment and Selection
A. Recruitment
1 . Determine time line for staff recruitment
and selection
2. Identify methods to be used to inform
potential staff of positions available
3. Develop and place promotional ads, etc.
(2.1. A)
4. Develop application/interview format
B. Selection
1 . Establish staff selection committee to re-
view applicants (define representation)
2. Select and notify staff for first opera-
tional year
2 . 4 Management Information Systems
A. Individual Participants utilizing Center's
services
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1. Format and techniques for storage of back-
ground data (2. 3. A)
2. Format and techniques for storage of in-
formation gained thru assessment and indi-
vidual program planning processes
3. Format and techniques for storage of forma-
tive and summative evaluations
B. Staff Participants in Center (and eventually all
affiliated agencies)
1 . Format and techniques for storage of back-
ground data (i.e. a Center Dynamic Personnel
Resources File)
2. Format and techniques for storage of infor-
mation related to individual staff's account-
ability (progress report)
3. Format and techniques for storage of staff's
formative and summative evaluations of this
development
C. Fiscal Management Records
1. Determine accounting practice (possibly
program budgeting)
2. Integrate statutory fiscal information re-
quirements into format and process for
accounting practice
3. Determine purchasing and billing practice
to be utilized (procurement system)
4. Determine report formats and reporting
periods (2.1.D)
5. Determine desirability of utilizing (ABT,
Assoc
.
)
6. Determine availability of fiscal management,
personnel, and equipment
D. Inventory Control System for Materials and
Equipment
1. Information - date of purchase, maintenance
points, depreciation, projected obsolescence
2. Determine management practices to circulate
equipment, or obtain materials, etc.
E. Facilities Inventory
1. Develop format and collect background data
for inventory of spaces to be used
Develop space assessment criteria, assess
spaces
2.
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3. Project capital investment needs for long
range planning
4. Develop methods to collect, store, and
evaluate facilities operations data
5. Develop methods to collect, store, and
evaluate facility es maintenance costs
2.5 Operational Funding Strategy
A. Identify responsible staff to carry out plan-
ning and proposal development
B. Outline objectives for obtaining funds for
financial continuity
C. Identify available funding sources: federal,
state, local, private foundations, donated
D. Where applicable develop and submit proposals
for supportive services areas; and follow thru
with agencies for appropriations
E. Develop comprehensive projected operational
funding plan for operational years (including
State Department of Education - operational
funds)
F. Where applicable negotiate with local agencies
for matching funds, in kind services, donated
space, etc.
G. Design procedures for contract monitoring
2.6 Logistics for Center For Human Development
A. Establish procedures for requesting available
space
B. Determine appropriate scheduling techniques
(utilizing time modules, desirable hours for
certain target users - other priority criteria)
C. Develop implementable program for dissemination
of schedules, combined with announcements of
activities offered thru (2.1)
2.7 Management of Integral Support Services
2.7.1 Food Services
A. Identify statutory requirements for food
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services for experimental school participants
B. Where applicable apply for state funding (2.5.D)
C. Develop strategy for incorporating in-house
public restaurant/food service vendor for school
into the Center For Human Development
D. Develop opportunities to utilize kitchen area
for Vocational/Adult Education Food Preparation
Program (2.5.D)
E. Identify and select food service vendor, facil-
ities
F. Negotiate and contract for food services for
experimental school participants in line with
state requirements for reimbursement
G. Finalize time table for implementation of food
service support; integrate with facilities plan-
ning and accounting practices
2.7.2 Transportation Support Network
A. From analysis of Center's participants charac-
teristics develop projected needs for transit
B. Identify statutory requirements for transporta-
tion of school children
C. Pursue options for joint transportation plan-
ning with Model Cities Transportation for the
Elderly, with access for other community users
of the Center and affiliated network agencies,
public schools
D. Design implementable , transit plan for immediate
operation (routes, schedules, frequency, etc.)
E. Apply for State reimbursement (2.5.D)
F. Identify and contract with vendor for services
2.7.3 Physical Plant - Maintenance and Operation
2.8 Legal Assistance
A. Define responsibilities of Corporation and
State in regards to:
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1. Salary scales, career ladders
2. Fringe benefits, medical coverage, life
insurance
3 . Tenure
4. Pension
For
:
1. Professional certified staff
2. Professional non-certified staff
3. Para-professionals
B. Negotiate contracts for
1. Food Services (2.7.1)
2. Transportation Services (2.7.2)
3. Consults Services
4. Purchased Services
5. Facility Acquisition
6. Facility Maintenance and Operation
3.0
Physical Network and Facilities System .
3.1 Co-ordinate planning and implementation of the "Every-
where School" Learning Network with planning of Lowell's
Urban National Cultural Park, City Development Authority,
Historic District Committee, Institutions of Higher Educa-
tion, Lowell's School Building's Committee, and other
affiliated agencies pursuing physical planning within
the Greater Lowell area.
3.2 Facilities Network Planning
Outline, identify, and map potential learning network
A. Compile existing background information includ-
ing Southworth's Proposal on "Educative City"
1. Map site existing educational facilities
private and public
2. Map noting all institutional zoned properties
3. Map siting all public/private agencies cur-
rently identified for participation in the
Center
4. With Chamber of Commerce/City Development
Authority compile list and map, under
utilized existing facilities (commercial,
retail, residential, rental space availa-
ble - combine study with Urban Park planning.
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B. Analyze categories of facilities to be utilized
in learning network. Proposed as:
1. Home base (Center For Human Development,
Neighborhood Multi-service Centers)
2. Resource centers (public, private libraries,
museums, data banks, business or agencies,
either public or private which would allow
learner access upon request)
3. Affiliated facilities (operating institu-
tions, Mental Health Center, day nursery,
etc. )
4. Associated facilities (specialize support
service facilities
5. Circulation - learning paths, sidewalk,
trails
6. Open space - environmental learning sites,
coral parks
7. Out of city special resources
8. Mobile facilities
C. Analysis of (A and B) with input from educational
program methods and materials planning to estab-
lish a priority list for development, access
and utilization of network
D. Establish procedures and approaches for obtain-
ing access to priority sites (existing)
1. Methods of contact with space owners/operators
2. Procedures for negotiating use (accessibility,
capacity)
3. Procedures for fiscal reimbursement
4. Arrangement for operation and maintenance
E. Develop strategy for establishment of new
learning sites in co-operation with Urban
National Cultural Park Planning
3.3 Center For Human Development - Homebase Facility Acquisition
A. Establish criteria for site selection
B. Analysis of alternative sites and cost estimates
C. Estimate time table for facility occupancy
D. Identify capital funds/acquired capital funds
for purchase lease/renovations
E. Contract for architectural, landscape, and
construction services (2.8.B)
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F. Monitor contracts
G. Select and order furnishing, equipment, sup-
plies (2.4.C)
3.4 Physical System - Utilization
A. Establish format for Physical Resource Catalogue
B. Publish and publicize catalogue (2.1. A - 2.6.C -
2.4.E)
C. Develop workshop/training sessions for staff to
familiarize them with physical resources of city
and access to them (2. 6. A)
Job Descriptions.
Project Director- -Research/planning staff coordina-
tion, educational philosophy, developmental theory,
negotiate with local agencies, responsible for final
articulation of educational system, (1.0), funding
strategy, integrating legal aid services, long
range planning and 5 year plan, follow thru and co-
ordination of integral support projects and additional
proposals to be written during planning year.
Project Assistant Director—major project adminis-
tration functions, developmental staff coordination,
staff training and development, aid in articulation
of philosophy, major responsibility for staff or-
ganization and community outreach. Responsible
for time line and supervision of formative and
summative project evaluation process. Initiate
Responsible
for Activity
Number :
1.0
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4.1.B
2.5
2.8
1 . 1.2
1.3.3
1.4.1.
B
1.4.2
.
A-B
2.4.B
2. 3. A-B
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1.1.3
1.3.2
1.3.3
2.5
2.7
2.8
2.0
2. 2.C
2.4
2.5
2.7
2. 8. A-B
1.3.2
1.4.1.
A
staff recruitment and selection process and co-
ordinate community recruitment with Community
Director, aid in development of 5 year plan.
Educational Services Co-ordinator— (state liaison
with Department of Education) ; co-ordinate activi-
ties with State Department of Education, Secretary
of Education, New England Regional Office and plan-
ning team, analyze statutory requirements, legal
questions, develop rationale for integrating
education with human services, time line for sub-
mission of operational funding proposal, documenta-
tion of project for State, and establish report
dissemination practices for promotion of school
throughout state, develop 5 year plan with Director
and Assistant Director, co-ordinate aid (in-kind)
requested from various divisions of State Depart-
ment of Education.
Administrative/Organizational Manager—major res-
ponsibility for management system (2.0) especially
design of management information system, aid in
writing proposals (budget requests), fiscal strategy,
participant in center furnishing and materials
selection (cost analysis) , responsibilities for de-
velopment of 5 year plan (fiscal) with Project
Director, Educational Services Co-ordinator, etc..
Aid in analysis of existing services, fiscal
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3.0
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
2.7.3
2.6
1.4.1.
A
1.2.
2.
A
1.3
1.4.1.
A
1.1.
2.
A
1.4.
2.
A
documentation, co-ordinate research assistants (2).
Learning Facilities Planner—major responsibilities
for developing Physical System (3.0) especially
preparations for home-base facility and 5 year plan
for learning network development, compilation of
Physical Resources Catalogue. With Administrative/
Organizational Manager develop Center's logistics
procedures, facilities inventory information system.
Co-ordinate existing human services documentation
presentation, and input into underlying assumptions
on the community's physical environment for social
theory, co-ordinate research assistants (2), co-
ordinate interior space planning for Center's home-
base.
Urban Planner—major responsibilities for prepara-
tion of population, geographic, and manpower analysis
for long range planning, development of maximum
service delivery scale projections, also summary
documentation of existing human services within
area with support from Social Services Researcher.
Input into Social Theory assumptions and target
population analysis, co-ordinate research assistants.
Research Assistants : (8)
2
—
(urban planning) aid data collection, analysis
and presentation of data, preparation of charts,
visual aids for documentation of existing services
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and long range projections.
2
— (management information systems) aid in devel-
opment of formats for data storage, research of
appropriate techniques and cost/effectiveness, data
collection for final analysis of existing agencies.
2
—
(learning facilities planning) aid in facilities
data collection and analysis for Physical Resources
Catalogue, production of presentation maps on net-
work system.
1
—
(writer) aid in copy writing promotional materi-
als, ads, media scripts for public relations
1
—
(graphics artist) aid in graphic layout of pro-
motional work and charts or maps used in documenta-
tion or projection of services
2. 2
1.4.
2.
A
2.1
2.3
1.4.2.
B
1.4.2
Community Director—major responsibilities for de-
velopment and implementation of target population
recruitment strategy, role of participants in
Center, co-ordinate and initiate public relations
and promotional activities including production of
public relations material. Co-ordinate activities
of research assistants (writer and graphics artist)
;
develop roles of community co-ordinators, trains
and supervises them; major responsibility for de-
veloping role of Center Council and Advisory Groups.
2.2
1.4.3
Community Co-ordinators (4)— responsibility for im-
plementing notification, recruitment, and registration
1974) .
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of community participants involving interviewing,
data collection, and involvement in Individual
Plan Development (I.P.D.) and follow thru.
1.4.3 Developmental Team—team's major responsibility
1.4.1.
B
'
2.
B will be to prepare for their eventual roles as
"learning facilitators" when the school begins
operation. They are responsible for internalizing
the philosophy of the Center, becoming familiar
with local resources (agencies, personnel, educa-
tional materials, facilities) for selecting (with
the project director and his assistant) curriculum
units or materials to be employed and to recommend
units which will be developed during year #1. To
articulate the individual assessment process to be
used, recommend points for formative evaluation
and the techniques to be used. They will also be
responsible for recommending learning grouping
patterns with the Assistant Project Director.
'port for the Center For Human Development (planning year 1973-
In-Kind Services Labor Non-Labor
—
Man Days
Massachusetts Department of Education:
Division of State & Federal Assistance
Surplus Property
Financial Management
Division of Research, Planning, &
Evaluation
Division of Administration & Per-
sonnel
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In-Kind Services Labor Non-
Man Days
Division of School Facilities &
Related Services
Food Services
.
3
Division of Special Education 3
Division of Occupational Education 3
Division of Curriculum & Instruction
Media 3
Bi-lingual Education 3
Adult Services 3
30
Lowell Technological Institute
Field Studies Programs run in con-
junction with Center For Human
Development (Business Management,
Behavioral Sciences, etc.) app . 12
field interns - 15 hrs/wk app. 86 m/mo.
Lowell State College
Field Studies Programs in Educa-
tional Administration and Urban
Sociology - app. 12 field interns
15 hrs/wk app. 86 m/mo.
Lowell Model Cities, Education Compo-
nent
space rental
professional staff
field interns (12) - 1 m/mo. ea.
Education Bank (curriculum materials)
State Department of Mental Health
(Solomon Mental Health Center)
Human Services/Social Researcher
Community Outreach Assistant
Lowell Day Nursery
aid in staff training 2 m/mo.
Lowell Public Health
school nurse advisor 1/2 m/mo.
Lowell Public Schools
access to Media Cerfter
12 m/mo.
3 m/mo.
9
24 m/mo.
12 m/mo.
50
Labor
000
,000
1/2 m/mo. 10,000
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In-Kind Services
Lowell Public Library
Ethnic Heritage Division (staff
training and loaned materials)
Human Services Board of Directors
Project Evaluation (2 hour meeting
every 2 months)
Lowell Social Research Group
(Ad Hoc Professionals)
Social Planning Advisory
app. 22 m/yrs. 74,000
Proposal A - Program Development . A complete budget breakdown for
Proposal A is on the following page.
Proposal B - School Facility Preparation
. Rental and renovation
of school home-base. This request addresses the need to prepare a
school home-base.
The State's first experimental school ran into considerable diffi-
culty and delay from the time it started in temporary headquarters until
its move into a planned home-base facility. The resulting anxiety and
frustration of both children and staff can be avoided.
We would like Lowell's experimental school to be a model for other
state school systems. With proper planning, the transition to a new
school facility can be accomplished with the best possible results, for
students, faculty, and administration.
Direct costs for this proposal are' as follows:
Base Lease for space with improvements, included:
30,000 sq.ft. @ $4. 75/sq.ft. $142,500
Furnishings for instructional space 15,000
PROPOSAL B—TOTAL DEPT. OF ED. COST
"Home-base Rental"
Labor Non-Labor
Man Days
1/2 m/mo. 5,000
40 m/mo.
2 m/mo
.
$157,500
PROPOSAL
A
-
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The Human Services Corporation
"Turning the city around", or renewing the community, cannot be
accomplished without an enabling mechanism called the Human Services
Corporation. This corporation is modeled after the Public Affairs
Division of the Ford Foundation. It was set up to provide those con-
crete social and economic programs needed to improve the quality of
life.
It is virtually impossible to provide social services which do not
affect the economics of a community, and vice-versa. To do comprehensive
planning and development, a mechanism is needed which works in both the
social and economic areas. The Ford Foundation, after years of funding
isolated programs of various types, conceived the necessity of this
coordinated approach.
The Human Services Corporation will be the body legally responsible
for carrying out the objectives of the Center For Human Development.
Essentially, the Human Services Corporation will serve as the "school
committee" for the experimental school. In addition, it coordinates
Lowell's existing human services through the mechanism of the Center.
The Corporation exists to build concrete economic and social programs
that seem to offer the greatest promise for improving the conaitions of
life, and to foster a sense of hope and determination in all the resi-
dents of the area.
The idea behind the Human Services Corporation was first seriously
considered in 1960. At that time, mental health professionals started
discussing the need for some group to take an interest in any programs
that affect the mental health of the community. It was the consensus
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that none of the existing agencies such as mental health, public health,
and welfare could be the planning and coordinating agency. To do so
would place other agencies in a subordinate position and such a situa-
tion would not receive support from the agencies so subordinated. Ac-
cordingly, the Mental Health Association of Greater Lowell decided to
act as a catalyst for the promotion of an umbrella agency. The writer
and other professionals from various agencies, conducted a forum over a
period of five years to discuss ways and means of instituting this
umbrella agency . We were thinking of forming a group with representa-
tives from the many agencies and institutions within the Greater Lowell
Area, both public and private, which are interested in health, education,
welfare, and the physical development of the community. It was antici-
pated that the common objectives of this group would be (1) to evaluate
the status of the Greater Lowell Area in terms of needs in health, eco-
nomics, education, and welfare; (2) to develop priorities in terms of
which of these needs can be addressed immediately and which can only
be met over a long term; and (3) to use the combined knowledge of the
group to consider new approaches to meeting these social, economic, and
political needs of the area. It was speculated that new cooperative
agreements would be established between agencies and public institutions
to move toward the solution of persistent problems. A group of agency
representatives, it was speculated, would have a unique opportunity to
apply for state and federal funding of new kinds of projects sponsored
by this umbrella organization.
The effort did not materialize because most agencies were willing
to share someone else's money but were unwilling to contribute any of
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their own money to institute such a mechanism. Nevertheless, this
dialogue paved the way for the creation of the Human Services Corpora-
tion when in 1972, the Model Cities needed an agency to realize the
objectives of the Center For Human Development.
The by-laws of the Corporation (see Appendix #1) call for a maximum
of 51 members, one- third from public agencies, one-third private agencies,
and one- third consumers. Among the public agencies represented are the
State Regional Directors of Mental Health, Public Health, Rehabilitation,
Welfare, and Education. This Corporation was intended to be an enabling
mechanism for those agencies to do in concert what they were unable to
do alone. All the members agree that the present arrangements for the
delivery of human services were formulated at a time when separate
agencies were considered the best solution for the delivery of services.
Experience and research now called for an integrated delivery system.
The Human Services Corporation exists to provide such a system to the
residents of the Lowell Model Cities Area. To this end, the following
objectives were established.
1. To bring to bear on a geographic area— the 800 acres of the
Model Cities Area— a humanely complete service with full articulation,
coordination, and synchronization of existing services.
2 . To provide a proving ground for the development of new human
services approaches, organizational as well as substantive, which can
later be applied to the specialized activity of a given agency.
3. To alleviate the sense of frustration now besetting servants.
(Many times their organizational arrangements, set by law, did not
allow them to act as their knowledge dictated.)
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4. To provide an example of full service to one urban area that is
not "too little, too late". This will help restore morale for both the
public and the public servants.
5. To provide a mechanism for the application of new knowledge.
6. To provide an interdisciplinary application of proven approaches
to human development.
7. To provide an example of area where the gap between knowledge
and the application of knowledge can be shortened.
The establishment of the Human Services Corporation helps both the
consumer and the provider of services. It provides a neutral ground
through which services can be integrated and an instrument through which
agencies can renew themselves. It seems as if John W. Gardner was re-
ferring to such a need when he said:
Unless we are willing to see a final confrontation be-
tween institutions that refuse to change and critics bent
on destruction, we had better get on with the task of
redesigning our society. That human institutions re-
quire periodic redesign, if only because of their tend-
ency to decay, is not a minor fact about them, nor
easily overlooked. Taking the whole span of history,
there is no more important lesson to be learned.
How curious, then, that in all of history, with all the
immensely varied principles on which societies have been
designed and operated, no people has seriously attempted
to take into account the aging of institutions and to
provide for their continuous renewal . Why shouldn ' t we
be the first to do so?60
The Urban National Cultural Park
The need to change the city's image forced the people of Lowell to
look at their past in order to understand the present. Economic
60
John W. Gardner, The Recovery of Confidence , (New York: W. W.
Norton, 1970) , p. 12.
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depression over fifty years clouded the city’s past and had the effect
of casting a shadow on the cultural life as well. This search for roots
and meaning revealed that Lowell hdd an important story to tell about
the relationship of man to his environment. The unveiling of this
story not only revealed that Lowell had a proud heritage but also that
Lowell's proud heritage is at the heart of the heritage of America.
This awareness of a proud past produced a new spirit and provided a new
frame of reference for looking at the present and the future. The
residents of the Model Cities area concluded that their city and their
lives were not incoherent and meaningless. The Lowell people decided to
share this story with America by way of the Lowell Urban National Cul-
tural Park.
Lowell today can be viewed as a living exhibit of the process and
the consequences of the American Industrial Revolution. The Urban
National Cultural Park, in addition to telling the Lowell story is plan-
ned to serve economic, cultural, and educational needs of the city.
Since tourists and others are interested in learning about their roots,
Lowell can be expected to attract a large number of visitors (and,
therefore, money) to New England each year.
There is no other coherent presentation of the phase of American
History (The Industrial Revolution) for which Lowell is the most famous
site in the United States. The park will place the industrialization
of America in both historic and contemporary perspective.
A fortunate by-product of industrialization was the arrival in
America of various ethnic groups who streamed into Lowell and other
cities to work in the mills. At the time of its happening, the
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immigration was not looked upon as a blessing. In fact, these groups
with different languages, customs, and traditions from the dominant
Yankee group were viewed negatively. However, the growing research on
the values of a multi-cultural environment for personal development has
made people aware that Lowell's human environment matches in richness
its fascinating physical environment.
For Lowell's story to be shared with present and future generations
of Lowell people and visitors, federal legislation had to be initiated.
There was no such thing as an urban national park. To date, the
National Park Service commemorated natural sites and open spaces but
never has recognition been given to an urban process (i.e. industriali-
zation) and culture. To enable such a recognition, Congressman F.
Bradford Morse introduced the Lowell Urban Park Bill, HR: 14629, in
April, 1972. In May of 1972, Senators Edward Kennedy and Edward Brooke
co-sponsored the Senate version. Having passed Congress, the Bill took
the routine procedure of being referred to a blue ribbon civilian panel
for further action. Of a total of 75 bills referred to this panel,
Lowell was on of 11 referred favorably back to the Department of Interior
for further Congressional action. This necessitated another submission
of the Bill (HR: 4514) by Congressman Morse's successor. Congressman
Paul W. Cronin, in February, 1973. Again the Senate version, S:943,
was co-sponsored by Senators Kennedy and Brooke. After federal hearings
and site visitations by Congressional sub-committees and officials
of
the Department of Interior, the bill was finally signed by
President
Gerald Ford on January 4, 1975,
for the purpose of preserving and interpreting for
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the educational and inspirational benefit of present and
future generations the unique and significant contribu-
tion to our national heritage of certain historic and
cultural lands, waterways, and edifices in the City of
Lowell, Massachusetts (the cradle of the industrial
revolution in America as well as America's first planned
industrial city) with emphasis on harnessing this unique
urban environment for its educational value as well as
for recreation, there is hereby established the Lowell
Historic Canal District Commission for the purpose of
which shall be to prepare a plan for the preservation,
interpretation, development, and use, by public and
private entities, of the historic, cultural, and ar-
chitectural resources ... 61
While and before this federal legislative action was in process,
the writer and his staff had to seek out funds and develop programs to
realize the objectives of the comprehensive program. Through a series
of grants from such diverse agencies as the New England Regional Com-
mission, the Educational Facilities Laboratories of the Ford Foundation,
the National Endowment for the Arts, the Massachusetts Bicentennial
Commission, the State Department of Education, the National Endowment
for the Humanities, Model Cities, and many others, the promotion and
development of the Urban National Cultural Park continued over a period
of eight years. During this time, the concept took form particularly
through Model Cities projects. From the period 1970-73, approximately
$3,700,000 was expended on open space programs, for example. Through
coordination with city and regional planning agencies, transportation,
housing, and other community development projects were integrated with
the theme of the Urban National Cultural Park. In October 1973, the
Lowell City Council passed a resolution (see Appendix #3) which recognized
61
Public Law 93-645, 93rd Congress (United States of America)
H.R. 14689; January 4, 1975.
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the Urban National Cultural Park as the strategy for the economic,
cultural, and educational redevelopment of the City of Lowell. The
same resolution designated the writer as the coordinator of the planning
and implementation of the Lowell Urban Park. One particular program
which was instrumental in developing this community awareness and sup-
port was a 25-minute slide-tape presentation: "The Lowell Urban National
Cultural Park". Virtually every school child, church, service, and
fraternal organization has seen and enjoyed the presentation which
graphically portrays Lowell's past, present, and its great potential
for the future. This and other programs gradually replaced the despair
and apathy with a sense of hope and pride.
Another program, Lowell Development Program, was responsible for
speeding up the realization of the Lowell Urban Park. Elements of this
program were adopted by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts as the Lowell
Heritage State Park. This Heritage State Park (see Appendix #6) expanded
on what had been done locally and was designed to enhance the Urban
National Cultural Park. The Commonwealth committed $9,150,000 to develop
five nodes along the canals and riverways of Lowell. The purposes of
this state effort are:
(1) The preservation of the cultural heritage of Lowell and
the surrounding region— a heritage which has its roots in
the past but which is continually growing and diversifying.
(2) The development of the resources that comprise the
area's heritage to increase public appreciation and enjoy
ment of these cultural assets.
62
Lowell Heritage Park, A Proposal for an Urban State Park in Lowell
Massachusetts
,
(Massachusetts Department of Natural Resources, August,
1974)
,
p. 3.
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Lowell was asking federal park designation where there was neither
the inclination by the National Park Service to help nor legislation
for urban parks. Accordingly, a new law had to be written which met
the various federal requirements. The Human Services Corporation's
staff monitored and aided this work. One highlight in this process was
the Hearing on the Lowell Urban National Cultural Park Bill by the Sub-
committee on National Parks and Recreation of the House Committee on
Interior and Insular Affairs. Expert testimony, covering the technolog-
ical, social, historical, and the environmental significance of the
American Industrial Revolution had to be submitted to the Sub-Committee.
The following people were selected to make this most important presen-
tation :
Mr. Stuart Udall— the former Secretary of the Department of Interior
testified on the uniqueness of Lowell and urging that the U. S. Govern-
ment act before the living history of our old American cities is wiped
out.
Lt. Governor Donald Dwight— explained the state's involvement to
date and announcing that the Commonwealth of Massachusetts was about to
commit over $9,000,000 to this urban park effort.
Dr. Patrick Malone—Professor of American Civilization & History,
Brown University, testified on the uniqueness of the Lowell Canal System.
Mayor Armand W. LeMay—testified to the "grass— rootedness of the
concept and the total community support and need for this Urban National
Cultural Park.
Mr. Gary K. Stonebraker— represented the Educational Facilities
Laboratories of the Ford Foundation and testified to the wisdom of
adaptive re-use of mills and other buildings for educational and cul-
tural purposes.
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Dr. Thomas Dublin—an expert on the industrial and social history
of mill workers.
Dr. Gordon Marker— economic expert and Urban National Cultural Park
coordinator for the Human Services Corporation.
Mr. Paul E. Rivard—Director of the Slater Mill Historic Site and
president-elect of the Society for Industrial Archeology, testified to
the need for the Lowell Urban National Cultural Park since our schools
,
libraries, and museums have so far done very little to develop a knowl-
edge and appreciation of business and manufacturing history.
Mr. Frank Keefe—Planning Director, City of Lowell; testified that
the Urban Cultural Park is not just a philosophy but also a viable pro-
gram addressing various problems of urbanization and offering some very
realistic solutions.
Mr. Arthur Kelts—Executive Vice-President, Chamber of Commerce of
Greater Lowell; testified as to how the drive for the economic revitali-
zation of the Greater Lowell area is keyed to the establishment of the
Lowell Urban National Cultural Park.
Mr. Patrick Mogan—Executive Director of the Human Services Cor-
poration, testified to the "grass-roots" origin of the park concept
which has been the rallying theme for the entire city and that this
cultural park concept recognizes that America is more a nation of groups
of people than individuals and that the failure to recognize this has
produced alienation in the country.
This expert testimony was well organized, convincingly presented.
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and elicited a most favorable response from the members of the Congres-
sional Sub-Committee. It was apparent that the Sub-Committee would rule
favorably on the Bill.
The signing of the Bill into law by President Ford called for the
establishment of a commission of nine to prepare a plan for submission
to Congress within two years for the Urban National Cultural Park. The
following members were appointed:
Federal Appointments :
Mr. Carl Byers
Department of Housing & Urban Development
Boston Regional Office
Mr. Robert Crecco (alternate for)
Ms. Antonina Uccello, Assistant Secretary
Consumer and Environmental Affairs
Department of Transportation
Mr. William Patterson (alternate for)
Mr. Roger Babb, Special Assistant to the Secretary of Interior
Department of Interior
Mr. Clarence Pusey (alternate for)
Mr. Peter Malatesta, Deputy Assistant Secretary for Bicentennial
Affairs
Department of Commerce
Mr. Jerry Wagers
National Park Service (Regional Director)
State Appointments :
Lt. Governor Thomas P. O'Neill III
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Ms. Judith Nies (alternate for)
Dr. Evelyn Murphy
Department of Environmental Affairs
Local Appointments :
Mr. Leo Farley
Lowell City Council
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Local Appointments :
Mr. Patrick Mogan, Executive Director
Human Services Corporation
On April 18, 1975, the Commission's first meeting was held in
Lowell. After an orientation to the concept and an official reception
and swearing in of the Commission, a business session was held at which
Lt. Governor Thomas O'Neill III was elected Chairman. After exploring
the history and parameters of the park concept, Lt. Governor O'Neill
appointed a sub-committee to (1) define the urban cultural park, (2)
suggest roles for the various Commissioners in the process of developing
the plan to be submitted to Congress, and (3) to formulate a scope of
services for the consultant or consultants who will put together the
plan. The members of the sub-committee were: Mr. Patrick Mogan, Chair-
man; Ms. Judith Nies; Mr. Robert Crecco. The substance of the sub-
committee's work will provide the agenda for the May and June meetings.
It was anticipated that by the July meeting the Commission will be able
to decide who will carry out the scope of services agreed to by the
entire Commission and that the on-going role of the Commission as a
whole and the individual members will be determined.
The evolution of the Urban National Cultural Park has involved and
affected many agencies. For example, the Water Resources Study of the
Federal Government is now considering the role that water can play in
cementing the relationship between the cultures of people and the land.
Of significance is the role of water in those European cities which
convey a wholesome living environment. Accordingly, consultants on
water resources are now considering ways of using water to enhance the
Lowell Urban National Cultural Park. Another agency involved in the
Lowell effort is the Educational Facilities Laboratories of the Ford
Foundation. Under the sponsorship of E.F.L., a seminar on the arts
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and sciences will be held in Lowell in late June of 1975 for the purpose
of exploring ways in which the arts and the sciences can involve people
not only as spectators but as participants in the creative process.
Leaders in art and science who are involved in both theory and practice
of their respective fields will meet at an initial two-day seminar to
define programs in the arts and sciences which will improve the quality
of urban life. The findings of these seminars, along with funding sug-
gestions, will be forwarded to the Federal Commission on the Urban
National Cultural Park and the Board of Trustees of the University of
Lowell. Since all the seminar participants are recognized national
leaders, it is anticipated that most of the programs recommended will
become an integral part of the Urban National Cultural Park.
So, the infrastructure, both physical and cultural, for the educa-
tive city is evolving. Some elements of the grand design have already
been established. Other elements like the Lowell Museum are now in
process. Each new component spawns other programs and ideas. For ex-
ample, the release of the plans for the Francis Gate Park (one of the
five nodes of the Lowell Heritage State Park) prompted developers to
redesign an underutilized mill near the Francis Gate Park as an innova-
tive housing community for the elderly. The inter-relationships of the
parts of the community are being recognized and enhanced as Lowell is
working "toward an ecologically sensitive educational model .
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CHAPTER V
REFLECTIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND CONCLUSIONS
Introduction
Over the past twenty years, the writer and other professionals in
the public and private sectors have been meeting informally to look at
our society in hope that we as professionals can play a role in helping
people help themselves. It became evident that often times our social
service agencies are part of the problem rather than being a part of the
solution. One agency might find itself responding to a problem created
by another well-meaning agency. However, this state of affairs is not
generally known because human service agencies do not talk to one
another. Each agency or discipline has its own language and that
language is often difficult for other agencies to understand. A common
language in human services will probably not develop until the various
agencies have a common task. Many of us agreed that some mechanism had
to be created which would enable the professional provider agencies to
pool their efforts in an umbrella agency which, rather than threatening
the existing agencies, would respect the integrity of the individual
agency.
It was through this dialogue with other professionals that the con-
cept of the Human Services Corporation and the Center For Human Develop-
ment evolved. In essence, there was an informal professional think-tank
operating in Lowell. Some of the ideas have been translated into programs
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others still remain in the realm of the possible.
Reflections
During the past two to three years, the .Urban National Cultural Park
has been looked upon as the hope of the City of Lowell. Numerous edi-
torials have been written about the ingeniousness of the concept and the
wisdom, creativeness, and persistence of its creator (see Appendix #4).
Without this persistence the newspaper, educators, and the general public
concede that the concept would never have been implemented.
Over ten years ago, when the concept of utilizing the total environ-
ment for learning was first proposed, it was generally ridiculed. About
the best words said were that the creator of the approach was an ideal-
ist. Critics suggested that perhaps it was a good idea for some other
community— an affluent community- -but it was far-fetched and impractical
for the City of Lowell. Implied in these adverse assessments was a
questioning of the innovator's educational competence. This questioning
can destroy a concept when the conceiver does not have a proven record
of administrative success. The innovator must have a successful back-
ground for his ideas to survive.
Now, ten years later, the same people who ridiculed the concept are
singing its praise. However, I doubt if those people even understand the
concept today. It is easy to condemn any idea. It takes knowledge to
be for something. Many times, educators, not having the knowledge to
explain and speak for a concept, are forced to oppose it to maintain
what little professional image they might have with the general public.
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This lack of knowledge of the Lowell concept was not due to a lack of
opportunity to learn about it. Since the leadership of the school sys-
tem felt threatened by the concept, other administrators were reluctant
to learn about the concept, or at least to be associated with it in the
developmental stages. Accordingly, the role of development and advocacy
of the concept remained the writer's affair until the Model Cities Pro-
gram accepted and expanded the original concept.
With the base of support of the residents of the Model Cities Area,
it was just a matter of selecting the opportune time for action. That
opportune time depended first on gaining the support of the public
school system. A following was built up among leaders in the adminis-
tration and among the teachers. Eventually, the program, the Center For
Human Development and the Urban National Cultural Park, was identified
with the school system. This gradual winning of support and identifica-
tion with the Urban National Cultural Park Program was due, in no small
part, to a number of small programmatic successes with the school de-
partment and the recognition given to the park concept by outside,
recognized experts. However, the writer felt that the prime force was
the grass-roots support of the residents of the Model Cities Area. The
residents considered the park program as their own idea and were asking
others to join in its advocacy. Accordingly, anyone advocating new
approaches to education should develop a constituency of shared interest
and mutual benefit rather than pursue an idea associated only with an
individual or a small group of individuals.
A city is in a poor state of mental health when it has lost
confi-
dence in its own people to solve its problems. This
condition was so
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characteristic of Lowell that a plan emanating from inside the city had
an almost insurmountable task of gaining acceptance and respectability
with the city's leaders. Yet an outsider's views were sometimes accepted
unquestioningly . Due to the depressed syndrome within the city, an
outsider holding a responsible office in the city, could blame his an-
tecedents without stating any plan by which his hoped-for tenure might
be evaluated. However, once a local person is in office, the local
person is continually being pressed for long range planning and evidence
that he is contributing to the progress of Lowell. The so-called
educated residents do not see their contradiction of placing stringent
demands of success on a local and allowing an outsider to operate on
different terms.
To counteract this poor state of mental health, a deliberate effort
was made to focus on programs rather than on personalities. Now people
started to talk about the Urban National Cultural Park and its relation-
ship to a viable city. This new feeling of hope needs physical evidence
to sustain this hope. Otherwise, this new confidence can be once again
replaced by despair. Bailey conveys this feeling when he says:
The Good Society is an arrangement of institutions and
laws which helps to free people from bondages of fear
and loneliness and injustice and from the crushing im-
personalities of life. It is a society which softens
the edges of competing claims, which promotes all that
is ennobling and creative in the human psyche. It is a
society whose ultimate dividends are joy and variety and
vitality within the bounds of community, and in which
government postualtes humans, not as they have been or
even as they are, but as they can be.
If we pass on to our young people an easy
optimism un-
related to the intractabilities and complexities
of
modern life, we do a dis-service. But if we can
pass
on to our students hope and faith— a mounting
excitement
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about the future possibilities—nothing we do will be of
much account. To educate young people to manage the
public affairs of an ant heap is hardly a calling worthy
of the name. 63
This syndrome of depression can be replaced by hope and faith and a
mounting excitement centered around the Urban National Cultural Park.
This would be no easy accomplishment since the Urban National Cultural
Park is a new concept in this country. However, with a united effort
we know that at least some degree of success will be achieved, inasmuch
as some program elements are now operating and others are on the way.
Looking back on my youth, there were many opportunities for exer-
cising responsibility which were a part of living itself. Because we
had an ice box rather than an electric refrigerator, buying was done on
a daily basis rather than in bulk on a weekly basis. Since the cooking
and baking more or less kept my mother in the house, the writer became
the family purchasing agent at a very early age. Not only did this
provide practical math, it also made one a valuable person within the
household. In contrast, it seems that youth today have no responsible
roles in home or society. Most youth do not shoulder responsibility
before entering the working world. Many have questioned what this de-
pendent role has done to their outlook on life. In addressing this
problem, Coleman says,
Since many homes or neighborhoods no longer provide the
kinds of situations that develop responsibility, schools
ought to give youth the chance to exercise real respon-
sibility. As adults, they will need to have a well-
developed capacity to act responsibly when other persons
63Stephen K. Bailey, "Responsive Citizenship", Today's
Education
Volume 64, Number 2 (March-April 1975), p. 71.
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dependent upon them. They will also need to be able
to work cooperatively and interdependently with others.
Schools, however, are generally not designed in any way
for systematic development of responsibility or for in-
terdependent work, except perhaps for certain extra-
curricular activities. 64
One would be hard-pressed to find a more responsible and exciting
role for youth than rebuilding their own community. The task is so mas-
sive and the resources so scarce that this could not be accomplished
without a major contribution by youth. Already some youth have been in-
volved in this process of turning the city of Lowell around. For example,
one group of junior high students have begun capturing the untold history
of Lowell on cassette tape. For a recent festival week, many high school
classes developed models to explain to the public what the Lowell park
could possibly be. A physics class made a scale model of the canal sys-
tem to demonstrate how the canal system is able to generate such massive
power. On the collegiate level, students in independent study have de-
signed the barge which will be utilized on the two barge loops which are
part of the Lowell Heritage State Park. Later, this independent study
team will aid in the construction and testing of the barge. These are
only a few of the significant contributions by youth. Perhaps, the
youth can help make Lowell a pleasing environment for outsiders to visit.
This has already been discussed with various youth groups and they are
confident that they can handle the task.
The writer's having grown up in an ethnic community and his close-
working relationship with the French community in New Caledonia during
64
James Coleman, "An Interview with James Coleman", Today's Educa
-
tion. Volume 64, Number 2 (March-April 1975), p. 78.
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World War II have affected his view of Lowell. He remembers that the
message was loud and clear from the school that his Irish background was
not acceptable. So clear was the message that having one's parents
come to the school was a cause of embarrassment. Because his parents
believed that their life style was unacceptable to the school, they did
not transmit their culture, language, and history. At that time, ethnics
were referred to as second language problems. It never occurred to the
writer until college days that no boy or girl who grew up with him could
speak Gaelic. The writer and his peers could understand it but a delib-
erate effort was made by the parents not to speak Gaelic in our presence.
It is now apparent that our parents killed their culture so that we
might live effectively in the American society.
The writer's experience in New Caledonia gave further insights into
the multi-ethnic Lowell environment. When the French Provost Marshall,
with whom the writer was working, realized the writer could speak French,
he told me that from then on he would speak only in French. Although
the writer tried to explain that the three years of French in high school
hardly made one capable of ordering a cup of coffee in a French restau-
rant, he would not change his plan. Significantly, this French officer
spoke perfect English. About three months later, the French officer
explained why he chose to speak French. "It is a matter of respecting
one's culture", he said. "I get a sense of satisfaction and pride that
you know our language and respect our life style.
The writer always felt that the different cultural groups were
making accommodations to satisfy the mono-cultural model of Lowell s
schools. But until six months ago, an incident occurred which made him
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aware that he never fully accepted at any time that the school culture
was better than his home culture.
On February 8, 1975, John Kani and Winston Ntshona, black actors
in Sizwe Banzi is Dead", a play on the lives of blacks in South Africa,
appeared on the David Susskind Show. John and Winston explained the
life of a black in South Africa. David went into detail about the re-
pressiveness of the whites. Then, John said, "The life of the black
man is beautiful". David threw up his hands and said, "How can you say
that! You have been telling me of all the degrading means by which the
whites control your people. How can you say the life of the black man
is beautiful?" John said in return, "You have entirely missed the
point, David. Those things I described are what the white man did to
us. These things we have not accepted. Someday the white man's con-
science will force him to change and recognize what the white man has
been doing to the black. It is the life of the black which will bring
about this change. That is why the life of the black man is beautiful."
Through his school years, the writer was continually comparing
what appeared to be the accepted culture with his home culture and dis-
covering that there were positive qualities in each. He also observed
that there were those from the dominant group who did not know, under-
stand, or respect those with Irish or any other ethnic background. In
fact, some of the dominant group went out of their way, when they were
able, to show openly their disrespect. On the other hand, there were
some from Irish background who did not know or respect their own culture.
These young people of Irish background felt they had to deny their back-
ground to gain acceptance by the dominant culture. Yet, the author
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was accepted by some of the dominant group without denying his background.
So, growing up among different culture groups could be profitable or
not depending on how the individual approaches the experience. However,
it was most evident to the writer at one point in time that the school
never realized the potential for mutual growth in the multi-ethnic en-
vironment.
My early experience as a minority ethnic proved most beneficial
when interacting with people of varied backgrounds. Almost intuitively,
the writer could operate successfully in situations where some of his
colleagues would cause alienation. By coping with a multi-cultural
environment with little or no help from institutions, he developed an
understanding of the "basic oneness of mankind"^ to which Reischauer
refers and claims is necessary for our (United States) survival in the
twenty- first century. So, in the development of an "ecologically
sensitive educational model" a multi-cultural environment with all its
components is recognized as an opportunity for all to grow.
While recognizing over a period of years the values inherent in a
multi- cultural environment, the author is also aware of the tendency for
ethnics to disassociate with their own cultures. Having seen the values
of his ethnic community replaced with other values, or not replaced at
all, caused him to reflect on life in that ethnic community. The de-
sire of his parents to have him become better than they through educa-
tion caused both the parents and the author to tolerate, at best, their
own culture and drive toward that better state of affairs. Then
gradually.
65
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the awareness developed that trying to become something else, particular-
ly something unknown but different from what one was, was based on a
denial of a way of life that was basically good. But perhaps most
important, the resource of the home was never really recognized and
harnessed for one's educational development. For example, in the story-
telling activity in school, never did a teacher draw something from his
background. Even if a teacher had tried this approach, the author and
other ethnics who had the same depreciation of their culture, would not
respond initially because they had been conditioned to believe that
their background was not a positive factor in educational development.
However, with planning and interaction with the ethnic parents and the
community, this conditioning could have been overcome.
Let's visualize the scenario if it had been done. Suppose the
writer told his parents about the Irish folk story he related during
story-telling time in school. In turn, parents would relate more stories
to him, enhancing his listening skills and involving him in the process
of language development. This process would involve the home in a
positive, respectable, and dignified manner in his education.
Recommendations
Recommendation #1 . That education can be the catalyst for renewal
of a community in the educational, cultural, political, and economic area
is no longer a question. That an enabling mechanism like the Human
Services Corporation can perform that role is no longer a question.
That
the various agencies, both in the areas of human
programs and physical
programs, are willing and eager to work together on a
common cause is
no longer a question. What remains a question is who will provide
funds for the Human Services Corporation.
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The difficulty is that the Human Services Corporation exists on
"soft money". There is money to support projects emanating from the
collective thinking of the corporate members but there is no specific
money to support the process whereby the product, in this case a specific
project, could be conceived and designed. To date, the only way this
kind of joint thinking and planning has been able to occur is through
an extra staff effort of the Model Cities Education Component. The
words "extra effort" are used because the staff is funded to carry out
specific programs, not to coordinate this "neutral ground" where inter-
ested people can come together and work on some common need. By using
the Model Cities meeting rooms and the voluntary services of the Model
Cities’ staff, the Human Services Corporation can continue as a "think
tank"
.
One recommendation is that a research and development department
of the public schools provide this planning and coordinating service.
The biggest hurdle on this approach is to get educators to view educa-
tion in broader terms. Unfortunately, there are too many in education
who believe that education should work within the boundaries of the pre-
sent curriculum and the present organizational format.
With the phasing out of the Model Cities Program as of June 1975,
it was recommended that the Lowell Public Schools form
a Research and
Development Department which would include the function
of the Model
Cities Education Component. The Research and
Development Department
would provide the following services
.
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Review and Analysis of latest research, laws, and models for
human development
Dissemination of such knowledge to school personnel and
other agencies affected by such knowledge;
Provide the support services for those affected by the new
knowledge
;
Curriculum Development
New materials development;
Adaptation of existing materials;
Pilot programs;
— Staff Development
Workshops
;
In-service training;
Discussion and/or planning groups;
Self-evaluation;
--Educational Alternatives
Current;
Potential (cultural centers, city as learning environment,
home as the first teacher)
;
—Seeking out resources and programs; generate funds
—Harness higher education - particularly the possibilities under
National Institute of Education and Higher Education Act;
—Joint ventures with state agencies, federal agencies, private
agencies, or any combinations thereof;
— Image building (school system, city)
—Research and development (internal and external)
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—Utilize Human Services Corporation as (a) neutral ground, (b)
non-profit corporation, (c) enabling mechanism for integration
of services, (d) funding integrator, (e) possible sponsor of
Cable T.V.
—Serve as an organizational mechanism for systematic planning and
evaluation of education in Lowell to serve as a basis for:
decision-making for the central administration relative to
adequacy of existing programs;
providing a mechanism to attend to any programmatic needs or
opportunities
;
enabling other human service agencies to plan and implement
activities which cannot be initiated solely within the educa-
tional agency;
providing an avenue for the infusion of new knowledge and re-
search findings into the school system;
enabling and encouraging higher education and other public
agencies to enter into whatever collaboratives are needed to
achieve educational goals.
Inspite of the need within the school system for a Research
and
Development Department and inspite of the benefits that
have already
accrued to the school system and the City of Lowell
by virtue of research
and development activities of the Model Cities
Education Component and
the Human Services Corporation, the writer
does not envision this
recommendation being implemented within the next
three years. This is
partly due to the magnitude of change
implied in the comprehensive re-
It is also due to the
search and development program he is
recommending.
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fact that educators do not generally understand or accept that the
educational system should coordinate the delivery of human services
.
However, within three years when the benefits of the process are more
visible by virtue of the Urban Park Program, the writer is convinced
that the proposed research and development department will be established
within the Lowell School System unless another, yet similar agency, does
emerge
.
Recommendation #2 . Another recommendation is to make research and
development a function of the Secretary of Educational and Cultural Af-
fairs of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
The secretariat concept is the heart of the reorganization of the
State Government. In recent years, the proliferation of new governmental
departments and agencies has made coordination essential (yet difficult)
.
The new secretariat plan systematizes the efforts within a domain and
insures coordination among the various secretariats. This new State
organizational structure parallels that of the Federal Government making
joint program sponsorship more possible.
The writer advocates that the Office of the Secretary of Education
assume the Research and Development function for some of the same rea-
sons that this function was recently separated from the U. S. Office of
Education. Since the net effect of USOE's programs has been the perpetu-
ation of the education in its traditional form, Congress believed it wise
to place the responsibility of research and development to an agency not
responsible for the present operation of the system. In other words,
separating the research role from the operational role means that the
mechanism for change should not be under the domain of the operational
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agency
.
The writer's experience has led him to the same conclusion. For
example, in his role as principal and as assistant superintendent of
schools, the task of integrating children with special needs into the
regular classroom was made very difficult by the State Department of
Education. The State Department of Education officials were urging
parents of retarded children to lobby for more segregated classes while
he was trying to use local resources to keep these students in regular
classes. When the writer finally confronted the officials of the Depart-
ment of Education with the research on the harmfulness of their practice,
he was informed that they knew the research but there was a law in the
Commonwealth calling for special classes based on the number of retarded
in the community. When asked about their professional responsibility
for changing a practice deemed harmful by research, the answer was that
their responsibility was to carry out the law and not make the law.
Accordingly, the writer is concerned about the ability of an agency to
implement an approach which contradicts its current practice.
Apparently, Congressmen and educational advisors had this same
feeling about the inadequacy of the operational agency (USOE) to ques-
tion its own operation to a sufficient degree. Accordingly, the Congress
authorized the National Institute for Education, an agency outside the
U. S. Office of Education. Its director has rank comparable
to the
U. S. Commissioner of Education. Accordingly, the director
of the
National Institute for Education answers directly to
the H.E.W. Secretary
and not to the U. S. Commissioner of Education.
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Prior to the institution of the Secretary of Education and
Cultural Affairs, in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, the operation
of the existing schools was under the Commissioner of Education. This
is essentially the same today except that higher education is no longer
within the domain of the Commissioner. Accordingly, a new role for the
Office of the Secretary of Education could be to serve as the State's
counterpart of the National Institute for Education. Through this role,
the Secretary's Office could nurture new approaches to education until
these approaches can become an operational part of the State Department
of Education. It is hoped that, since the Secretary's Office would share
goals with the National Institute for Education, it could receive funds
from the Institute. It has been a stated policy of the federal govern-
ment to decentralize its programs. This could be another expression of
this policy.
The schools are forced to answer pressing needs with immediate
programs. Organizationally and psychologically the schools cannot justify
the 8 year span needed to identify and translate significant research
into smooth- running programs. The translation of research into programs
and the reconciliation of organizational impediments are time-consuming.
The organizational rearrangements and psychological preparation for a
new approach on a system-wide basis can often take as much time
as the
development of the program itself.
Furthermore, the school system is geared to pursue its
present
course. No one is assigned the job of research and development—
partic-
ularly research and development which might call for
substantial organi-
zational changes. So, the results are "add-on"
programs which must fit
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within the on-going operation. This deficiency was recognized by the
New England School Development Council when it created the research
and development unit called Bridge. However, due to the extent of
the area (all New England) and lack of resources to initiate and nurture
programs until they had proven their worth. Bridge did not meet its full
potential
.
The writer recommends that the work of Bridge flower into a compre-
hensive research and development program under the Secretary of Education
and Cultural Affairs. That office, in conjunction with the Institute of
Governmental Affairs of the University of Massachusetts, could sponsor
pilot projects to develop new approaches to education. Once developed,
these new approaches can be turned over to the State Department of Educa-
tion to become another option through which the Commonwealth's educational
goals can be attained.
Recommendation #3 . The third recommendation is that higher educa-
tion join some community in a comprehensive program development effort.
The Institute for Governmental Services of the University of Massachusetts
(Amherst Campus) performs a similar function now but does not have ade
quate resources for substantial change or community renewal. It seems,
however, that the University, through a kind of applied arts and sciences
mechanism, could be the appropriate agency for planning and implementing
a community development program. The basic program itself
could be
contained within the budget of higher education. Perhaps the
University
could be affiliated with the National Institute
for Education through the
Office of the Secretary of Education and
Cultural Affairs.
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There is an outstanding opportunity for the new University of Lowell
and the Institute for Governmental Affairs of the University of Massa-
chusetts to cooperate in creating a mechanism for applying the arts and
sciences to the needs of the city. The new University of Lowell has ex-
pressed its intent to become involved with the Lowell community. The
Urban Cultural Park Program and the Center For Human Development could
become joint projects' of the community and the University of Lowell.
An organizational mechanism to implement these and other programs
is needed. Lowell University could be the first site for developing a
Department of Community Services or a Department of Applied Arts and
Sciences for Community Development. Once the University of Lowell's
model is developed, similar mechanisms could be developed in other re-
gions of Massachusetts with a public or private University as the
operational entity. Then each region of the Commonwealth, through the
aid of the Institute of Governmental Affairs, will develop its own pro-
cedures for harnessing higher education to its needs. Once this is
established, the Institute of Governmental Affairs, will serve as a
central coordinating and planning mechanism to handle needs and oppor-
tunities which are State—wide in nature or beyond the capacity of any
single regional Department of Applied Arts and Sciences for Community
Development.
Recommendation #4 . To develop an ecologically sensitive educational
model is beyond the scope of any student's doctoral program.
The model
itself suggests a need for continual development. New
knowledge will
require that the model changes. A nuM>er of doctoral
students whose
programs overlapped in time could integrate this
new knowledge into the
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model. Perhaps one student could compile the research and empirical
data that relates to a current educational program, housing program,
integrated human services delivery system, etc.. Then another could
translate such data and observations into a conceptual design. The
process could continue through the program implementation and studies on
the consequences of such implementation. So, it is suggested that the
University of Massachusetts become the center for such a process. For
example, to enable this ecologically sensitive educational model to
develop, progressive teams of doctoral students could be addressing
such topics as Ethnic Heritages Studies, the Voucher System, and inte-
grated services delivery systems.
Conclusion
James Moffett says that one cannot teach language development; the
best that education can do is to provide activities through which
language is produced. Then Moffett says that if one wants the optimum
conditions for that language development, as diverse a group as possible
should be involved in that activity. Thus, by not utilizing the multi-
cultural environment, both the children of the dominant culture and the
children of the minority culture, are being denied the optimum learning
opportunities. Years ago, mono-cultural approaches to learning might
conceivably have been justified since the research had not yet estab-
lished the rationale for the multi-cultural approach.
Today, however,
the evidence of the educational significance of
intercultural learning
is so well-known that the time for action has
arrived.
It is enigmatic that education—perhaps the
only human service not
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pathologically based as far as eligibility for service is concerned--
now appears to be going in the direction that other human services
are trying to abandon, i.e. pathology determining service. Rather than
providing the service needed for optimum development, education is now
going the route of assigning students to programs which "neutralize
their disabilities". It would be just as logical, or perhaps more
logical, to design teaching training programs to overcome the "teaching
disability". What makes this trend more puzzling is that the Common-
wealth of Massachusetts is making an effort to do away with "labels".
This was one of the major reasons for the passage of the Chapter 766
legislation relative to children with special needs. The labeling of
the learner was found to be counter productive. Yet, there will be more
children labeled now than ever before. In Lowell and other cities, the
majority of children in many schools can now be labeled "learning disa-
bilities", and the disability will now be the basis of the service.
Labeling as a basis for service becomes more puzzling since good
teaching is the prescription to overcome the learning disability. If
the prescription is successful in overcoming the disability, then it
can be argued that the disability would never have developed in the
first place if good teaching had been available. So, now we are back
again to the teaching disability. However, such an argument assumes
the school is the only factor in student achievement. The Coleman
Re-
port says that the home, neighborhood, and peer group are
factors at
least as influential in a student's achievement as the
school. There
is ample evidence that lack of certain experiences
at a significant
time in a student's life can prevent him from
benefiting from teaching
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which assumes that foundation. However, this does not mean the student
is disabled, rather society is disabled for not being able to provide
the opportunity. Schools should identify the skills and knowledge which
are pre-requisites for learning a new skill. Then, if a student is
missing any of those pre-requisites, the teacher should provide them.
This is a developmental approach. There is no need for the learning
disability label.
Children and parents of children who are exposed to a pathological
approach do not like it. Parents in the Model Cities Area objected to
the remedial approach. They wanted an approach which did not signify
that a child was "behind" and that he must be taken out of the class
for "remedial this and remedial that". A reaction to this negative
approach was the basis for proposing the Center For Human Development
—
a growth model.
There is another reason why the writer is concerned by educators'
switch to the pathological approach. This labeling of a child as dis-
abled assumes that all have the same opportunities for educational de-
velopment in the out-of- school environment. Thus educators tend to
ignore elements of ths environment which may be blocking educational
lopment . This practice has the effect of keeping disadvantaged
children in a disadvantaged state.
This failure of education to see other human institutions and the
physical and psychological environment as factors in educational devel-
opment will delay the day when education can renew a society. If the
school system persists in believing that it is the only factor
in devel-
full development of people will be denied by the veryopment, then
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institution that the disadvantaged look to for a better life.
This line of thinking forces one to reflect on what is meant by
being a professional educator. Is technical competence within an insti-
tution which is mindless relative to its stated goals to be equated with
being a professional educator? How should a professional educator respond
to Gardner's statement about how primitive our system is? How does a
professional educator respond to the research on the importance of the
relationship between child and parents for normal development? Suppose
a professional educator knows this research. Now, what is his profes-
sional responsibility? Or suppose he or she does not know this research,
can he or she be considered a professional educator and remain ignorant
of significant findings in education?
The writer feels that the job of the educator is well summarized
in the following passage.
The job of the educator is to teach in such a way as to
convert 'ideas about morality' into 'moral ideas'. In
the words of a Talmudic axiom, 'Let not thy learning
exceed thy deeds. Mere knowledge is not the goal, but
action.
'
Perhaps an extension of the Talmudic axiom would better give the writer’s
view of the professional educator. This professional educator will
have
the "drive" to better the conditions of living because he
knows that
knowledge without feeling is no knowledge at all. Knowledge
and feeling
that does not drive one to action is useless. So,
a professional educa-
tor must be an active person because his knowledge
and feelings drive
him to action.
66Charles
_
E. Silberman, Crisis in the Class
room, (Random House, 1970)
p. 4.
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What will happen if education does not change? One likely conse-
quence, which we are beginning to see, is the disenchantment of blue-
collar Americans with programs which do not serve their children well.
This same disenchantment is becoming very pronounced also among the
higher socio-economic groups. There is a general feeling among all
groups that education can be improved but the spending of monies on
certain categories of learners is causing resentment among the groups
not being served. It is not that these left-out groups of people want
the same programs for themselves, but there is a feeling that all groups
should share in program-improvement monies
.
Accordingly, the time is ripe for substantial changes in the normal
program. It should be stressed that at the time of their development
and until recently, the traditional programs were the best answers.
However, because of new research and changing life styles, new approaches
could prove more effective than the present approach. To institute
these new approaches requires the training of parents, the re-training
of teachers, and most important—working out a successful pilot first.
The above argument was used in promoting the Center For Human De-
velopment. Teachers, pai ents , and students are eager to get involved.
The writer believes the key to this enthusiasm is that all in the program,
teachers and students and parents are volunteers. Another factor is that
this is not a compensatory program; it is another approach which can
service students of all abilities and background. Additionally, the
approach recognizes and values the multi-cultural composition
of our
community. Now, dominant culture parents want their
children in classes
cultures because they understand the benefits ofwith children of other
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this. Another factor in the program's acceptance is that the program
is associated with the revitalization of the city. People see the
Urban National Cultural Park and its related educational program as a
beacon of hope.
All parties seem ready for change. There is an eagerness to be
part of this new educational approach. Without such a base of support
and community involvement, the writer would not recommend to other
communities that they attempt such a drastic change.
Inspite of the shortcomings of traditional education, education was
looked upon as the hope of the future. Along with this feeling is the
growing awareness that schooling alone cannot do the job of education.
Many educators feel that they can take the leadership in bringing about
a new set of arrangements. Such thinking prompted the Massachusetts
Teachers Association to adopt unanimously the following resolution on
March 20, 1971:
The Massachusetts Teachers Association, recognizing that
1971 has been designated as the Year of the Child and
further recognizing that human development is not the
exclusive responsibility of education nor of any one of
the established human services alone, urges the teach-
ing profession to initiate whatever councils and/or
commissions on the local and state levels as are needed
to bring together the resources of all human services
such as education, public health, mental health, reha-
bilitation, and welfare into a collaborative arrangement
to cope more effectively with the human development of
the child.
The writer is convinced that the equality of educational opportunity
in Lowell cannot be achieved within the context of education as it is
^Resolution of Massachusetts Teachers Association, March 20, 1971.
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generally conceived. Educational opportunity must be viewed in terms
of the total environment, not just factors controlled by the schools.
The quest for better education led to the "ecologically sensitive
educational model". Essentially, it calls for the renewal of the com-
munity. Whether this community renewal should be the role of education
depends upon how narrow or broad one's definition of education might be.
However, if education does not assume this task, there is no evidence
that any other agency will.
The writer feels that the role of renewal falls to education inas-
much as achieving even the narrow goals of schooling is impossible
without a comprehensive plan. The working of this comprehensive plan
calls for an interdisciplinary approach from disciplines which are not
generally ready for such integrative action. Unless these professional
agencies can get together, people will become victims of the very agen-
cies designed to help them.
Through the dialogue which led to the Human Services Corporation,
professionals in various fields have realized that the manner in which
their agencies work, or do not work, is part of the problem. They, and
their agencies, want to become part of the city's solution. This recog-
nition allowed the comprehensive community development plan to go through
its various stages of development. The Center For Human Development with
its Urban National Cultural Park component are testimony to what can
happen in any community. The reason the writer says any communi ty is
because Lowell, with more than its share of problems, has seen its way
to renewal by identifying and harnessing its own resources. This same
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model can be utilized to help other communities to make themselves
self- renewing.
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HUMAN SERVICES CORPORATION
LOWELL, MASSACHUSETTS
BY-LAWS
Article I
NAME AND MEMBERSHIP
Human Services Corporation, Incorporated, is a private non-profit
corporation. The corporation shall have no members other than
members of the Board of Directors.
Article II
PURPOSE
The corporation is organized to bring together existing human services
in a multi-purpose unit for joint functioning and operation within a
mechanism enabling the development of an integrated services delivery
system for the welfare of the Greater Lowell Neighborhood Area and all
of its inhabitants. The corporation shall strive to build concrete
economic and social programs that seem to offer the greatest promise
for improving the conditions of life and to foster a sense of hope and
determination in all of the residents of the area. Through this model,
public health, mental health, welfare, rehabilitation, education,
youth services, housing, recreation, law and other providers of human
services can be articulated into a developmental rather than mainly
reparative human services program; and these agencies will be provided
a neutral ground which allows self-renewal through planning, program-
ming, implementation, research, and evaluation. It shall further
promote the welfare of the residents of the referenced area by estab-
lishing democratic self-government among the members of the corpora-
tion. This shall include, but not be limited to, the acquisition,
sale, lease, exchange, construction or any other disposition of
buildings, land, or any interest in land and other property both real
and personal; the development, improvement, construction, maintenance
and operation thereof, with all powers necessary or desirable to
effectuate such purposes, including the power to guarantee loans and
mortgages, to borrow money and pledge assets as security therefore,
the establishment and operation of programs and projects consistent
herewith, the employment of such persons and services as shall be
deemed necessary; and the receipt, holding, and utilization of funds
from any source to effectuate these ends.
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The corporation does not contemplate pecuniary gain or profit, inci-dental or otherwise to its members, and accordingly no profits willinsure to the benefits of any individual. In all events and under all
circumstances, and notwithstanding merger, consolidation, reorganiza-
tion, termination, dissolution, or winding up of the corporation,
voluntary or involuntary or by operation of law, or any provisions
hereof, the corporation shall not have or exercise any power or author-
ity either expressly, by interpretation or by operation of law, nor
shall it directly or indirectly engage in any activity, that would
prevent it from qualifying (and continuing to qualify) as a corporation
described in Section 501(c) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954
(or the corresponding provision of any future United States Internal
Revenue Law)
, contributions to which are deductible for federal income
tax purposes.
Article III
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
SECTION 1
Initially there shall be a Board of Directors consisting of 7 members,
which shall have the general authority to conduct the affairs of the
corporation. This number can be increased at the will of the board,
but not to exceed a total of 51 members. This authority shall not be
subject to concurrence, veto, or alteration by any other authority.
This authority includes but is not limited to the following powers:
a. Selection of an Executive Director to administer the
organization. The Board shall determine the duties, qual-
ifications, and compensation of the Executive Director.
All other staff members shall be employed by the Executive
Director according to the procedures established by the
Board. Termination of employment of any personnel may be
appealed to the Board or committee designated by the Board
for this purpose.
b. Power to enter into agreements and contracts, purchase,
lease and sell property, and fill vacancies within the
ranks, and the positions of officers.
c. Power to determine fiscal, personnel, and program policies
and priorities subject to applicable laws and regulations
of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and the Federal
Government.
d. Approval of all officers, Executive Committee, and all
other committees of the Board.
e. Determination of overall program proposals and
priorities.
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f. Final approval of all program proposals and budgets.
g. Determine, subject to law, policies and regulations of
the corporation's rules of procedure.
SECTION 2
The membership of the Board of Directors shall be composed of the
following:
a * At least one third of the members be consumers of
services who shall include but not be limited to the
following
:
1. Three members from the Acre Model Neighborhood
Organization or persons selected by Acre Model
Neighborhood Organization;
2. Other individuals or members of organized con-
sumer groups selected by their respective
groups. These are subject to approval by the
Board of Directors as per Section 3 of this
Article
.
b. Public officials, to the extent they are willing and
able to serve, shall compose up to one third of the
Board, and shall include the following:
1. The area directors or their designees of the State
Departments of Public Health, Mental Health, Welfare,
Rehabilitation, and Education may serve on the Board.
For this group only, where the area director chooses
to serve, he may designate a permanent alternate who
may attend and participate in the meetings of the
Corporation. Only when the area director is not
present may the alternate vote on motions brought
before the Corporation for action.
2. Other public officials from the local governments,
county governments, or state governments.
3. If the number of seats of public officials be less
than the one third allotted, the remaining seats
may be filled from "a" above or "c" below.
c. At least one third of the seats on the Board shall be
occupied by officials or members from labor, business,
industry, religious, social service, minority groups, or
other major private groups and interests in the com-
munity providing the following groups be assured a seat
if willing to serve:
1. One member of labor;
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2. One member of United Community Services Board
of Directors;
3. One member of the Chamber of Commerce.
SECTION 3
Community agencies and representative groups of consumers who are not
represented or who feel themselves inadequately represented by member-
ship on the Board may submit a petition signed by a majority of the
organization requesting representation. This petition shall be acted
upon at the next legally constituted Board meeting. The Executive
Director shall notify the petitioning agency or group as to the dis-
position of the request and the reason thereof.
SECTION 4
No individual member of the Board, except public officials serving
ex-officio, may serve more than three successive terms, or not to
exceed six (6) years.
SECTION 5
The Board of Directors shall meet at least six (6) times per year at
a time and place designated by the President. Notice of the meeting
and the agenda shall be mailed to each member at least seven (7) days
prior to the meeting date. The President can call a special meeting
of the Board of Directors at his own volition, or at the written
request of five (5) Board Members. The notice of a special meeting
shall specify the business for which the meeting was called and no
other business may be transacted at that special meeting. The order
of business at all meetings shall include, but not be limited to:
a. Call to Order.
b. Minutes of previous meeting.
c. Old Business.
d. New Business.
e. Adjournment.
SECTION 6
At least 14 of the then current membership shall constitute a quorum
for transacting business. Proxy voting is prohibited.
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SECTION 7
Any vacancies due to resignation, undue absence, or non—performance
may be filled by the Board upon the recommendation of the Executive
Committee according to categorical representation.
SECTION 8
Any member absent from three (3) consecutive meetings (regular or
special) shall as a result automatically vacate his or her position
as a member of the Board of Directors. That individual will be in-
formed in writing of the loss of membership status.
Article IV
OFFICERS
SECTION 1
The officers of the Human Services Corporation shall be a President,
a Vice-President, a Secretary, and a Treasurer. All members shall be
elected by the Board from among the members after nomination by the
Nominating Committee, or from the floor according to parliamentary
procedures
.
SECTION 2
The duties of each officer shall be:
a. The President, spokesman for the Corporation, shall
appoint a nominating committee and any other such
committees as may be needed. All such appointments
shall be approved by the Board before public pronounce-
ment.
b. The Vice-President shall perform the duties of the
President during his absence. He will also assist the
President as the President may see fit and fulfill any
duties determined by the Board.
c. The Secretary shall be responsible for the taking and
safekeeping of the minutes of the corporation, its
records and any other statutory responsibilities per-
taining to the taking and safekeeping of records of
the corporation.
d. The Treasurer shall be responsible for the custody
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of all funds of the corporation and shall disburse
such funds at the direction of the Board. He will
also perform all duties attendant to his office.
Ihe treasurer shall submit an annual written report.
e. The term of office for all officers shall be one
year and eligible for two successive terms.
SECTION 3
Officers shall be elected by the Board of Directors from the
membership of the annual meeting.
Article V
COMMITTEES
SECTION 1
There shall be an Executive Committee, a Nominating Committee, a
Personnel Committee and any other committee deemed necessary by
the corporation. The composition of all committees shall conform to
representation from components a, b, and c of Section 2 of Article
III, and all committees shall be selected in accordance to Sections
2, 3, and 4 of Article V.
The only exceptions to this provision are special ad-hoc committees
established by the corporation to serve only in advisory capacity
to special matters. The composition, length of tenure, and responsi-
bility of such committees will be established by the Board of Directors
and in any event will not continue in force beyond the annual meeting
of the year in which they were appointed.
SECTION 2
The Executive Committee will consist of the four elected officers and
three members elected by the Board according to parliamentary proce-
dures and in conformance with Section 1 of this article.
Duties
:
a. To set up a tentative agenda of subjects for discussion
for each meeting.
b. To transact routine business between Board meetings and
report such transaction of business to the Board at the
next regular scheduled meeting
.
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c. To insure that all Board decisions are carried out
effectively.
SECTION 3
A nominating committee of at least three members shall be appointed
by the President with the approval of the Board of Directors . Its
duties shall be to submit nominations of members willing to serve as
officers if elected by the Board of Directors. These nominations will
be considered for election along with any nominations submitted from
the floor at the annual meeting. The nominating committee will also
nominate individuals for directorship according to the format mentioned
in Sections a, b, and c of Article III.
SECTION 4
The President with the approval of the Board of Directors shall ap-
point a personnel committee and any other committees deemed desirable.
Actions of all committees are subject to the Board of Directors ap-
proval unless the Board has given final authority to the committee for
specific charge.
SECTION 5
The duties, powers, and procedures of all committees will be reviewed
annually by the Board of Directors; and shall be put in writing and
attached to the By-Laws as a separate section entitled "Procedures and
Goals for Committees".
Article VI
ELECTION OF DIRECTORS
SECTION 1
Directors may be elected at any meeting in compliance with a, b, and c
of Section 2 of Article III and Section 2 of Article V.
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Article VII
AMENDMENTS
SECTION 1
The By-Laws may be amended by a two-thirds vote of the members present
and voting at any regular meeting providing that the amendment in total
be mailed to the membership 15 days before the meeting of the vote. If
an existing By-Law is being amended, the present working is to be
notated and the proposed wording is to be notated.
Article VIII
SPECIFIC OPERATING PROCEDURES
SECTION 1
The Fiscal Year for separate operating programs shall be the program
year of that project. In all other programs the fiscal year shall be
July 1 to June 30.
The annual meeting will be in June.
SECTION 2
Procedure for signing checks: All checks shall be signed by the
Executive Director or Assistant Director and counter-signed by one of
the following:
a. The Treasurer;
b. The President.
This is
signees
bonded
.
providing the documentary evidence is available to the counter-
prior to signing. All persons authorized to sign checks
shall be
SECTION 3
The Board shall designate a
annual audit and any other
certified public accountant to perform the
audit required by specific funding.
HUMAN services corporation by-laws
page 9
SECTION 4
The Board shall have the authority to enter into loan agreements withfinancial institutions. Such agreements shall be contingent on con-
tracts or other financial commitments acceptable to such financialinstitutions
.
The corporation authorizes the President and the Executive Director or
Assistant Director in conjunction with the Treasurer to have full
authority to act for the corporation in negotiating these agreements.AH loan agreements shall be signed on behalf of the Corporation by
the Executive Director or Assistant Director and counter-signed by
the President or the Treasurer. The aggregate amount of loans out-
standing at any one particular time under this authorization shall not
exceed ten thousand dollars ($10,000) unless otherwise specified by
due action of the Board.
Article IX
LIQUIDATION OF THE CORPORATION
SECTION 1
If it becomes necessary or desirable to dissolve this corporation, a
two-thirds vote of the Board of Directors is required. In such an
eventuality the assets of the corporation shall be applied or distri-
buted as follows:
a. All liabilities and obligations of the corporation shall
be paid, satisfied, and discharged, or adequate provisions
shall be made thereof.
b. Assets held by the corporation under conditions shall be
returned honoring these conditions.
c. All other assets shall be assigned to those institutions,
persons, or groups whose purposes are substantially in
agreement with the purposes of the Human Services
Corporation.
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APPENDIX #2
Public Law 93-645
93rd Congress, H. R, 14689
January 4, 1975
an act
To provide for a plan for Hip preservation, interpretation, development, and use
of the historic, cultural, and architectural resources of the Lowell Historic
Canal District in Lowell, Massachusetts, and for other purposes.
lie it enacted by the Senate and House of Itcpresenmmces of the
United States of America in Congress assembled
,
That for the purpose
of preserving and interpreting for the educational and inspirational
benefit of present, and future generations the unique and significant
contribution to our national heritage of certain historic and cultural
lands, waterways, and edifices in the city of Lowell, Massachusetts
(the cradle of the. industrial revolution in America as well as America’s
first planned industrial city) with emphasis on harnessing this unique
urban environment for its educational value as well as for recreation,
there is hereby established the Lowell Historic Canal District Com-
mission (hereinafter referred to as the “Commission”), the purpose of
which shall be, to prepare a plan for the preservation, interpretation,
development,, and use, by public and private entities, of the historic,
cultmal, and architectural resources oi the Lowell Historic Canal Dis-
trict in the city of Lowell, Massachusetts.
Sec. 2. (a) The Commission shall consist of nine members, as
follows
:
(1) the Secretary of the Interior, the Secretary of Housing
and 1’rban Development, the Secretary of Transportation, and
the Secretary of ( Commerce, all ex ollicio: and
(2) five members appointed by the Secretary of the Interior,
one of whom shall be the Director of the National Park Service,
two of whom shall be appointed from recommendations submitted
by the manager of the city of T^owell, and two of whom shall be
appointed from recommendations submitted by the Governor of
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. The members appointed
pursuant to this paragraph shall have knowledge and experience
in one or more of the fields of history, architecture, the arts, recrea-
tion planning, city planning, or government.
(b) Karh member of the Commission specified in paragraph (1) of
subsection (a) and the Director of the National Park Service may
designate an alternate official to serve in his stead. Members appointed
pursuant to paragraph (2) of subsection (a) who are officers or
employees of the Federal Government, the city of Lowell, or the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, shall serve, without compensation
as such. Other members, when engaged in activities of the Commission,
shall he entitled to compensation at. the rate of not to exceed $100 per
diem. All members of the Commission shall receive reimbursement lor
necessary travel and subsistence expenses incurred by them in the
performance of the duties of the Commission.
Sec. 3. (a) The. Commission shall elect a Chairman from among
its members. Financial and administrative, services (including those
relating to budgeting, accounting, financial reporting, personnel, and
procurement) shall be provided for the Commission by the General
Services Administration, for which payments shall lie made in
advance, or by reimbursement, from funds of the Commission m such
amounts as may be agreed upon by the Chairman of the Commission
and the Administrator, General Services Administration: Provided ,
That the regulations of the Department of the Interior for the. collec-
tion of indebtedness of personnel resulting from erroneous payments
shall apply to the collection of erroneous payments made to or on
behalf of a Commission employee, and regulations of said secretary
for the administrative control of funds shall apply to appropi nations
Lowell Historio
Canal District
Commission.
Establishment
.
16 USC 461
note.
Membership.
16 USC 461
note
.
88 STAT. 2330
88 ST AT. "2331
16 USC 461
note.
Regulations.
63 Stat. 954.
5 USC 3109b.
88 STAT. 2331
88 STAT. 2332
Plan, sub-
mittal to
Congress.
16 USC 4 61
note
.
Termination.
16 USC 461
not e
.
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of the Commission : And prodded further , That the Commission shall
not be required to prescribe such regulations.
( b ) The Commission shall have power to appoint and fix the com-
pensation of such additional personnel as may be. necessary to carry
out its duties, without regard to the provisions of the civil service laws
and the Classification Act of 11)49.
(c) The Commission may also procure, without regard to the civil
service laws and the Classification Act of 1949, temporary and inter-
mittent services to the same extent as is authorized for the executive
departments by section If) of the Administrative Expenses Act of
194G, but at. rates not to exceed $100 per diem for individuals.
(d) The members of the Commission specified in paragraph (1)
of section 2(a) shall provide the Commission, on a reimbursable basis,
with such facilities and services under their jurisdiction and cunt rot as
may be needed bv the Commission to carry out its duties, to the extent
that such facilities and services are requested by the Commission and
are otherwise avail able, for that purpose. To the extent of available
appropriations, the Commission may obtain, by purchase, rental,
donation, or otherwise, such additional property, facilities, and serv-
ices as may be needed to carry out, its duties. Upon the termination of
the Commission all property, personal and real, and unexpended funds
shall bo transferred to the Department of the Interior.
Sue. 4. It shall be the duty of the Commission to prepare the plan
referred to in the first section of this Act, and to submit the plan
together with any recommendations for additional legislation, to the
Congress not later than two years from the effective date of this
Act. The plan for the Lowell Historic Canal District shall include
considerations and recommendations, without limitation, regarding
(1) the objectives to be achieved by the establishment, development,
and operation of the area; (2) the, types of use, both public and pri-
vate, to bo accommodated; (:!) criteria for the design and appear-
ance of buildings, facilities, open spaces, and other improvements; (4)
a program for the staging of development ; (a) the anticipated inter-
pretive, cultural, and recreational programs and usrs for the area;
(l>) the proposed ownership and operation of all structures, facili-
ties, and lands; (7) areas where cooperative agreements may be
anticipated ; (8) estimates of costs, both public and private, of imple-
menting the plan; and (9) procedures to be used in implementing and
insuring continuing conformance to the plan.
Skc. 5. The Commission shall be dissolved (1) upon the termina-
tion, as determined bv its members, of need for its continued existence,
for the implementation of the plan and the operation or coordination
of the entity established by the plan, or (2) upon expiration of a two-
year period commencing on the, effective date, of this Act. whereupon
the completed plan has not been submitted to the C ongress, \Nhkhe\ei
occurs first,
, , ,
Sec. (i. It is contemplated that the plan to be developed may pro-
pose that the Commission mav be authorized to
—
(1) acquire lands and interests therein within the Lowell
Historic. Canal District bv purchase, lease, donation, or exchange:
(2) hold, maintain, use', develop, or operate buildings,
facilities,
and anv other properties;
(;!) sell, lease, or otherwise dispose of real or
personal propci ty
as necessary to carry out the plan;
(4) enter into aiid perform such contracts, leases,
cooperative
agreements, or other transactions with any agency or instru-
mentality of the United States, the. Commonwealth of Massa-
chusetts, and any governmental unit within its boundaries, or an}
person, firm, association, or corporation as may be necessary;
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(!>) establish (through covenants, regulations, agreements,
or otherwise) such restrictions, standards, and requirements as
are necessary to assure development, maintenance, use, and pro-
tection of the. Lowell Historic Canal District in accordance with
the plan
;
and
(t>) borrow money from the Treasury of the United States in
such amounts as may be authorized in appropriation Acts on the
basis of obligations issued by the Commission in accordance with
terms and conditions approved by the Secretary of the Treasury.
The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pur-
chase any such obligations of the Commission.
Sec. 7. Title to property of the Commission shall he in the name
of the Commission, but it shall not he subject to any Federal, State, or
municipal taxes.
Sec. 8. There are authorized to be appropriated not to exceed
$150,000 for the preparation of the plan authorized by this Act.
Approved January 4, 1975.
88 STAT. 2332
16 USC 461
note.
16 USC 461
note.
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RESOLUTION
WHEREAS
:
The City of Lowell was the first planned industrial city in
America;
WHEREAS The City of Lowell contains an historic system of power canals
and navigation locks, some of which are nearly 200 years old;
WHEREAS The City of Lowell through its People has contributed most
significantly to the History of these United States, especially
in the fields of Industrialization, city planning, housing, the
American Labor Movement and hydraulic engineering;
WHEREAS The City of Lowell is endowed with an abundance of historic and
architecturally significant mills, commercial buildings, and
private residences;
WHEREAS
:
The population of the City of Lowell comprises outstanding ethnic
groups that have contributed in great measure to the rich cul-
tural background of the City as well as to our American Heritage;
WHEREAS Over the years through the efforts of AMNO, Model Cities, civic
leaders and organizations have supported elements of what has
now become the Lowell Urban Park Program;
WHEREAS Legislation to create in Lowell the first Urban National Cultural
Park in the Nation lias been filed by Congressman Paul V?. Cronin
in the House of Representatives (IIR4514) and co-sponsorcd by
Senators Kennedy and Brooke in the United States Senate;
WHEREAS
:
The Department of the Interior, National Park Service and
Congressman Paul W. Cronin will be conducting on October 12 a
site visit and evaluation of the Lowell Urban Park prior to
their decision on a feasibility study;
WHEREAS The City has established an Historic District Commission and
created the Locks f. Canals and City Hall historic districts,
WHEREAS
:
The City of Lowell has established a Sesquicentennial/Bicentcn-
nial Commission, whose efforts can be assisted through state and
federal support of the Urban National Cultural Park Program;
WHEREAS The City has authorized the Center City Committee, chaired by
Councillor Kennedy, to develop a Lowell Revitalization Strategy
with the Urban National Cultural Park as a central demur. i.;
WHEREAS
:
The Human Services Corporation, Patrick J. Mogan, Executive
Director, under grants from foundations and government
agencies
,
and as further endorsed by the Center City Committee,
is c:o ordin
ating the planning and implementation of the Lov.dl
Urrnn tax;.;
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WHEREAS: The Governor of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts has rated the
Lowell Urban Park Program among his highest priorities for the
region and has requested that the City Council specify the project
and program areas in which financial assistance is sought showing
state support for the Urban Park Program;
HOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: That the City Council of the City of Lowell,
as the elected representatives of the People, requests the support of the
Governor of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts in securing financial support
and other assistance from agencies, departments, commissions, and authorities
for which the Governor is Chief Executive in order to plan and implement the
Urban Cultural Park program as part of the revitalization of Lowell;
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That the Commonwealth assist the City of Lowell in
planning and implementing an Urban Cultural Park development program in the
interest of the Citizens of the Commonwealth to include the following elements
1. Utilization of the entire system of Locks and Canals for recrea-
tion and leisure activities and for enhancement of Lowell's
economic potential;
2. Development of park areas along sections of the canals (e.g. the
Northern Canal Walk; Francis Gate)
;
Creation of a cultural arts center along with viable commerce
and services (e.g. in the Kirk Boott Mill complex) in under-
utilized mill buildings;
Development of a set of consistent programs which will restore
the economic vitality of the central business district and
further enhance the Urban Cultural Park program;
Establishment of a Textile Production Exhibition in a mill site
which will express both the technological and the ethnic richness
of the nation's first planned industrial city;
Development of specific assistance programs which will enhance
restoration in the city generally and, particularly, in the City
Hall Historic District and other historic sites associated with
the canal system and the founding of the City;
Creation of a transportation network to support needs of area
residents as well as visitors— specifically bicycle and walking
routes linking both Lowell-Dracut State Forest and the Middlesex
Canal area to downtown Lowell;
Improvement of the river banks of both the Merrimack ana
Concord
Rivers for par); and recreational development;
Stimulation of water recreation activities and other
events to
make Lowell more attractive to visitors;
Development of visitor accommodation improvements
with parti cular
reference to the peak needs of potential Bicentennial
visitors;
Creation of visitor orientation centers at high
traffic locations—
G.g. central business district, 1-49 j, l.xe.
3,
3 .
4 .
5 .
6 .
7 .
8 .
9 .
10 .
11 .
3BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That the Lowell ni
of the Commonwealth in exploring means by whrch
0
^^^^^^"
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]
SUPP°rt
and selected adjacent properties can be made available to the
1 °yStem
on an equitable basis for recreational
-mri
1 general public
bate to the overall revitalization '
pUrposes «hich will contri-l L maiizal and prosperity of the City.
Bb IT I'URTIIER RESOLVED: That the Lowell rihr n •
of th. State Senators ana State HeMes™t«K
' requests the support
the Lowell urban Cultural Park prolraT
" P“Ur“5 6U[*°“ £“
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED
; That the Lowell city Council transmit thisresolution to the Congressman from the Fifth District of f 4.
!V
C
J-‘
onin
'
* s wel1 as to the complete Massachusetts delegation in'
America?
Representatives the Senate of the Unite? St°te“ ot
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BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That the Lowell City Council submit this resolutionto the Department of the Interior and request federal assistance in finan-cing the Lowell Uiban Park program and in otherwise aiding in the coordim-
'
tion of federal and other agency support.
THE LOWELL CITY COUNCIL
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APPENDIX #4
Only a few years ago, an Urban National Park for Lowell was merely
an idea belonging to one of the city's more distinguished educators,
Patrick Mogan. Mogan, who has since become known as the father of the
Urban National Park, perceived more clearly than most the uniqueness of
Lowell's culture and heritage and saw the creation of such a park as a
way to preserve it.
Gradually the idea grew as more and more people began to adopt the
idea and discover that Mogan had a good thing going. Studies were made,
the city's history was closely looked into, its old mills, the system
of canals running through it, indeed, everything that distinguished
Lowell was looked at in a new light.
They were no longer viewed as outmoded components of a bygone era.
They were recognized as Lowell. They were remnants of its past and were
viewed as things which should be built on instead of discarded. They
were seen from an historical as well as an educational and economic
perspective. In short, they were, seen as things upon which the future
of Lowell could and should be built.
It would take a while before we could get started implementing
these ideas. Plans had to be drawn up and funds sought. The New
England Regional Commission thought enough of the idea to keep it alive.
It provided planning funds. So, too, did the National Foundation for
the Endowment of the Arts and a number of other agencies.
But to implement the plans would take large sums and for them we
would have to look to the state and federal governments as well as local
private investment. Former Rep. F. Bradford Morse latched onto the idea
as soon as Mogan laid it out for him and after some initial refinements
filed legislation with the U. S. Congress designating the historical
mill section of Lowell as an Urban National Park.
Rep. Paul Cronin refined the legislation even further before re-
introducing it last year. Simultaneous efforts were made to obtain
state funding. The man in command, Gov. Francis Sargent, generally
adopted the idea earlier this year and sent a task force into the area
to work with Mogan, Mayor Armand LeMay, and others pushing for the plan.
We saw these efforts pay off yesterday as the Governor traveled to
the city to announce that he was pledging nearly $10 million in state
funds to launch the Urban National Park plan. As the smiles on Mayor
LeMay 's face indicated, Lowell can be and is mighty grateful. The
commitment is larger than most expected it to be and, if and when it
is
approved by the Legislature, will go a long way toward making the
park,
perhaps the first of its kind in the nation, a reality.
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"In a very real sense", the Governor said while making his announce-
ment yesterday, "you (LowelJO are shaping the future of this community".
This is indeed true. The Urban National Park opens a whole new chapter
in the history of Lowell. It guarantees a new flow of money into the
city, sets the tone for the revitalization of the downtown area, pre-
pares Lowell for its sesquicentennial anniversary, helps make the city
more attractive to tourists and new industry. And it will open up new
jobs. It will do all this while preserving and actually building upon
the city's unique historical foundations.
Thus
,
the launching of the Urban National Park marks the realiza-
tion of an idea, but in a way it's just a beginning. Funds from the
state represent only the first phase of the overall park plan. They
will help make possible the restoration of the canal system, preserve
some of the old mills and build new parks and walkways and generally
provide for the physical components of the plan. Beyond that there is
the bill now before Congress to establish a National Cultural Park here.
Its passage will set up a high-level commission to make recommendations
in regard to other components--cultural
,
educational, recreational and
perhaps economic— and to come up with even more funds, this time from
the federal government, to implement them.
While creation of the park is expected to lend to the revitaliza-
tion of downtown Lowell and the economic rejuvenation of the city , in
these respects, too, it represents only a beginning. There are other
complementary plans for the revitalization of downtown which must
continue to move forward. The Urban National Park should serve as an
incentive to get them off the drawing boards, but in no way does it
lessen their importance.
So it is with economic development. The Urban National Park should
help spur the economy but in no way does it lessen the importance of
other efforts in this direction such as the proposed Lowell-Dracut oil
refinery, the development of the Hale-Howard urban renewal area and the
new industrial park on Pawtucket Boulevard.
The state's generous commitment to the Urban National Park thus
represents the maturing of an idea spawned several years ago to take
advantage of Lowell’s unique heritage and traditions to build a better
community. It also represents a beginning from which other things,
economic, cultural, recreational, and educational, can now move
forward.
— LOWELL SUN EDITORIAL
August 21, 1974
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LOWELL URBAN PARK
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
• as National Cultural Park
• as State development area
• as economic and social revitalization
• as catalyst for private development
2
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SE^flON I.
WHAT IS AN
URBAN NATIONAL
CULTURAL PARK?
i. What is an Urban Park?
An urban park is many things to many people; an in-
tegral part of a walk to work on a Fall day; a place to
bicycle on a cool Spring morning; a scene to paint on
Saturday; a place to walk your dog; a people-watching
place from a bench or a hilly vista; an alcove of dogwood
amidst the brick face of the city; the sound of rushing
water to calm an urban spirit during a picnic lunch; an
early morning jogger’s route to health; a young mother’s
scenic route with her toddlers; an open area to make snow
forts and to have wild snowball games on a February
twilight afternoon; a promenade for youth of all ages.
An urban park is an alternative for the urban
voyager; and a release valve for the high-pressure, high-
speed citizen in our society.
In the 1970’s in America we know our urban parks by
many different names, and they present us with a variety
of faces:
• the traditional city park;
• a vest-pocket park;
• a tot lot;
• a water front park;
• perhaps the amusement park or the central park;
• the commons (especially in New England);
• an aboretum;
• a public gardens;
• an urban school athletic field;
• a riverbank park;
• or a conservation preserve.
All of these are parks for people, the residents of our
dynamic and often confusing and fragmented society. An
urban park is a place to meet people, if you want ... or a
place to be alone, as only a touch of nature in the city
community can provide.
The great cities and capitals of the world have made
park statements that are uniquely theirs. Each park pro-
vides a breathing space characteristic of a healthy city.
The park becomes part of the distinctive quality of life in
Clearly visible from the air, looking north over Lowell, Mass., are the Merrimac River and the Pawtucket Canal (foreground).
each city. Boston has the Commons and the Public Gar-
dens — even in the shadow of Park Plaza. Central Park
can only be in New York. The Weigeland in Oslo and
Tivoli in Copenhagen; Parque del Este in Caracas, and
Olivera District in Los Angeles — each are statements of
regional character and urban balance.
However, few American cities provide even an ac-
ceptable standard of park area for its inhabitants. The
American Society of Planning Officials has established the
following recommendations as standard:
• 10 acres per 1,000 for cities less than 500,000;
• 10 acres per 2,000 for cities 500,000 to 1,000,000;
• 10 acres per 3,000 for cities larger than 1,000,000'
Lowell, with 94,000 inhabitants, has approximately
7.6 acres of park land per 1,000 inhabitants. 2 This com-
pares to the 1973 estimate of 4.8 for New York City and
18.0 for Portland, Maine. In addition to the parkland
deficit facing many municipalities, it is the cities which
are least able to provide outdoor recreational op-
portunities in the areas of greatest demand. The problem
becomes more acute in our older industrial cities which
have in recent decades experienced proportionately
dramatic reductions in their tax base, with an increased
demand for public services.
An urban park is an ever increasing necessity. It is an
American citizen’s link with the earth, rebirth and
renewal. An urban park is an American tradition, a city’s
heritage, and a citizen’s pride. An urban park is something
no single individual can afford. An urban park is
something no society can afford to be without.
OPEN SPACE LAND USE PLAN
EXISTING PROPOSED
What is a
National Park?
It has been scarcely one hundred years since the first
national park, Yosemite, was established in 1872. In the
following century, the National Park Service acquired
over 24 million acres of land. Less than one percent can
reasonably be described as urban lands. 3 This is not to say
that the national parks are not a magnificent asset to our
country. Rather, in the last century of rapid economic and
social growth, the national parks as a system have become
more remote from the lives of both urban and suburban
America. There is a gap between availability of National
Park Service lands and use for the average American liv-
ing in a metropolitan area.
Relating proximity to national parks for the major cities in
the country, the problem of national parks in urban areas is
even more graphically illustrated. Only two cities have
national parks within 50 miles; Seattle has two (Mt. Rainier
and Olympic); Miami has one (Everglades).4
As the uninitiated might presume, the usage of the
national park system is very much geared to those who
have learned how to take advantage of it. They are not
typically urban Americans.
“The person using a national park is more likely to be white,
educated, relatively well off economically, young, and subur-
ban.”5
The Lowell proposal combines preservation with rec-
reational enhancement in a unique setting which is within
50 miles of 3 million residents. When joined with an ex-
panding State park system, the Lowell proposal will over-
come a substantial urban park deficit.
Greater Lowell’s Location:
1 John P. Keefe, chap, on Park Space In America, NATIONAL PARKS FOR THE FUTURE (Washington, D C.: The Conservation Foundation, 1972), p
188.
2 Data provided by the Lowell City Development Authority.
3 Keefe, op. cit., p. 186.
4 Ibid., p. 188.
5 Keefe, loc. cit.
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Map based on 1970 U.S. census data reflects the diversity of cultural backgrounds of the residents. Ethnic neighborhoods established
during the 1800’s when immigrant families settled in Lowell to work in the textile mills remain today.
What is a
Cultural Park?
The notion of a cultural park is much more elusive
than either a national or an urban park primarily because
there are so few clearcut examples. The term cultural
park is primarily a concept which involves the trans-
mission of a community’s values, traits, and patterns from
generation to generation. The concept of a cultural park,
as envisioned by the people of Lowell, involves an ap-
preciation of ethnic contribution and multi-lingual diver-
sity.
A cultural park is defined as:
• a setting in which a distinctive environment or at-
mosphere prevails which reflects a particular social
and historical heritage;
• a social and educational process whereby residents
of an area choose to reassert their family heritages
and ethnic identities by relating past to present
lifestyles and using that heritage as building blocks
for future development;
• a community which places significant value on its
cultural resources through support and active par-
ticipation in contemporary social-cultural in-
stitutions.
The vehicles for the creation of a cultural park are
the contemporary social, recreational, educational and
service programs at a particular site:
From social clubs and fraternal organizations to public
and parochial school systems; from performing arts
groups and historic societies to recreational and sports
clubs; from church-affiliated organizations and fine arts
societies to libraries and museum interests; these are the
transmitters of a cultural park. Indeed, the retail and
commercial sectors of a community through their
promotional schemes are integral to a cultural park.
Textile workers outside the Merrimack Manufacturing Company-
9
The physical manifestations of a cultural park are
the buildings and facilities which reflect the major growth
periods and architectural styles of the site. Historic
preservation and documentation of certain structures is
desirable. However, in relating our past to the present
creative adaptation and reuse of facilities is more in line
with both economic realities and our vital contemporary
life style.
Few countries possess national efforts to preserve
and emphasize a cultural setting and its role in national
life. Spain has set aside Toledo as a national cultural
treasure but one which also carries out normal urban
functions. Kyoto in Japan is a shrine and a national pre-
serve. Taxco in Mexico provides a setting for the silver
crafts of the colonial period. Specific structures pay
homage to individuals. Milesgarden in Stockholm;
Ruben’s Townhouse in Antwerp.
The United States has a number of notable cultural
park sites, though only a few are explicitly recognized as
such. Consider Vieux Carr4 in New Orleans, Larimer
Square in Denver, Greenwich Village in New York, and
the North End in Boston. Each is a distinctive statement
about values and the past of a city. The uniqueness lies to
a degree in the architecture, but more so in the total en-
vironment which remains and the new adaptive uses
which have been created for the old settings.
Recognition of the value of the cultural dimensions of
our cityscape is one way in which we can avoid the
sameness of American cities which, as Ada Louise Hux-
table states, we are creating in the name of progress;
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How does a city face a massive socio-esthetic catastrophe?
How does it keep its individual quality and style against the
onslaught of scaleless, qualityless, value-destroying
speculative construction that produces pedestrian lookalikes
and disaffected citizens without pride of place or com-
munities
. . How do you help cities to think about the
problems and to devise answers; ways to exercise the "city op-
tions” of style, quality and continuity that make a satisfying
and identifiable place to live?”6
What is an
Urban National
Cultural Park?
An Urban National Cultural Park is a synthesis of
these components; sites of particular national significance,
in urban areas where a distinctive local cultural heritage
is reflected. The actual synthesis must additionally in-
volve a network approach to integrate styles and activities
into the Urban Park theme.
An Urban National Cultural Park theme provides a
comprehensive community development vehicle. It
becomes a catalyst for public and private development
and revitalization of an urban community.
The Urban National Cultural Park was developed in
and for Lowell, Massachusetts. In the following sections
the significance of Lowell in the development of America
is presented and a new Lowell “model” is described — the
Lowell Urban National Cultural Park.
Skyline of the American Industrial Revolution; cotton
textile mills along the Merrimack River, Lo.ell.
6 Ada Louise Huxtable, "Lessons In How To Heal A City’s Scars”.
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SECTION II.
LOWELL’S UNIQUENESS
IN THE AMERICAN
INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION
A small group of Boston and Newburyport en-
trepreneurs viewed the 32-foot drop of the Pawtucket
Falls on a brisk November day in 1821. The quiet farming
village of Chelmsford currently occupied the site at the
confluence of the Merrimack and Concord Rivers. This
handful of men, with their vision, ingenuity, and resource-
fulness would transform the farmlands surrounding the
rivers into one of the most dynamic industrial boom towns
in New England and in America.
The early success of textile manufacturing in England
and the advances made by Slater in Pawtucket, Rhode
Island and the Waltham Massachusetts Experiment had
set the stage for the development of Lowell, the “Spindle
City on the Merrimack”. But the development of Lowell
as a principal textile center was spectacular and far-
reaching, beyond any prior American example:
"Lowell's fame and development is unique in many ways.
Although New England fathered many other manufacturing
centers before Lowell’s looms started producing cloth, the
spectacular early growth of Lowell brought urban dimensions
and resultant city status years before Pawtucket or any other
mill town claimed that status. No other American com-
munities of industrial origin remained a manufacturing center
so long as Lowell .” 7
An English textile engineer, visiting Lowell in 1839 as
part of a comparison of British and American textile
manufacturing, assessed the world-wide significance as
follows:
“The principal manufacturing town in the United States is
that of Lowell ... as regards the amount of capital invested
for manufacturing purposes, the extent of the business, and
the spirited manner in which it is conducted. And here, too
the factory system is perhaps in more perfect operation than
in any other part of the United States . . . and it may, without
fear of contradiction, be asserted that the factories at Lowell
produce a greater quantity of yarn and cloth from each spin-
dle and loom (in a given time) than is produced in any other
factory without exception in the world
. .
.”8
None of this could have happened without a combina-
tion of talents and circumstances favorable to the most
rapid industrialization process the new Nation had yet ex-
perienced; one which would become a model for later in-
dustrial ventures to follow in New England and else-
where.
The human talents which contributed to Lowell’s
rapid expansion and early success were solicited from all
parts of New England and Europe. Innovative leadership
was provided by men of energetic and resourceful natures.
Among the most notable builders of the “Spindle
City” were:
Francis Cabot Lowell — For whom the City is
named, was an initiator of the Waltham Experiment, the
preliminary model of the Lowell model factory system, he
envisioned the possibilities of the modern corporation for
large-scale manufacture, but died before his City was
founded.
7 Margaret T. Parker, LOWELL: A STUDY OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT (New York: Kennikat Press 1940) p 18
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Lowell was a farming community, part of Chelmsford, Mass. (1821 ), prior to the development of “The Spindle City."
Kirk Boott — Town Planner, architect, engineer and
agent of the first textile mill completed in Lowell, the
Merrimack Manufacturing Company.
Nathan Appleton — Financial wizard, a primary in-
vestor and developer and the creator of the Suffolk Bank
System. A pioneer in utilizing public sale of stocks,
thereby separating ownership from management in the
newly established industries of Lowell.
Patrick Tracy Jackson — Investor and agent of the
Proprietors of Locks & Canals (the powerhouse realtor of
properties and energy production in Lowell), founder of
the Boston and Lowell Railroad (1835) one of the first
railroads in the United States.
Paul Moody — The inventive mechanical genius of
the Waltham Experiment and visionary who convinced
the original investors to visit the Lowell site.
George Washington Whistler — Chief engineer with
Locks & Canals who was mainly responsible for recruiting
James B. Francis to Lowell. Whistler, the father of James
McNeil Whistler, later went to Russia to superintend con-
struction of the Moscow-St. Petersburg Railway.
James B. Francis — Hydraulic engineer; prime plan-
ner and manager of the Locks & Canals system of Lowell;
inventor of numerous water-flow measuring devices and
water wheel innovations.
These men of great vision, courage and skill were to
“.
. . set the very pattern of industrialization that the whole
country was to follow in every field: the large plant, including
every process of manufacture from raw material to finished
product, the corporation of high capitalization and efficient
management, the production of cheap goods in quantity, and
the protection of infant industries by a tariff that amounted in
reality to a subsidy for successful enterprise ."9
In addition, national policy to protect new American
industries and lessen dependency on British textiles was
favorable to rapid expansion of textiles.
9 Hannah Josephson, THE GOLDEN THREADS: NEW ENGLAND’S MILL GIRLS AND MAGNATES (New York: Russell & Russell. 1949). pp. 31-32
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Besides the rich human talents which contributed to
Lowell’s creation, the site itself was a major factor in the
development of the urban industrial community. In the
era before electricity (1910) or steam power (1850’s),
water power was the prime natural energy source. The
natural geographic and physical ingredients of the site in-
cluded: abundant source and force of water, level
topography for construction purposes, proximity to and
connection with the Port of Boston via the Middlesex
Canal (1803), or through the Pawtucket Canal and the
Merrimack River to Newburyport. 10 By harnessing the
available resources of water power, the founders of Lowell
provided relatively inexpensive and reliable energy to
drive the machinery of huge textile mills.
The canals were a critical part of the City plan, for
mill sites and canal routes had the highest priority in the
design of this industrial community. An earlier trans-
portation canal, the Pawtucket, built around the Falls in
1796, became an important part of the power system as
the feeder for a group of canals running to the first mill
yards. The complexity of the system is partially a result of
the curving shape of the original canal and of the sharp
bend in the river below the falls. Canals fan out across the
landscape to reach the mills, and the entire system
operates on two levels for maximum efficiency. 10>
Engineers in Lowell studied the work of earlier Euro-
pean and American hydraulic experts; they also con-
ducted their own scientific experiments and applied their
theoretical and empirical findings to improve the
operation of the canals and hydraulic machinery. James
Francis, Chief Engineer, made the Lowell canals his own
laboratory and published an internationally-respected
volume, Lowell Hydraulic Experiments, in 1855. The
machine shop of the Proprietors of Locks & Canals, under
his supervision, produced some of the finest hydraulic
equipment of the age. At Lowell, science, perhaps for the
IV Properties of Proprietors of Locks at Canals . 1912 Collection of the Lowell Historical Sotinf
The power canals of Lowell (often referred to as the 'Venice ofAmerica’) incorporated the most advanced hydraulic engineering methods
of the era.
" Edward Lynch
’
THE EVOLUTION OF LOWELL, MASSACHUSETTS (monograph) (New York: Columbia University, 1960), p. 8.
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Repairing the granite canal walls on the Pawtucket Canal.
time in history, exerted a regular and profound influence
on technology.
The canal system in Lowell is unique because of its
historical importance, its grand scale, and its
technological complexity.
Another element which favored the growth of the tex-
tile empire in Lowell was the availability of a regional
surplus of labor, specifically rural farm women, familiar
with spinning and weaving in the home.
It was a “common assumption (at that time) that
girls and young women who were not incessantly occupied
were subject to temptation and vicious habits, as well as a
burden to society. "The corporations capitalized on this
attitude. They offered favorable wages, recruited, trained,
regulated and supervised living and working conditions,
thus creating an industrial town life “respectable enough”
to attract the daughters of Puritan Yankee farmers. Con-
sequently:
“The cotton textile mills established in Lowell, Massachu-
setts during the 1820’s employed many young women in their
late teens and early twenties who had been recruited from
rural families to work for ‘gain’ rather than ’bread’.” 12
11 Josephson, op. cit., p. 23.
12 Caroline Ware, EARLY NEW ENGLAND COTTON MANUFACTURE (New York: 1966), p. 60.
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The Lowell girls, although the most publicized of early
nineteenth-century New England factory employees, were
not typical textile workers. In dress, deportment, and
educational aspiration, these “ladies of the loom”, living
in boardinghouses supervised by their employers, con-
stituted a distinct element in the labor force. In the
1840’s, some of them contributed poems, stories, essays,
and sketches of factory life in the Lowell Offering13 and
other Lowell literary publications.
Although the living and working conditions of the
mill women during the 20’s and 30’s were perhaps not
ideal, they were certainly better off than a vast majority of
industrial workers at the time. The early mill workers
became beneficiaries of the industrial paternalism that
was the center of the original plan to avoid the creation of
an industrial working class similar to the European
model.
1 THE LOWELL OFFERING: A REPOSITORY OF ORIGINAL ARTICLES WRITTEN EXCLUSIVELY BY FEMALES ACTIVELY EMPLOYED INTHE MILLS (1841-1845), 5 vols., and the NEW ENGLAND OFFERING: A MAGAZINE OF INDUSTRY WRITTEN BY FEMALES WHO ARE ORWHO HAVE BEEN FACTORY OPERATIVES (1845-1850), 3 vols., edited by Harriet Foley, were preceeded by an earlier periodical, THEOPERATIVES’ MAGAZINE (1840-1841), edited by Lydia S. Hall and Abby A. Goddard.
15
By the time the City of Lowell was incorporated in
1836 the major mill complexes had been constructed. To
the early Merrimack Manufacturing Company (1822) and
Hamilton Manufacturing Company (1825), the following
mills were added: Appleton Company (1828); Lowell
Manufacturing Company (1828); Middlesex Company
(1830); Suffolk Mills (1831); Tremont Mills (1831); Law-
rence Manufacturing Company (1831); Lowell Bleachery
(1822); Boott Cotton Mills (1835); Belvidere Manu-
facturing Company (1835); and finally the Massachusetts
Cotton Mills (1839).
From 1826 to 1836, Lowell’s population grew from
2,500 to 18,000 inhabitants. As the output of the mills ex-
panded dramatically, immigrant labor from Europe began
to supplement the supply of farm girls. With the flood of
immigrant families from Europe, the new town of Lowell
grew at an astonishing rate. By 1840, Lowell was the sec-
ond largest city in the Commonwealth, population 21,000.
• In the 1820’s Irish laborers walked from Boston to
Lowell to begin construction work on the Lowell
canals and mill foundations; by the 1830’s, one-
sixth of the population were of Irish birth or paren-
tage; 14
• Scotch weavers were recruited to work in the car-
pet factory (1829);
• Immigrants from Great Britain were recruited as
designers and engravers for printing in the Print
Works of the Merrimack Company;
• The first French-Canadians came to Lowell in the
early 1840’s; subsequent waves of French-speaking
workers settled in “Little Canada”; and by the
1880’s had a thriving community which published
the first French-Canadian daily newspaper in the
United States, the L’abeille;
• The first Greek families arrived in Lowell in the
late 1840’s; however, large influxes came in the
early 1890’s and between 1910-1920. The Greeks
established the first Greek-American day school in
the United States in 1901, utilizing a bilingual cur-
riculum to serve the residents of the Greek neigh-
borhood, the “Acre”;
• Shortly after the turn of the century a sizable Por-
tuguese community began to develop, with im-
migrants coming from both the Westward Islands
and Cape Verde Islands;
• Before the anti-immigration laws of 1919 were
passed, numerous on the ethnic communities had
been established in Lowell; notably Russians,
Poles, Lithuanians, Finns and Scandanavians.
More recently, Lowell has become the home of
many Black and Spanish-speaking people;
• By 1912 the population had grown to over 100,000
and 40% of the community were non-English
speaking people.
14 Michael Southworth, THE RIVER AND ITS CITY: AN OUTLINE OF
Education Component, 1971), p. 50.
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Cultural festivals, ethnic retail shops, and a mixture
of multi-lingual newspapers and schools became the norm
for the industrial cities on the Merrimack. As a con-
sequence, scarcely 70 years after its beginning, Lowell had
become an important city for the French-Canadians, Irish,
Greeks, Poles; nearly all of the nationalities coming to
America between 1840 and 1910. Lowell disproves the
theoretical myth of the "melting pot”. Ethnic enclaves
characterized the city. Unrecognized at that time was the
evolution of a new, rich cultural environment; the juxta-
position of the many cultural groups which helped make
Lowell the textile center of the world.
I
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POPULATION GROWTH IN LOWELL : 1820 - 1990
SOURCE: Land Us* Plan. 1972
THE HISTORY OF LOWELL, MASSACHUSETTS (Lowell:
Model Cities
16
Boarding Houses for cotton textile mill workers built by the manufacturing corporations in Lowell.
The initiators of the Lowell Experiment had en-
visioned Lowell as a “model city”. And indeed the arch-
itecture and town plan which emerged in Lowell was
remarkable by its contrast to the dullness of European in-
dustrial cities of the time.
The mills were situated to gain full advantage of the
river’s waterpower, which channeled into ten power
canals, thus dividing the city into seven islands. The mill
complexes as they sprung up practically overnight played
a forceful role in shaping the image of the city:
"The Merrimack Yard, like the whole of the establishment,
was conceived as a series of isolated units around a space.
The nearest analogy in composition is the Harvard College
Yard in Cambridge.” 15
The mill complexes formed a large “V”-shaped wall
edging the Merrimack River on its southern slope, turn a
right angle at the confluence of the Concord River and
continue up the banks of the Pawtucket Canal.
Organized building campaigns included housing for
both the mill operatives (Corporation Boarding Houses)
and executives (Agent Housing). They were sited directly
behind the mill complexes. Churches were constructed to
satisfy religious concerns and a schoolhouse to sup-
plement educational desires
.
16
“Such then was the plan of Lowell; a series of mills arranged
on various waterways, a hinterland of housing and a gridiron
of streets fitted into the space left behind .” 17
This schematic play for one Lowell Textile Mill Community
was prepared by the Merrimack Manufacturing Company in
1824, two years before the town of Lowell was incorporated.
The plan suggests a series of large mills running parallel to
the Pawtucket Canal
; a new canal to be constructed adjacent
to the mills; and rows of corporation boarding houses for the
mill workers. This site became the Appleton and Hamilton
mills.
15 John Coolidge, MILL AND MANSION (New York: Russell & Russell,
16 Ibid., p. 26.
17 Lynch, op. cit., pp. 16-19.
17
Judging the urban landscape, one authority observed:
. . Lowell must have offered a tightly organized, handsome
picture in the first half of the nineteenth century . . . The
business sections of the city are laid out with wide streets,
well-paved, and are lined with brick business blocks, which,
though rising to good height, do not disfigure the city by trying
to reach the sky. Canals with clean stone sides, and generally
grassy shores, are crossed at frequent intervals, and one can-
not fail to appreciate this touch of the country in the midst of
city crowds . . .” 18
Frank P. Hill, LOWELL ILLUSTRATED (Lowell: Huse, Goodwin, & Company,
1884), p. 769 as quoted by Lynch, p
18
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(opposite page, top) Recreation on the Merrimack and Northern Canals, (center) Commercial buildings on Merrimack Street in the Cen-
tral Business District, (bottom) Silhouette of the Boott Mill Complex on the Merrimack River.
(above). Junction of the Concord (left) and Merrimac Rivers (above) in Lowell.
Lowell represents the process of industrialization but
also its consequences; both positive and negative. As
Lowell grew rapidly, housing became very congested. The
utopian industrial system of the City’s founders did not
include all sectors of the burgeoning immigrant
population. The wealth created in Lowell typically flowed
out of the city in the form of dividends to the owners and
high salaries to the managerial elite. The city did not
develop a large number of resident financial patrons to
subsidize the arts and provide middle-class amenities.
Lowell has a dynamic story to tell the Nation, which
benefited so much from the organizational, mechanical
and financial innovations developed in the “Spindle City
on the Merrimack”. But more importantly, the industrial
process of the nineteenth century can still be observed in
Lowell. For a state and a nation about to rediscover its
identity through the Bicentennial of the political
revolution, Lowell is the most important illustration of
the industrial revolution — in its canal system, mills and
ethnic cultural heritage.
20
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Resources in Lowell include:
3
(1) Francis Cate Complex. (2)
Merrimack Gatehouse. (3) Nor-
thern Canal Walk. (4) Pawtucket
Falls. (5) Holy Trinity Church. (6)
Yorick Club.
4
5.6 Miles of Canals in the City:
• Pawtucket (1796)
• Merrimack (1823)
• Eastern (1835)
• Hamilton (1826)
• Western (1832)
• Northern
Navigation Locks:
(1848)
• Francis Gate Locks (1796-1850)
• Swamp Locks (1796-1850)
• Northern Canal Locks (1848)
• Lower Locks
Operating Gatehouses:
(1796-1850)
• Swamp Locks (prior to 1848)
• Lowel Locks (prior to 1848)
• Tremont (1847)
• Merrimack (1847)
• Northern Canal Wall (1847)
• Francis (1848)
•
Other
Pawtucket
Canals:
(1847)
• Middlesex Canal (1803),
connecting the Merrimack
River Valley
with Charlestown
• Wameset Canal (1846)
Remaining Mill Complexes:
• Hamilton (1825)
• Appleton (1828)
• Lawrence (1831)
• Suffolk (1831)
• Boott (1835)
• Massachusetts (1839)
5
Churches:
Over 75 churches representing different ethnic
groups and many providing unique social ser-
vices along with special events of ethnic in-
terest.
Historic Houses:
• Ayer House (Circa 1870), corner of
Pawtucket & School Streets
• The Whistler House (1825), 243 Worthern
Street
• The Manse (Circa 1846), Andover Street
• Spaulding House (Circa 1716), Pawtucket
Street
• .Jerethmell Bowers House & Barns (Circa
1671), 150 Wood Street
• Parker House (prior to 1700), 137 Pine
Street
• Tyler Mansion (1840’s), 16 Tyler Park
• Hound House (1870), Wannalancit Street
• Gustavus Fox House ( 1850), 725
Merrimack Street
• Benjamin Peirce House
• Varnum House (Circa 1702), 55 Varnum
Terrace
• Butler House (Circa 1842). .333 Andover
Street
• Numerous examples of 19th-century
domestic residential architecture
Oldest Chartered Surviving Manufacturing Cor-
poration in the United States:
• Proprietors of Locks & Canals on
Merrimack River (1792).
6
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• Glass Workers Long House (1802)
• Yorick Club (Merrimack Manufacturing Company
Agent’s House, 1830)
• Agents House (Lowell Day Nursery, 1830)
• Lowell Gas Light Company Building (1850), 22
Shattuck Street
fl) Lower Locks (1924). (2) Lower Locks (1974). (3) City Hall. (4) St.
Anne’s Church. (5) Hamilton Company Mill Yard. (6) Central Fire
Station.
• Corporation Housing (1835), Cabot Street
• Row House (1835), Appleton Street
• Linus Child House (Agents House for Boott and
Massachusetts Mills), 67 Kirk Street
• Commercial Block (1840), 350-374 Merrimack St.
• Former Headquarters, Proprietors of Locks &
Canals on Merrimack River (1840), Broadway and
Dummer Streets
• Commercial Building (1850), 29 John Street
• Old Stone Tavern (1824), 267 Pawtucket Street
• Old Worthern Tavern (1841), 143 Worthen Street
Public Buildings:
• Old County Jail (1856), 201 Thorndike Street
• Town Hall (1830), Merrimack Street
The proposed Urban National Cultural Park combines these
assets so that the significance of the industrialization process in
America takes on a new dimension. It can be seen in its technology
and architecture, in its urban growth and settlement pattern, in the
institutions for labor recruitment and discipline, in the literature
reflecting community aspirations and conditions, and in the cultural
and ethnic diversity which was so characteristic of American urban-
ization and industrialization. And, finally, that multicultural input
that created a setting for optimum personal and community develop-
ment.
• Market House (Old Police Station, 1837), Market
Street
• Central Fire Station (1889), 120-142 Middle Street
• City Hall (1893), 375 Merrimack Street
• Old County Courthouse (1850), Gorham Street
22
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SECTION III
WHY NOW?
period of the last several years to plan and implement the
Urban Cultural Park in Lowell. This movement was
derived from many areas and concerns. On the local level
the Model City Program led the way.
Generation of the Concept
In an effort to concentrate on those unique features
which make Lowell a distinctive and intriguing city, the
community has been able to harness most impressive re-
sources. The first phase of the Lowell Urban National
Cultural Park Program is traceable to the converging of a
number of separate forces, each trying to treat an aspect of
the urban malady. They converge on what has become the
Urban Park theme. A movement has developed over a
• The Model City Agency and the Acre Model Neigh-
borhood Organization drew up a list of urban
beautification objectives and projects 19 which
would also restore some of the dignity lost in the
more recent urban economic decay;
• Educators recognized the limitations of the school
as the learning environment, and looked to the en-
tire city as a more meaningful learning laboratory;
• The Ford Foundation provided im-
petus
—
Particulm-ly through the Educational
Facilities Laboratory
.
20
• ••••City Hall — Historic Districts
TOMORROW (May
P
19n)
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'
M°del Neighborhood Organization, and Lowell Model Cities Urban Design Task Force, THE ACRE TODAY AND
Michael ft Susan Southworth, LOWELL DISCOVERY NETWORK (graphics) (Human Services Corporation, 1971 ).
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Lucy Larcom Park along the Merrimack Canal in the City Hall Historic District.
• The Massachusetts Board of Education designated
Lowell’s planned Center For Human Development
as the second of three experimental schools in the
Commonwealth;
• MIT and Harvard on the one hand, and Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania and Brown University on the
other, have been using the City of Lowell as a field
study site for housing, urban design, and tech-
nological change and the industrial revolution;
• Legislation was introduced in the U.S. Congress
and Senate to create an Urban National Cultural
Park in Lowell; 21
• The New England Regional Commission provided
early support to develop and refine the Urban
Cultural Park concept. Also, through their Center
City Program, NERCOM provided funds for
related economic development activities; 22
• The City Development Authority initiated pre-
liminary planning and implementation for the
park program; 23 including the creation of a
pedestrian circulation system for the Central
Business District; 24
• The City Development Authority assisted in the
creation of two historic districts and the Historical
Commission of the City of Lowell was established
in 1973. Two of a proposed five districts have
already been established in Lowell: the Locks &
Canals Historic District and the City Hall Historic
District. A city-wide Historic Preservation Plan is
also in progress. 25
• The National Endowment for the Arts26 and the
Educational Facilities Laboratory27 provided funds
to study adaptive uses for old mill structures. Most
recently, the EFL provided a team of experts in
law, organization, and management and financing
to assist in the development of a joint public-
private economic/cultural program;
• Scholars in the inter-cultural dimension of educa-
tion are working to develop an intercultural educa-
tion model. Lowell, they have said, is a prime site
for their ethnic heritage studies program;
• Higher education institutions in Lowell — merging
into the University of Lowell — aided by con-
tributing recent research on the cultural and ethnic
heritage in the city. Development of a cultural
heritage center is under discussion.
• The National Science Foundation provided fund-
ing to study28 the biological aspects of the canal
system and to promote creative designs for open
space development;
• The Massachusetts Department of Natural Resour-
ces is no stranger to the urban park concept. DNR
staff have aided Lowell from the start in efforts to
bring the parks to the people.
29
21 HR 14629, submitted by former Congressman F. Bradford Morse, April 1972 .
S3619, submitted by Senators Edward Kennedy and Edward Brooke, May, 1972,
HR 4514, submitted by Congressman Paul Cronin, February, 1973;
S943, submitted by Senators Edward Kennedy 9n
*
F
STRATEcTwiscLion paper) (Nov. 30. 1972).22 Lowell Center City Advisory Committee, A STATEMENT LAND USE PLAN (Lowell: 1972), p. 113.
23 Lowell City Development Authority (Legacy of Parks Project),
LOWELL
CITY DEVELOPMENT STUDY (Lowell; March, 1973)
24 Lowell City Development Authority, Lowell Community enewa °6r M ’titc'toRIC DISTRICTS STUDY COMMITTEE REPORT (Lowell:
“Lowell City Development Authority,
“
'701' HistoricUtaOTteD Plan HISTORIC 1 1K
26 Michael & Susan Southworth, BOOTT MILL CULTU Foundation through the Educational Facilities Laboratory,
zs A^ALY^I^Of^^OWE^HcXN^L'sYSTE^^I^^'oT'ENTfAL COMMUNITY RESOURCE
(abstract publication presented at Washington. D C
p. 26.
1973).
meeting of Jan. 1972).
29 Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Department of Resources,
LOWELL/DRACUT STATE FOREST (1971).
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The Central Fire Station, on the corner of Middle St.
and Palmer Street is currently being converted into
commercial offices; an excellent example of adaptive re-
use of an historic building.
• A Lowell Sesquicentennial Commission and a
Lowell Bicentennial Commission were created to
provide a structure to celebrate the city’s 150th an-
niversary of incorporation as a town, in
1976 — coinciding with the nation’s Bicentennial.
• The Lowell Historical Society is pursuing the
publications of its three-volume History of Lowell
series, to coincide with the Sesquicentennial:
• The Northern Middlesex Area Commission em-
phasized the need for regional greenbelt linkages
connecting the City and the two State forests. 30
Through its transportation coordinating com-
mittee, NMAC has encouraged inclusion of canal
bank improvements adjacent to the Fletcher-
Dutton Street intersection in Lowell.
The timeliness and scope of the Lowell park program
was acknowledged by the National Park Service site
visit.31 State Bicentennial activities and a special National
Park Service study underscore the State and national
significance of the Lowell program:
• The Massachusetts Bicentennial Commission
awarded Lowell a grant for the development of a
“Spindle City Walking & Bicycle Trail” and also
has designated Lowell as one of several “Visible
Cities” in its state-wide program;
• The Historic American Engineering Record of the
National Park Service was authorized to undertake
an in-depth study of the canal system for the
Library of Congress. The City of Lowell provided
matching funds.32
30 Northern Middlesex Area Commission, OPEN SPACE AND RECREATION PLAN (Lowell: 1970).
31 October 12, 1973 visit to Lowell headed by Stanley Heulitt of the National Park Service.
32 Lowell Power Canal System Survey planned for Summer, 1974.
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The first floor of the A.G. Pollard Warehouse has recen-
tly been renovated into a restaurant with a late 19th
century decor including gas lamps along the cobblestone
street.
In addition, the energy crisis has added additional
impetus to look at the canal system as a supplemental
energy source; the City Council established the Lowell
Energy Action Committee to address short and long-range
concerns. Significant private investment has been
stimulated by the Urban Park Program .33 The business
community and the City Council for the first time in
recent memory, began to view the Urban Park Program as
a catalyst for overall development of the city. Both passed
strong enabling resolutions . 34
The local grass roots efforts to develop a new form or
a new structure out of the old (in order to give continuity
and respect for our society, its traditions, and its customs)
is part of a larger movement in the country. There is a
drive for rootedness being expressed all over the United
States. This drive for “rootedness” is exemplified by
developments such as Ghirardelli Square in San Francisco
and in Seattle’s Pioneer Square.
This drive for connections or continuity for under-
standing how America became what it is, calls for an em-
phasis of that phase of America which perhaps best dis-
tinguishes our country from others. The process — and
the fantastic growth of the American Industrial Revolu-
tion — this must be documented, preserved, and pre-
sented in such a way that all America can understand the
process. This must be done now while enough of the
process remains to portray this epoch of America.
The combination of Lowell’s unique legacy and recent
local, state, and federal Urban-Park related activities
have led us to the conclusion that the time is ripe for a
new Lowell model to be initiated.
,
.
. Public transit by elevated monorail has been
suggested using canal
in artists rendering of boat docking facility on the
Merrimack Rwei.
anks as right of way.
33 See Section VI for more details.
34 Lowell City Council Resolutions: 10/9/73; 10/31/72
Greater Lowell Chamber of Commerce Resolutions: 9/29/72
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SEC^foN IV.
WHAT HAS
TO BE DONE
The central nervous system of the Lowell Urban
National Cultural Park is the power canal system. With
portions dating back to 1792 when the system was first a
transportation canal, the canals lace the city and join the
Concord and Merrimack Rivers. The Urban National
Cultural Park will embrace the river banks and all of the
Locks & Canals system, including the adjacent canal
banks within the city. This section of the Lowell Urban
Cultural Park system is identified as the Locks & Canals
Historic District,35 illustrated in the following figure.
MAP 2 LOCKS & CANALS HISTORlt DISTRICT
Historic Districts Study Committee
Lowell, Mass.
Prepared by lh«- Cil\ Development Authority lone. 197
^
hm ; j« 73
Consideration is being given to entering the Historic District on the Massachusetts Registry of Historic Places (1974), and the Federal Registry.
27
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The proposed Urban Cultural Park also extends
throughout the region, linking existing state parks and
other waterways, as follows:
• Along both sides of the Merrimack River within
the city limits;
• North from the Merrimack River along bicycle
trails by two routes into Lowell/Dracut State
Forest;
• Extend downstream toward Lawrence as part of a
regional bikeway system — on the north side of the
Merrimack River;
• Bikeway and trail network on Concord River to
Manning State Forest;
• Physical linkage of system along Old Middlesex
Canal from Manning State Forest to Merrimack
River.
28
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Visitors inside the Francis Gate lock house.
Recommended for development as highlights of
Lowell’s Urban National Cultural Park are the following:
• The adaptive re-use, if feasible, of a downtown mill
site as a cultural arts center;
• Restoration of a section of an existing mill for an
interpretative exhibition on the “Evolution of
Lowell, the Urban Industrial Community”, as a
museum and community educational facility;
• Preservation of one of the few remaining corpora-
tion boarding houses and an exhibition inter-
preting the lifestyle of the early women mill
workers;
• The designation of selected historic buildings and
sites as historic landmarks from the list of avail-
able physical resources listed in Section II of this
report and other sources:
• Special exhibits on industrial factory processes and
innovations of the Lowell Machine Shop;
• Special exhibitions on the power canals of Lowell,
including large-scale operating models of the locks
and canals system; demonstration model illustrat-
ing water-power to mechanical and electrical
power conversion;
• A cultural heritage institute associated with
Lowell University to provide historic research and
documentation capabilities and support for
educational curriculum development in ethnic
studies;
• Opening gatehouses as life-size exhibits of the
canal system’s operations for tours by residents
and visitors; especially Francis Gate Complex and
Northern Canal Gatehouse;
• Urban Cultural Park circulation
systems — walking trails, bicycle trails and canal
barge services.
29
Enjoying a stroll along the Northern Canal
The impact of the Urban National Cultural Park can-
not be understood solely in terms of these physical
development projects. It equally involves social/cultural
and economic programs.
Consequently, it is necessary to define the goals of the
Urban Park Development Program in preparation for
identifying specific projects, responsible agencies or
groups, and methods of financing. Once this is done,
questions of priorities and appropriate implementation
strategies can be addressed.
Recreational boating on the Pawtucket Canal
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Goals
Goals in the Urban National Cultural Park Program
cover four broad areas which collectively deal with the
quality of life in Lowell as a place to live, to visit, and in
which to locate new business. The goals cover the
following areas:
• Physical Development;
• Social/Cultural;
• Economic;
• Organizational.
Goals in each area address the resource base of
Lowell. They also relate to the process by which those at-
tributes can be used as levers for revitalization of the City
through the Urban Park theme.
Operational objectives have been listed under each
goal in order to breathe reality into the development
scheme and provide specific work items for the public
discussion over priorities within the Urban National
Cultural Park development strategy.
A half-century of indifference and abuse of unique ur-
ban characteristics requires a long-term commitment from
a variety of public and private resources from all
levels — especially from the Federal and State govern-
ments. The complexity of the development requires
elaborate staging over time so that the pieces fit together
in an orderly and rational manner.
Three phases are recommended as the time frame-
work for implementation:
• Short Term: July 1974 — May 1976;
• Medium Term: July 1975 — June 1977;
• Long Range: to June 1980.
The definition of the short run is particularly im-
portant. It addresses the question: What can be in place to
take advantage of the Nation’s Bicentennial and the City’s
Sesquicentennial? Success in this phase will provide the
momentum and interest for complete program im-
plementation.
Physical Goals
The physical goals of the Urban National Cultural
Park are primarily concerned with upgrading the use of
our natural resources, and our man-made facilities within
Greater Lowell; to improve the physical resource base,
thus providing new opportunities for social and economic
activities:
A. To make Lowell canal system accessible for small
boat recreation and navigation from both
Merrimack & Concord Rivers;
B. To provide access to river for water-oriented
passive and active recreation;
C. To develop and beautify riverbank and canal
parklands;
D. To integrate the Regional Park developments with
the Urban Park network and improve the visual
environment along major access routes to the city
center;
E. To identify, designate, and revitalize significant
historic and ethnic sites and structures within the
city;
F. To encourage use of Urban Park motif in the Cen-
tral Business District improvements and facilitate
reorientation of CBD activities toward canal
system.
Programs to achieve these goals include:
• Restoration of the canal locks to allow small boat
and barge navigation;
• Development of newly-acquired parklands;
• Projects ancillary to the recreational waterway and
adjacent parkland development.
More than thirty project elements are included in the
physical development program. Each is listed in the ac-
companying table in a suggested time frame as related to
a specific physical goal. In addition, project locations are
shown on the detailed maps of the region and the canal
system .*
* Numbering system refers to project elements in LOWELL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM: URBAN PARK COMPONENT (November 197:i).
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PHYSICAL GOAL 1: CANAL SYSTEM ACCESS 223
Short Range Medium Range Long Range
7/74 — 5/76 7/75 — 6/77 by 1980
Northern Canal Lock Francis Gate Lock Bridge Clearance Increases
Restoration (#2) Restoration completion (#3)
Francis Gate Lock
Restoration (#3) Swamplocks Restoration (#5)
French Street Extension Bridge
Dutton Street Bridge
Cabot Street Bridge
Lower Locks Restoration (#6) B & M Railroad Bridge
at Swamplock
Secondary Locks Restoration (#7) Suffolk Street Bridge
Aiken Street Bridge
PHYSICAL GOAL 2: RIVER ACCESS
Boulevard Park (#15)
(dock/boat ramp on Merrimack
River; parking)
Concord Canoe Center (#18)
PHYSICAL GOAL 3 : PARK LANDS DEVELOPMENT &
RIVER BANK AND CANAL BANK
3EAUTIFICATION
Boulevard Park (#15)
(Merrimack River Bank develop-
ment; landscaping, bicycle and walk-
ing trails, falls illumination, lookout)
Northern Canal Walk Phase 1 (#1)
Mini-Information Centers in Lowell
Merrimack River Bank (#15)
Improvement (continued)
Canal bike paths (#23)
Northern Canal Walk (#1)
completion
Francis Canalway Park (#4)
Western Canal Extension (#32)
Concord River Bank
Improvements (#16)
Merrimack River Bank (#15)
Improvement (completed)
Middlesex Canal Restoration (#28)
Middlesex Canal Park (#14)
Visitor Orientation Center
(#17)
PHYSICAL GOAL 4: OTHER BANKS AND RELATED IMPROVEMENTS
Lowell/Dracut State Park
Development
Camper Accommodations (#10)
Lowell/Dracut Corridor (#13)
Green Belt Corridor (#21)
Manning State Park
Development
PHYSICAL GOAL 5; HISTORIC DESIGNATION AND REVITALIZATION
Historic Districts Creation;
Federal Register inclusive; National
Landmarks Designation*
Middlesex Canal Historic
District Designation*
Spindle City Trail (#9)
(historic markers)
Historic American
Engineering Record:
Lowell Project**
City-wide Sign Control
li±OQ \
Historic Signs (#27)
(extension of Spindle City Trail)
Lowell Museum (#8)
(Wannalancit Mill)
Francis Gate Complex (#4)
Northern Canal Gatehouse (#1)
Boott Mill Cultural Arts
Center Stage 1 (#11)
Boott Mill Center Completion •#">
Corporation Boarding House
Restoration Exhibition
Middlesex Canal Restoration
(#4, #21, #28)
Sign Control Ordinance and Technical
Assistance to downtown merchants
(#29)
Pedestrian Circulation
System ( # 25)***
Private Sector Facade
Restoration
Private Sector Commercial
Development; adaptive restoration ot
unused public/private properties
_ Palmer Street Fire House
_ Old Market Street
Building (former
Police Station)
New Commercial Development
oriented toward canals and
urban park theme
Rex Lot Park & Development (#241
Market Street Development
Warren Street Development
* Created and in process
* *Survey conducted June-September, 1974
*** initiated with support from the New England
Regional Commission.
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Soc?«?$Cultural Goals
^
Lowell’s assets include a rich heritage of the con-
tributions of ethnic groups
(
in the evolution of the Nation’s
first planned industrial city. Social/cultural goals are in-
tegral to the revitalization of Lowell, and illustrate its
significance in the State and the Nation:
^
A. To highlight and promote an awareness of
Lowell’s rich cultural/ethnic diversity and their
roles in the industrialization process through
educational programs within existing local in-
stitutions;
J B. To create new community-based institutions, re-
sponding to expressed interest in promotion of
local heritage and culture;
C. To support and encourage research and document-
ation projects focusing on exploration of Lowell’s
past;
^ D. To strengthen and increase level of activity in fine
arts, performing arts, as well as historic holidays,
religious festivals and sports events, as integral
support activities for the Urban Cultural Park..
Operational objectives within the four social/cultural
goals can be initiated in different stages. These objectives
are related to goals and time periods in the chart. Most of
the activities begun in the first period will be expanded in
the later periods. Some, however, require more lead time
to develop; thus they begin in the middle range.
I
i
)
>
>
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SOCIAL CULTURAL GOAL 1: UNCP EDUCATION PROGRAMS 225
— LOCAL INSTITUTIONS
Short Range
7/74 — 5/76
Medium Range
7/75 — 6/77
Long Range
by 1980
American History Department, Lowell
University; special projects in Lowell in
American Studies group.
Social Studies Curriculum
Project — Lowell Public Schools.
Creation of new units on Lowell’s
history and development.
Lowell Historical Society
Lecture Series.
Development of University Community
work-study internships action projects
in Lowell.
National Institute of Education:
Lowell Ethnic Heritage Studies
Project.
Lowell University Cultural Heritage
Institute.
SOCIAL CULTURAL GOAL 2: NEW COMMUNITY INSTITUTIONS
Lowell Museum’s "Spindle City 1820-
1920" Exhibition on Evolution and
Development of an Urban Industrial
Community (#8)
Spindle City Trail; first stages of a
Lowell Heritage Walking & Bicycle
System (#9)*
Museum Expansion to include
Women’s Exhibition, Water power and
canal model exhibition
Cultural Arts Center (#11)
Youth Hostel and Camper
Accommodations (#10)
Create Lowell Foreign Film Center
Museum expansion to include a Cor-
poration Boarding House Exhibition
Lowell Film Arts Gallery
Cable T.V System; multicultural and
multi-lingual programming
Lowell Experimental School; Center For Human Development
SOCIAL CULTURAL GOAL 3: RESEARCH & DOCUMENTATION
— LOWELL HISTORY
Lowell Power Canal Study
Spindle City Exhibition Planning and
Documentation Efforts
Lowell State, History Department
Projects and Papers
Historic Landmarks registration
VISTA and Lowell University Oral
History Documentation
Survey & Inventory of Social Culture
Further research into specific history of
ethnic communities in Lowell
Irish, Greek, Portuguese,
French-Canadian, Polish
Blacks, Lithuanian,
Spanish speaking,
Syrian,
Yankee, etc.
Expansion of oral history projects to in-
clude:
• documentation of Lowell
Machine Shop;
Organization operating in Lowell • documentation of street car and
railroad in Lowell’s history;
Historical Lowell (3 volumes published
by Lowell Historical Society.) • creation of Lowell Oral History
Center in Library
SOCIAL CULTURAL GOAL 4: STRENGTHEN AND EXPAND CULTURAL ACTIVITY
Bicentennial Planning;
calendar of events and activities
Middlesex County Tourism Council
activities and planning
Merrimack River Regattas
Ethnic Cultural Festivals
Creation of Lowell Cooperative Artists
Association, including craftsmen,
designers, artists to sponsor gallery
shows, bazaars, etc.
Annual canoe races on canal
Create theater company
Create music society
Suggested annual events:
regattas
hot air ballooning
white water canoeing
kayaking
bicycle touring
•first phase funded by the Massachusetts Bicentennial
Commission
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Economic Goals
The economic goals of the Urban Park Program are
concerned with expanding the levels of economic activity
in Greater Lowell. The major need of the area is economic
diversification and expansion;* both will add to the tax
base and employment opportunities:
' A. Through public investment, stimulate higher uses
of existing resources within the Greater Lowell
area, capitalizing on Lowell’s unique assets
(canals, mills, ethnic culture) for economic
development;
B. To create a development climate which stimulates
adaptive restoration and encourages other private
sector investment compatible with the Urban
x
National Cultural Park theme;
C. To develop viable funding mechanisms for both
public and private Urban Park-related develop-
ment and operation.
The economic goals are implemented through the
following operational objectives which are related in the
accompanying chart to the most appropriate time periods.
Several projects will require development over two time
periods, beginning in the medium range and completed by
1980 .
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227ECONOMIC GOALS 1: HIGHER USES OF EXISTING RESOURCESTHROUGH PUBLIC INVESTMENT
Short Range
7/74 — 5/76
Medium Range
7/75 — 6/77
Long Range
by 1980
Investment in canal properties for
easement or acquisition
Evaluate feasibility of public in-
vestment in Boott Mill Cultural Arts
Center (#11)
Implement camper accommodations
and youth hostel on city or county
lands in Greater Lowell (#10)
Determine feasibility of visitors* centers.
Full utilization of canal system for
recreation and transportation.
Implement public investment portion Boott Mill Cultural Arts Center.
Establish a Middlesex County Tourism
Council to stimulate Lowell business
Support by Small Business Ad-
ministration of Lowell Business
Development Organization.
ECONOMIC GOAL 2: PRIVATE SECTOR INVESTMENT AND DEVELOPMENT
CLIMATE FOR ADAPTIVE REUSE
Develop barge service
Phase 1 (#19-20)
Expand barge service full length
Pawtucket Canal Phase 2 (#19-20)
Complete barge service, entire canal
and river systems
Plan and implement bike rental system
Plan and implement canoe rental
system
Develop and implement formula for
shared capital improvement and main-
tenance among federal, state, and local
levels of participation.
Develop a museum gift shop in site of
Lowell Museum (Spindle City 1820-
1920)
Develop international mall for ethnic
specialities, tourist services, boutiques
Implement private investment portions of Boott Mill Cultural Arts Center.
Establish an historic district revolving
capital fund for private sector in-
vestment related to Urban Cultural
Park motif.
Develop within the local banking com-
munity a consistant approach regard-
ing availability of loans to purchase or
rehabilitate old and historic properties.
Develop long-term sustained sources of
funds for Urban Park implementation.
Create endowment for Urban Park sup-
port.
ECONOMIC GOAL 3: VIABLE FUNDING MECHANISMS FOR
PUBLIC/PRIVATE UNCP-RELATED
DEVELOPMENT/OPERATION
Develop tax shelter strategies for
private investment programs which
conform to the goals and objectives of
the Urban Cultural Park Program so
as to minimize or eliminate necessity
for public participation.
Create a minority small business in-
vestment corporation to stimulate
creation of new enterprises.
Design and implement tax shelter packaging on particular private parcels.
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Organizational Goals
Management and operation of the Urban National
Cultural Park Program as a vehicle for the revitalization
of Lowell requires organizational innovation. Organi-
zational goals are necessary because the full implementa-
tion of the Urban Cultural Park demands new ways to
combine the necessary private and public resources:
\ A. To create a viable mechanism for coordinating
governmental and private resources at all levels in
full implementation and operation of the Lowell
Urban National Cultural Park, thereby maximiz-
ing total impact on the city;
B. To have the local city government take an active
leadership role in the creation of an Urban
Cultural Park for Lotvell;
k9>To develop local support base in implementation
and operation of the Lowell Urban Park Program.
Achievement of the organizational goals requires the
operational objectives as outlined in the accompanying
chart.
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ORGANIZATIONAL GOAL I: RESOURCE COORDINATION
Short Range
7/74 — 5/76
Medium Range
7/75 — 6/77
Long Range
by 1980
Established a Federal Commission on
the Lowell Urban National Cultural
Park.
Selection and establishment of joint
public/private organization, represen-
ting major interests, for planning and
implementing the Urban Park Program
Encourage participation of various
organizations representing major local
interests in park planning and im-
plementation.
City and State establish a public policy
on acquisition of or permanent
easement for public access to private
property which is integral to park im-
plementation.
Development and implementation of
formula for shared capital im-
provement and maintenance among
federal, state, and local levels of par-
ticipation.
Creation of an urban park en-
vironmental development foundation
for the purpose of managing and
allocating such resources available to
the Urban Park Program on a
sustained basis.
ORGANIZATIONAL GOAL 2: LOCAL GOVERNMENT LEADERSHIP
Endorse the Urban Park Program and
indicate action items to be carried out
by all city governmental divisions in
support and encouragement of the Ur-
ban National Cultural Park (i.e.
zoning, city parks, planning, recreation
development, etc.)
Through Historic District Commission,
establish guidelines and standards for
preservation, restoration, conservation,
rehabilitation of sites and properties
within Historic Districts.
Prepare city sign ordinance to reinforce
Urban Park theme, with special em-
phasis on the Central Business District.
Alter local preservation code for in-
clusion of specific structures and
historic sites.
Enact tax and assessment policies to
encouragement landmark preservation
and adaptive reuse of selected struc-
tures.
ORGANIZATIONAL GOAL 3: DEVELOP LOCAL SUPPORT BASE
Develop a technical assistance in-
ventory from Lowell University, City
Development Authority, Chamber of
Commerce, HSC, Historical Com-
mission, Historical Society, etc. to
assist in Park planning and im-
plementation.
To encourage local education institutions (public/private) actively w become involved in
community development through: (a) curriculum and course offering focusing on Lowell and
its heritage; (b) student internship or action projects with local agencies/groups: (c) special
institution work or research projects supporting Urban National Cultural Park develop-
ment. ———————
Creation of a Business Development
Organization supported by SBA, to
stimulate local business ownership and
employment benefits from park ac-
tivity.
Develop a training program for Urban
Park employees and business com-
munity.
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SECTION V.
PRECEDENTS
FOR CHANGE
Major Concerns
The proposed Urban National Cultural Park Program
for Lowell and the achievement of the goals discussed in
the previous section require an extremely comprehensive
approach. In analyzing the existing situation, three factors
are evident. First, the City has experienced nearly 50 years
of economic stagnation. This has left a physical in-
frastructure that has not been fully maintained, not sur-
prising in the light of declining tax and employment base.
Second, the conditions in Lowell have created the politics
of redistribution rather than of growth. That is to say, un-
der conditions of stagnation, the political process em-
phasizes the distribution of resources among competing
groups. This stands in sharp distinction to a public policy
emphasizing the overall increase in the available public
and private goods and services. As a consequence of not
being attracted, private venture capital tends to leave the
area. There follows an estrangement between private sec-
tor resources and the political decision-making process,
insofar as the former is oriented toward growth. Most
significantly, the most valuable resource — the com-
munity’s users — become disenchanted and they too im-
migrate to what they perceive as more prosperous areas.
A third consequence, one on the positive side, is that
the physical resource base remains largely intact. Many of
the historic mills and places remain, much of the charac-
ter of the downtown is unchanged above the modernized
facades at the lowel level.
Assessment of Other Models
Revitalization of the City of Lowell through the Ur-
ban National Cultural Park theme, as well as the pre-
servation of critical elements of the nation’s first planned
industrial city require a broad-based strategy. This
strategy must be comprehensive and, to insure its success,
should also integrate successful experiences of other cities
that have addressed questions of revitalization consistent
with reestablishing an urban balance.
The models of development employed by other com-
munities are instructive. The experience of other cities as
they pertain to Lowell can be grouped into three
categories:
1. Water Resource Development;
2. Physical Rehabilitation and Redevelopment;
3. Parks and Recreation.
In each case study, the models serve multiple pur-
poses. Each is related to an aspect of physical resource
preservation, as well as to an adaptive reuse of facilities.
The impact area of each case is similar to the physical
resource base of Lowell. The limitations of each example
are instructive in the development of a more com-
prehensive model for Lowell.
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Water Resource Models
Of the five examples considered, two have to do with
water resource development in urban settings:
• The Pennsvlvania Canal, Delaware Division. This
has been developed under the aegis of a non-profit
organization and included in the state park system.
The emphasis is on restoration of a canal barge
service for tourist enjoyment;
• Roscoe Village, Coshocton, Ohio. This is the
restoration of a section of a town on the Erie
Canal, designed to attract tourists and preserve an
area; emphasis is on barge service and historic
restoration of the adjacent area (1830’s era);
• San Antonio, Texas. This city has turned a one-
half mile section of a river into a canal en-
vironment. As a city and private sector un-
dertaking, the implications of the San Antonio
project are significant. First, it emphasized a
neglected section of the city; second, it reoriented
the Central Business District toward a water canal
area, which has become an extremely attractive
magnet for shoppers. The San Antonio model
shows what can be done to make maximum use of
a canal resource in a Central Business District to
improve the image of the City;
• Great Falls Park, Patterson, New Jersey. This
represents the efforts of a private development cor-
poration, which integrates a historic district in an
industrial area with an open space program. This
ambitious 89-acre program in the heart of down-
town Patterson combines riverbank development,
archeological digs, and historic preservation of a
19th-century factory complex. While this model is
instructive for Lowell, it also illustrates some of
ingredients which may restrict the success of the
project. First, the site lies on the proposed route of
a major expressway. Second, the business and
political community have not adopted the Great
Falls Park as a developmental theme for the
business district;
• Nantucket, Massachusetts. Here the restoration of
the old whaling village on Nantucket Sound is
perhaps the most comprehensive example of a
water resource development program and adaptive
restoration of an area. The water resource develop-
ment includes upgrading of a harbor and creating
a marina for recreational use, contrasted to the
original use of the area bv the whaling industry of
more than a century ago. This privately-led ef-
fort has spawned massive investment in the
restoration of the period architecture and old-town
ambience. Blended into this setting is a luxury-
level marina facility. The net result has been a very
substantial increase in summer trade, a trade
which has given rise to boutiques more in line with
Grosse Point or Southhampton than with a rugged
whaling village. Despite its elitism, however, the
Nantucket experiment has been highly successful
among the few American attempts at such develop-
ment.
36 Boston Herald-American, April 21, 1974; Boston Globe, April 21, 1974.
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Physical Restoration Models
Successful transformation of old mills or factories
have only recently become important and noteworthy. By
their nature, most are intensive treatments of a very
restrictive site. This may be the key to their success as
well as the markets in which they were developed. Each
model presents part of the total pattern of the Lowell
program.
• Ghirardelli Square in San Francisco, Canal Square
in Georgetown, and Larimer Square in Denver are
three examples of adaptive restoration of
warehouse or old industrial complexes. In each
case, the emphasis has been to create a commercial
retail mall. Such urban recycling usually includes
restaurants, art galleries, craft shops, quality fur-
niture stores, boutiques and cafes. Each appeals to
upper middle class taste and incomes;
• Factory conversions for predominantly residential
use are perhaps best illustrated in the Piano Craft
Guild project in Boston. When built in 1853, this
building had the most extensive floor space for
manufacturing of any building east of the Miss-
issippi. Nearly two hundred apartments and
limited commercial space have ingeniously and
artfully been combined into an adaptive project,
which reinforce the architectural characteristics of
the building. To meet the needs of resident artists,
some apartments are subsidized through the Mass-
achusetts Housing & Finance Administration; 36
• Randall Square Foundry Conversion, Providence,
Rhode Island. Of the few remaining industrial
buildings on Randall Square, the adaptation of the
Stillman White Brass Foundry Building is most
noteworthy. This is being developed by the
Research & Design Institute (REDE) as a cor-
porate headquarters. REDE is also experimenting
with low -efficiency energy sources for heating and
lighting. The foundry/office building will employ
solar collectors, water turbines, on an adjacent
canal, and wind generators.
Common characteristics of each of these adaptive
restorations is that they are relatively small-scale and at-
tention is given to the aesthetic character of the structures
and sites. In addition, the most commercially successful
tend to be undertaken in strong market areas where they
add to but do not in themselves create the overall urban
amenity. This allows the relatively small-scale to be suc-
cessful.
In settings where the level of urban amenity has been
allowed to deteriorate, adaptive restoration of single sites
by themselves is probably insufficient as a vehicle for the
revitalization of a core area. The strategy being explored
for Lowell, therefore, is one of combining adaptive
restoration in the development of the Park theme for the
restoration of the entire City as well as the Central
Business District.
40
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Parks & Recreational Development Models
Parks as traditionally approached do not provide very
useful examples for urban development.
• The most common type of park and recreational
development in a city is the traditional city park.
Often planned and implemented by a local city
authority, city parks have depended on various
categorical aid programs (such as the Federal
Legacy of Parks) for implementation. Specific
areas for recreational development have tra-
ditionally been restricted in urban areas because:
they must be sited on existing city-owned property;
local planning agencies often do not have either
sufficient support or legal mandates to pursue their
plans; and city parks by their nature often prohibit
private sector involvement. In only a few instances,
Olmstead’s parks notwithstanding, have urban
parks been designed as part of the cohesive struc-
ture connecting different parts of a city and
holding them together;
• A second type of public sector recreational develop-
ment is the State Park Model. State parks and
forests like our National Parks have primarily been
established as open space and recreation lands out-
side urban areas;
• The Chicago Urban Cultural Park plan, however,
is an extremely important exception. Hopefully, it
represents the reversal of the trend which finds ur-
ban parks as a passive statement in the urban
fabric. The Chicago Plan is under consideration by
the National Park Service as a type of urban
national cultural park. This approach fosters the
creation of economic incentives for the private sec-
tor which will ease the “economic pressures engen-
dered by urban growth (which are relentlessly de-
stroying (the handsome and still useful monuments
of the past era) one after another.
”
:!7
The Chicago Plan is designed to preserve specific
buildings and developments which were hallmarks of
American architectural innovation between 1885 and the
First World War. While concerned with specific buildings
at scattered locations, the approach may have general ap-
plicability to other urban areas.
This approach to historic preservation focuses on
counter-balancing the private market forces which nor-
mally would opt for the destruction of privately-owned
landmark structures rather than provide incentives for
adaptive reuse and renovation. The plan recommends the
following ingredients:
1. Creation of preservation districts;
2. Designation of specific landmarks within those
districts;
3. Planning/zoning guidelines such as limitations on
building heights;
4. A revolving fund for restoration projects;
5. Creation of a “development rights transfer bank”
within preservation areas.
,7 Rogers C.B. Morton, Secretary of the Interior, as quoted in the CHICAGO SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE, Hugh C. Miller (Washington DC'U.S
Department of the Interior, National Park Service, 19731.
11
Essentially, the Chicago Plan provides for the sale of
any unused development rights to build on land occupied
by landmark properties within designated districts. Sub-
ject to density controls and planning review, purchasers of
the development rights would be permitted to use the
rights in building beyond heights, space, or other
limitations that would normally apply. By eliminating
unused development rights from landmark buildings, the
development pressures based on potential rather than on
present value would be eased, if not altogether removed,
and real estate taxes would probably be lowered. At the
same time, the sale of rights for use elsewhere would
provide substantial cash income to the landmark owner,
compensating him for loss of development values and as-
sisting in preservation and restoration work. Owners of
landmark buildings thus relieved of speculative interest
would subscribe to a document setting forth preservation
restrictions .38
The Chicago Plan provides the owner of an historic
site with an alternative. Skillful legislation and sensitive
administration results in an offer on the side of preser-
vation, which current owners cannot readily refuse. This
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approval is designed to insure that the central business
district benefits from new construction, while specific
landmarks are preserved.
In summary, the case models we have reviewed
suggest the following conclusions:
• most programs have been initiated and carried out
by the private sector; or by a single governmental
agency;
• a majority of these programs have required local
government approval: waiving or restructuring of
local codes/ordinances, local tax/economic in-
centives, and an attitude on the part of local elec-
ted officials and the business community that these
projects are in the best interests of the community;
• most models have been spearheaded by several key
individuals in a concerted partnership.
Lowell, as measured by organizational commitment
and city-wide support, is ahead of most communities in
pulling together local forces. In addition, Lowell has a
unique story to tell as a living exhibit of the process and
consequences of the American Industrial Revolution. Such
an interesting story is of importance to the Nation as well
as of deep concern to the people of Lowell.
• Hugh C. Miner, THE CHICAGO SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE (Washington, D.C, U. S.
Department of the Interior. National Park ®--,1973,^33.
For a full presentation, see John C. Costonis. “The Chicago Plan:
Incentive Zoning and the Preservation of Urban Landmarks .
HARVARD
REVIEW, Vol. 85:574 (Cambridge: Gannett House, Jan. 1972), pp. 574-6J4.
Also summarized in THE ARCHITECTURAL FORUM, Jan.-Feb. 1974, pp. 61-67
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SECTION VI.
THE NEW
LOWELL STRATEGY
Lowell is no exception to the axiom that urban
America has to seek in the interest of its own survival new
models for solving its problems. The “New Lowell Model”
we are suggesting integrates various model “fragments” of
selected development programs across the country. It is a
model for America’s oldest industrial cities, exemplified
by Lowell.
The traditional models have been limited by a frag-
mented approach. Often this has followed from the top-
down nature of policy-making. This may have been ap-
propriate in the Thirties and again in the Sixties for
national standards and goals to be passed down to com-
munities through bureaucratic channels, along with the
funds to implement. But in the Seventies, local areas have
become more sophisticated and able to cope with the
diversity of problems and recommend locally-generated
solutions.
In Lowell, the resources (see chart on the following
page) are so widely distributed among private owners and
the City, State, and Federal governments that new ways
will have to be devised for maximizing benefits to the city.
Private sector development of the Urban National
Cultural Park to the exclusion of state and federal par-
ticipation will impair the ability of the development
program to get available public planning talents and
public support. On the other hand, if the Urban National
Cultural Park Development Program were the creature of
only existing governmental units, without regard for full
private sector participation, much of the interest of the
private sector and its vitality would be dissipated.
The Lowell Model will take advantage of and coor-
dinate the public and private forces that are already in
motion which can have a positive impact on the redevelop-
ment of the city. Full integration and coordination of
these forces may involve the reemergence of the city-state.
That is, economic and social policies are agreed to and im-
plemented jointly by private commerce and services and
by public decision-making bodies.
Looking north on Merrimack St. in the City Hall Historic District. St. Anne’s Church on right and Lowell City Hall on left.
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FRAGMENTS OF THE LOWELL MODEL
Key Resource Description Ownership Responsibility !
Lowell/Dracut State t
Forest
Northern anchor of
development area
State Department of Natural
Resources
Canal System, including
gatehouse, canal banks
5.6 miles of waterways for
boating, canoeing & barge
service; adjacent bicycle &
walking trails
Private Proprietors of Locks <
& Canals
Selected mills or sections
thereof
Along Lowell canals, for
adaptive reuse projects,
commerce, housing, social
services, etc.
Private
Boott Mill,
Wannalancit Mill,
etc.
Merrimack & Concord In river only Interstate/Federal Corps of Engineers
Rivers — water quality In canals (water flow) Private Locks & Canals
River Banks/Concord &
Merrimack
Bicycle and walking
trails, passive and active
recreational activities
Public/Private City of Lowell & State
j
and Private Owners
j
Downtown Architectural
Characteristics
Period architecture
Historic landmark sites
Private
Private with assistance from
City Development Authority,
Chamber of Commerce,
Lowell Historical Commission
Ethnic Attributes
Major impact of industrial
migration pattern; ethnic
enclaves, strong cultural
identities
Private
Ethnic voluntary associa-
tions; religious groups; retail
and commercial sectors
Major undeveloped urban
land parcels
In center city (parking
lots) along Pawtucket
Canal, Old Police Station,
etc.
City
City Manager,
City Council
Selected small downtown
sites for adaptive reuse
Downtown Lowell and
adjacent to canals Private Private owners
Middlesex Canal
Connected Merrimack-
Charles Rivers; linking
Lowell/Dracut to Mann-
ing State Forest
Public/Private
Historical
Commission
Department of Natural
Resources
Manning State Park Southern anchor of dev-
elopment area State
Department of Natural
Resources
City — public schools
Model Cities
Education
Component
Educational
Institutions
Information and knowl-
edge base for history of
Lowell and region.
Exhibits, workshops; lec-
tures; seminars; walking
tours, etc.
State — Lowell
Technological
Institute,
Lowell State College
City of Lowell
State of Massachusetts
Private Corporations
Model Cities Program
Private — parochial and
private
schools,
Historical
Society
44
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Strategic Considerations
There are several major strategic considerations for
the continued development of the Lowell Model:
1. Organization;
2. Coordinated scheduling of development programs;
3. Funding — roles of the public and private sectors;
4. Legislation.
1. Organization
The key element in the strategy of the New Lowell
Model as envisioned in the Urban National Cultural Park
is the necessity of having an organizational structure
which efficiently focuses public and private energies. This
requires that no single sector or single group of in-
dividuals can effectively control the entire process. The
strategy requires that at best such groups can be im-
portant influences. Consequently, in order to maintain
balance, the organizational structure that oversees the im-
plementation as well as planning of the Urban National
Cultural Park must be strong enough and sufficiently
broad to warrant the continued support of all of the major
actors in a partnership effort. This must extend from the
planning process through the implementation stages and
throughout on-going operations and management of the
Urban National Cultural Park in Lowell.
We propose the creation of a Federal Commission
which will be charged with overall coordination of the
Lowell Urban Cultural Park Program. Unlike other fed-
eral commissions, the proposed Lowell Commission will
embrace all levels of government. At the Federal level, it
should include, in addition to Interior, the other depart-
ments with major responsibilities for urban areas — i.e.,
Commerce, Housing & Urban Development, and Tran-
sportation. And the state and city governments should be
represented on the Commission. Appointments by the
Mayor and the Governor should be approximately equal
to the combined Federal membership on the Commission.
The proposed organization must be administratively
able to deal with not only public and private resources but
also major resources from state and federal levels. In ad-
dition to being legislatively sanctioned, such an
organization must also have a degree of skill necessary to
coordinate and monitor individual programs carried out
by any of the participants in the long term development
program. Such an organization should include a balance
of federal, state, and local public sector representatives as
well as local private sector representatives. Only a strong,
well-financed and locally-directed effort has a chance of
knitting together all of the actors and special interests
into development programs comprehensive enough to
direct long-run solutions. The accompanying chart
graphically describes this integration of efforts. The ba-
lance between these groups must be such that the driving
forces in the continued planning and implementation of
the urban park program represents local sensitivities
while reflecting the national significance of this program
Restored private residence.
to preserve key elements of the nation’s first planned in-
dustrial city.
2. Coordinated Scheduling of Development
Programs
Phasing or scheduling of physical investment
programs as well as coordination of the social and
cultural activities of the Urban Park Program require that
they be centrally coordinated in the sense of information
management and that they be timed in ways which create
maximum impact. Suggested timing of operational ob-
jectives in Section IV (Goals) of this report offer specific
logistical recommendations. Much of this coordination
has begun in Lowell, though in an informal way, during
the past several years. Indeed, the current state of im-
plementation should be regarded as the beginning of
Stage III.
Stage II, covering 1972-1973, marks the introduction
of the Urban National Cultural Park legislation and
significant investment in its planning and development,
supported by the New England Regional Commission.
This same period saw emergence of a Greater Lowell
Transportation Planning Study. This period also marked
the beginning of coordination among regional and local
(public) planning groups. Also, an awareness of the
possibilities has arisen in the private sector; and some of
the more venturesome have responded with significant
capital improvement projects.
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PARTNERS IN THE URBAN PARK PROGRAM
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Notable examples are: the adaptive conversion of a
canal gatehouse into a flower and gift shop; a warehouse
conversion into a restaurant; an old city firehouse into a
commercial building.
Stage III covers the period through the Bicentennial
in 1976. And a fourth stage includes those projects which
may be initiated in Stage III but cannot be completed un-
til toward the end of the decade — largely because of the
lead time involved in the physical execution of the pro-
gram. The main point to consider here is that, owing to
the complexity of the Lowell Development Program in its
attempt to address the diversity of problems at a large
enough scale to make a substantial difference, it is essen-
tial that there be a high degree of continual coordination
in the effort.
3. Funding
Formulas will have to be devised which reach into a
variety of public and private pocketbooks to insure that
the management and maintenance of the Urban National
Cu.ural Park reflect both ability to support and share in
accrued benefits. Major partners in the maintenance and
operation of the parklands will, we suspect, be the state
and federal governments. Private sector activities will
provide integral social and commercial activities. While it
is premature to speculate as to exact shares, the case can
be made for approximately equal participation by both the
state and federal governments, with a a relatively minor
share, though still significant, being provided out of local
governmental resources.
During further planning and evaluation undertaken
by the proposed Commission, it is recommended that the
concerned agencies at all levels of government contribute
staff to the effort. Such in-kind support is appropriate on a
fiscal basis; but it is also justified on administrative
grounds because the program may require the merging of
funds from a variety of sources.
Private sector participation will, in the long run, sub-
stantially outweigh governmental resources. In no sense
should the development program take place in the absence
of local commitment; for without local participation, there
is no true test of the area’s real commitment to carry out
the proposed development program. Fiscal responsibility
for coordination, supportive research/documentation, and
administration of the overall program should be the
responsibility of a Commission, established through
legislative action, representing the major groups in the
partnership.
4. Legislation
It is likely in a development program of the scope
described in the Lowell Urban National Cultural Park
Program that important new legislative mandates may
eventually be required. These can be anticipated with
respect to guidelines and limits for public participation in
the improvement of private property for which the public
is granted permanent easement in some aspects of its use.
There will have to be legislative determination with
respect to possible tax assessment concessions, creation of
revolving funds, historic landmarks, development rights
transfers, and tax shelter considerations. Some are mat-
ters of city ordinance, many may require state legislative
action. Additionally if the significance of the heritage of
Lowell is to be made available to all citizens in our
nation, federal and state legislation will be required.
Merrimack Manufacturing Company, and Grist Mill razed for Urban Renewal in 1960’s
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CONCLUSION
American cities need urban parks that tie the •J
city fabric together. Urban areas must begin to am- j
bitiously re-cycle their older structures, realizing they are J
too valuable a resource to dispose of via the urban J
renewal bulldozer. Urban America needs to have cultural
parks in order to bring about a new appreciation of the
vitality that diverse cultural groups bring to a city. Ad-
ditionally, we must have an awareness that our roots and
heritage are aspects of our every day lives today and
avenues for constructing a better future tomorrow.
Our citizens, our governing bodies and our central
business districts need comprehensive themes, strong
images of the future, to direct our energies towards a bet-
ter quality of life in our urban centers. In Lowell this can
be done by taking a page from the past.
America has not yet adequately come to terms with l/"
the industrial revolution as a process which we should
identify with as much as with the American political
revolution which began in Lexington and Concord. As a
nation, we seem to prefer our historical vignettes on
“location” — in museums or recreated villages which may
bear little resemblance to the real ambience of the story
being told.
Lowell is different. Much of what became associated
with industrialization, both negative and positive, had
early and profound expression in Lowell. And much of
that panorama can be observed or recaptured in Lowell
today:
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• 5.6 miles of canals still exist within Lowell; the
last one opened in 1848;
• The canals continue to provide power for industry;
• Major educational resources are available in the
spectrum of technology visible in Lowell. Power
• sources and modes of transportation covering 125
years, for example, are observable in a single
gatehouse;
• The canal system in association with the river-
banks joins two state forests in what could become
part of a network of regional trails throughout the
Merrimack Valley;
• The locks of the 1792 transportation canal around
the Pawtucket Falls still exist as part of the power
canal system. They can be revitalized within a
regional water recreation system in which the
Lowell canals are a hub, with spokes reaching up
and down the Merrimack River to Lawrence and
Nashua, and up the Concord River;
• Mill buildings exist much as they did 150 years
ago;
• Corporation boarding houses survive near some of
the mill locations;
• Collections of machinery and artifacts are in the
area and available to be incorporated into museum
exhibitions;
• The cultural setting of Lowell has much of the
same ethnic diversity and intensity as at the end of
the nineteenth century.
The Department of the Interior has recommended
that national parks be brought “closer to the people”.
Lowell more than meets the criteria of preserving a
national cultural site and way of life. It more than meets
criteria of preserving a national cultural site and way of
life. It more than meets criteria of significance in the
heritage of the United States; especially in its potential to
preserve and interpret a dynamic era of American history.
But most significantly, a Lowell Urban National Cultural
Park would not cause undue intrusion or disruption
within the city. It will be an important ingredient of
Lowell’s revitalization.
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Art and Photo Credits:
Cover Photo by John Gustevson, with permission of Carol Johnson Associates,
Cambridge, Mass.
Photographs of two Mill Girls with shuttles, and the Mill Girl Woodcut by Winslow Homer,
pg. 15, reproduced with the permission of Merrimack Valley Textile Museum, North An-
dover, Mass.
Maps, pp. 12 and 13, and photograph of Boarding House, p. 17, reproduced with the per-
mission of Lowell Historical Society.
Photographs by John Gustevson pp. 3, 5, 10, 19, 20, 21, 22, 24, 39, 41, 42, 43, 45, 48
reproduced with the permission of Carol Johnson Associate, Cambridge, Mass.
Photographs by James Bradshaw, pp. 22, 25, 26, 33.
Photographs by Lowell Sun, David Brow, pp. 29, 30 (top), 35, 37.
Photographs and illustrations on pp. 9, 11, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 22, 47, from the collection of
The Lowell Technological Institute Library.
Map on page 8, Greater Lowell Chamber of Commerce.
Maps on pages 8, 27 and chart on page 16, courtesy of the Lowell City Development
Authority.
Map on page 9 originally prepared by Lydia Kowalski for Human Services Corporation.
Illustration, page 26, courtesy of the Raytheon Company.
Photo, page 30 (bottom) courtesy of the John F. Kennedy Presidential Library.
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In
its
preparation
of
this
report
the
Department
enlisted
the
aid
of
a
special-purpos
Task
Force,
consisting
of
individuals
both
within
and
outside
of
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Department.
The
overall
contribution
of
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Task
Force
was
considerable;
the
following
member
are
to
be
commended
for
a
job
well
done:
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The
seed
for
this
revitalization
process
has
already
been
planted,
and,
if
properly
nurtured,
promises
to
bear
fruit.
During
the
past
decade,
the
people
of
Lowell
gradually
began
to
see
with
new
appreciation
the
technological,
architectural,
and
cultural
resources
which
are
woven
into
the
fabric
of
their
city,
but
which
have
been
in
many
instances
either
neglected
or
misused.
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The
development
of
the
resources
that
comprise
the
area's
heritage
to
in
1
crease
public
appreciation
and
enjoyment
of
these
cultural
assets.
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An
opportunity
for
Lowell's
citizens
to
integrate
recreation
into
the
daily
pattern
of
their
lives,
thereby
responding
to
the
call
in
the
1971
Massachusetts
Statewide
Comprehensive
Outdoor
Recreation
Plan
and
the
Department
of
the
Interior's
1973
Nationwide
Recreation
Plan
for
more
attention
to
urban
recrea-
tion
needs.
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It
is
estimated
that
by
1985,
the
Heritage
Park
could
attract
700,
000
to
1,
000,000
visitors
per
year.
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Presently
under
ownership
divided
mainly
between
the
Proprietors
of
the
Locks
and
Canals
and
the
City,
this'
wooded
canal
bank
(12.
2
acres)
would
perform
both
open
space
and
recreation
functions.
Facilities
constructed
at
this
site
would
include
bicycle
and
foot
trails,
boat
dockage,
and
a
tourist
barge
landing.
The
most
interesting
feature
of
this
site
is
the
Guard
Locks
complex,
consisting
of
a
gatehouse,
a
lock
house,
a
unique
flood
prevention
gate
(which
has
twice
in
the
past
125
years
been
relied
upon
to
protect
Lowell
from
Merrimack
River
floodwaters),
and
the
locks
themselves.
Interpretive
services
would
be
developed
here
to
explain
lock
operations
and
the
remarkable
history
of
the
site.
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Estimated
Cost
The
various
land
parcels
which
constitute
the
Heritage
Park
are
for
the
most
part
owned
by
either
the
Proprietors
of
the
Locks
and
Canals,
the
City
of
Lowell,
or
Lowell
educational
institutions.
Due
to
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fact
that
there
are
several
potential
alter-
native
park
ownership
arrangements--including
use
of
such
techniques
as
direct
transfer
of
property
to
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Commonwealth,
fee
simple
acquisition,
and
purchase
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Park-Related
Issues
Issues
which
affect
the
Heritage
Park
encompass
both
land
and
water
resources
in
the
Lowell
area.
They
have
been
identified
as
including
the
following
two
broad
subject
areas,
but
it
should
be
noted
that
this
is
not
an
exhaustive,
compendium:
other
issues
may
arise
which
will
also
merit
the
attention
of
those
concerned
with
the
park's
development.
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DNR
should
be
given
prior
notification
in
writing
of
all
public
hearings
ired
under
the
zoning
ordinance
that
are
held
concerning
property
in
the
ediate
vicinity
of
the
Heritage
Park.
The
Lowell
Historical
Commission
Ordinance
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Route
213
bridge
over
the
Merrimack
River
is
built,
the
city
should
use
every
available
means
to
insure
that
the
construction
has
a
minimum
impact
on
on
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northern
bank's
Pawtucket
Boulevard
Park,
and
it
should
also
con-
sider
using
the
bridge
and
adjacent
land
on
the
southern
bank
to
create
a
pedestrian
link
between
the
two
parks.
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At
the
present
time
there
are
unresolved
issues
(such
as
the
prospective
FPC
licensing
of
the
dam
owners)
which
preclude
a
final
determination
of
functional
responsibilities
in
the
restoration
project.
Coordination
has
been
established
between
DNR
and
the
aforementioned
agencies,
and
an
effort
will
be
made
to
in-
sure
that
the
on-going
fish
restoration
project
will
be
synchronized
with
develop-
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Private
interests
have
begun
to
respond
to
the
challenge
of
restoring
old
and
developing
new
commercial
structures
which
are
architecturally
in
keeping
with
Lowell's
heritage.
Only
if
individual
businessmen
as
well
as
large
developers
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to
insure
the
evolution
of
a
compatible
urban
form
and
function.
In
the
final
analysis
it
will
be
Lowell's
citizens
and
not
the
DNR
who,
through
these
issues,
determine
the
success
or
failure
of
the
Heritage
Park.
Utilization
of
Lowell's
multifaceted
resources
for
educational
purposes
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P As
previously
outlined
in
this
report,
the
total
cost
of
the
Heritage
Park
has
been
estimated
at
$9,150,
000.
It
is
recommended
that
the
Governor
submit
to
the
legislature
a
capital
outlay
request
for
3.
9
million
dollars
for
fiscal
year
1976,
3.
9
million
dollars
for
fiscal
year
1977,
and
1.
2
million
dollars
for
fiscal
year
1978.
A
development
schedule
and
cost
itemization
is
outlined
below:
In
this
time
period
the
DNR
would
commit
staff
services
plus
$150,
000
from
existing
funds,
to
be
used
for
the
following
purposes:
(1)
all
agreements
between
the
DNR,
the
City
of
Lowell,
and
the
Proprietors
of
Locks
and
Canals
would
be
finalized,
(2)
appraisals
and
property
title
examinations
of
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includes
construction
management
and
administration
costs.
In
this
time
period
(1)
the
construction
of
major
park
sites
would
occur,
and
(2
)
operation
of
the
Park
could
begin
on
a
limited
basis,
depending
on
its
stage
of
completion.
Capital
outlay
funds
requested
for
this
fiscal
year
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In
this
time
period
the
remainder
of
park
construction
would
be
completed.
Full
scale
operation
of
the
park
is
envisioned
as
beginning
in
the
Spring
of
284
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